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ABSTRACT
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Benton MacKaye (1879-1975) is widely recognized as the creator of the Appalachian Trail, but
scholars rarely acknowledge him for his contributions to environmental thought and planning. In
this dissertation, I interpret and analyze MacKaye’s regional planning philosophy and trace the
main influences on MacKaye’s work. In particular, I show how MacKaye’s environmental
thought in part responded to the challenge of William James’s 1910 essay, “Moral Equivalent of
War.” In the essay, James argued for pursuing peaceful alternatives to war while retaining the
values of dedication, hard work, and discipline that are central to military training. Although
evident in a number of MacKaye’s projects and publications, the connection between his work
and James’s argument is clearest in an unpublished essay associated with his 1928 full-length
work entitled The New Exploration: A Philosophy of Regional Planning. First, I review the
content and impact of William James’s “Moral Equivalent of War” while visiting the responses
of many notable individuals as well as MacKaye’s brothers, Percy and James. Next, I situate
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MacKaye in the trajectory of environmental history, from Thoreau to Aldo Leopold, who later
collaborated with MacKaye. I also explain the work of Lewis Mumford and the Regional
Planning Association of America to illustrate how MacKaye was directly involved with the
regional planning movement of the 1920s. I argue that these individuals also influenced
MacKaye’s proposition for a moral equivalent of war: fighting industrialism to protect the
material, energy, and psychological resources found in the natural environment. Thirdly, I argue
that James’s essay influenced MacKaye by conducting a close reading of an unfinished and
unpublished essay. I then show how the unpublished essay relates to The New Exploration.
Finally, I argue that MacKaye implemented his response to “Moral Equivalent of War” in his
environmental and regional planning projects in which he was involved throughout his life, such
as the United States Forest Service, Tennessee Valley Authority, Regional Planning Association
of America, and the Wilderness Society. Additionally, MacKaye worked as a consultant to
Dartmouth College Professor Eugene Rosenstock-Huessy and the experimental Civilian
Conservation Corps Camp William James, where the primary focus was to fulfill James’s call to
provide young men, and later women, with a moral equivalent to war.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

HILLTOP
Thanks, dear Earth, for all this food;
And now we think it would be goo-ed
If when the air is hot as hell
You’d break the horrid torrid spell
To this great thought you seem agreed,
And so we thank you much indeed
And also the Earth, it would be grand
If when ground is dry as sand
You would cause a spell of rain
To fill our springs and pipes again
–B. MK.1
Best known as the creator of the Appalachian Trail, Benton MacKaye (1879-1975)
dedicated his life to developing and refining his philosophy of regional planning. MacKaye’s
understanding of regional planning incorporated the designation and utilization of land. More
importantly, his regional planning philosophy aimed to balance human needs with the needs of
the natural environment. Rather than combating or controlling nature, regional planners like
MacKaye sought to work with nature to ensure its conservation and preservation. Unlike many
other environmental thinkers of his era, MacKaye was not entirely opposed to the reasonable use
of environmental resources. His effort to prevent resource waste, especially waste resulting from
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Benton MacKaye. “Hilltop,” Box 192, Folder 34. MacKaye Family Papers, Rauner
Special Collections Library, Dartmouth College.
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the transportation of people and goods to other regions, set him apart from his contemporary
regional planners and environmentalists.
MacKaye entered his working years during a time of great transition in the United States.
The nation was undergoing vast social and political reform. The Progressive Era from the 1890s
to the 1920s was ending, while Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs were beginning.
MacKaye’s interests in conserving and preserving the natural environment during the nation’s
expansion from the metropolis into rural and indigenous areas connected New Deal
environmental thinking with Progressive ideals and labor. MacKaye referred to undeveloped
lands as “indigenous,” and he was concerned that the growing population from the cities
threatened to overflow into these indigenous lands. Although educated during the Progressive
Era, MacKaye shifted his philosophy so that his ideas would remain relevant to New Dealrelated attempts to stabilize the country. MacKaye’s employment often involved government
work projects, and he had a long history of collaborating with young adults. MacKaye often
wrote about incorporating youth work movements into his regional planning philosophy.
MacKaye often spent time with young adults hiking the Appalachian Mountains and teaching
about ecological history while enjoying the health benefits of spending time in the wilderness.
Influenced by William James’s 1910 essay, “Moral Equivalent of War,” along with the many
others he worked with throughout his life, the idea of civic service and conservation would
become a major theme in MacKaye’s work.
Born in 1879, MacKaye spent much of his childhood outdoors roaming the
Massachusetts countryside while his father traveled to maintain his successful theatre career.
MacKaye’s interest in the natural sciences was evident very early in his life, as he often wrote
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specific descriptions of the countryside accompanied by detailed maps. According to MacKaye’s
thinking, if a natural resource was prominent in a region, then it should remain there. For
example, the coal that was plentiful in the Appalachian Mountains region ought to stay in the
area for the use of the residents rather than exported for use outside of the region. MacKaye’s
concept of conservation and preservation centered on the understanding that citizens should use
the materials they had around them rather than importing resources in order to calibrate the needs
of humans with the limits of natural resources. MacKaye advocated that citizens balance a
complicated mix of leisure and employment while protecting and enjoying the wilderness.
In 1896, despite having difficulty in physics, algebra, and foreign languages, MacKaye
entered Harvard University undecided on a major and without occupational goals. Two
professors highly influenced MacKaye during his time at Harvard. Geology professor William
Morris Davis taught him to approach the land as a “habitable globe,” a philosophy that
considered human life in the natural environment.2 His other major influence, Nathanial
Southgate Shaler, attempted to bridge the often-troubled relationship between the public and the
scientific community.3 More importantly, Shaler taught MacKaye that a “contemplative attitude
demands solitude, or at least a mental isolation from our fellow men.”4 Following his graduation
from Harvard in 1900, MacKaye continued his hiking adventures in Vermont. As MacKaye’s
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Benton MacKaye, “Growth of a New Science,” The Survey 86 no. 10 (October 1950):

439.
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Larry Anderson, Benton MacKaye: Conservationist, Planner, and Creator of the
Appalachian Trail (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 2002), 32.
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Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, “The Landscape as a Means of Culture,” Atlantic
Monthly (October 1892): 777-778.
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biographer notes, during these hikes MacKaye created “mental maps of a democratic landscape,
open to rovers and walkers, unsullied by industry and commerce.”5 His ability to visualize a
large area of land proved especially useful in his later work with the Regional Planning
Association of America and the Tennessee Valley Authority. His large-scale vision supported his
development of a distinct understanding of the cultural and natural environment that would serve
as the basis of his regional planning philosophy. While MacKaye acknowledged that
metropolitan and urban areas were not inherently unhealthy, he emphasized the impact of
spending time in the wilderness and indigenous environments on an individual’s life. For
MacKaye, this “problem of living” was balanced with the psychological and physical benefits of
spending solitary time in the wilderness were inimitable in a metropolitan environment.
In 1903, MacKaye entered Harvard’s newly designed graduate program in forestry, and
in 1905, he was the first in the university’s history to receive a degree in the field. Shortly after
he graduated, the Transfer Act (1905) allowed Gifford Pinchot’s study agency within the
Agriculture Department to become the actual agency of the United States Forest Service. The
scope of the Transfer Act covered 86 million acres, and Pinchot took over as the Chief Forester.
Two years later, Pinchot hired MacKaye as a “forest assistant” to the newly designated National
Forests.6 Pinchot recommended that MacKaye become a forestry instructor at Harvard in 1906,
and in the fall of 1908, MacKaye organized a 2,000-acre teaching plot at Harvard. The
educational plot included the farm, facilities, forests, and land for logging. In addition to his
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Harold K. Steen, The U. S. Forest Service: A History (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1976), 99.
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responsibilities at the property, MacKaye continued teaching various forestry classes. In
December 1911, MacKaye began working for the Forest Service again, when conservationism
had become a stronger movement in the wake of the Progressive Era. MacKaye was surrounded
by “many of Washington’s prominent liberal and left-wing politicians, government officials,
journalists, and activists.”7 This environment allowed MacKaye to network with many
individuals not only in the national government but also in the conservation movement. During
this time, MacKaye began developing his planning ideas, including sustainable rather than
migratory employment in the natural environment as well as better timber farming techniques.
He also focused on the conservation of natural resources. In addition, MacKaye began to
organize salons of like-minded progressives committed to environmental concerns to discuss the
political atmosphere in Washington. These “Hell Raisers,” as they were called, also were heavily
involved in the suffrage movement.
In 1921, MacKaye published “An Appalachian Trail: A Project in Regional Planning,”
which proposed a 2,000-mile footpath that connected cities from Maine to Georgia to provide
city dwellers with an easy escape into nature. In 1923, MacKaye teamed with Clarence Stein
(1882-1975) and Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), among others, to form the Regional Planning
Association of America (RPAA). Stein, a New York City planner, and Mumford, an author and
architect, recruited MacKaye based on his idea of “restoring a balanced regional and community
life.”8 The RPAA focused on the “environment, function, and organism,” a philosophy they
shared with Patrick Geddes (1854-1932), a prominent Scottish planner known for early
7
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environmental conservation. MacKaye, who was already familiar with Geddes’s approach,
eagerly accepted the offer. While working with the RPAA, MacKaye would write and publish
his first major book, entitled The New Exploration: A Philosophy of Regional Planning (1928).
By comparing the London Bridge to Times Square in 1928, MacKaye explained that regional
planning was not necessarily a human design but rather a result of human adaptation and
integration to natural surroundings. According to MacKaye, from the London Bridge, one can
see commodities flow from freight traffic. Similarly, as society has developed over the years, one
can observe the human flow of traffic through Times Square. This rapid growth of metropolitan
areas in the eastern United States, especially New York City, Washington D.C., and
Philadelphia, was a great threat to indigenous lands. Considering the population boom, MacKaye
believed it was important to protect indigenous land, and his philosophy of regional planning
consisted of wholly integrating human behavior with the natural environment. The balance of
three energies (psychological, material, and energetic) was imperative in regional planning, and
MacKaye argued that indigenous communities most effectively produced this balance. By
preserving and even creating these indigenous communities, MacKaye contended that
individuals could lead balanced lives while conserving the environment and its natural resources.
At a time when the automobile industry as well as passenger and commercial rail traffic
were growing rapidly, MacKaye was concerned that the expanding cities were overtaking
indigenous lands. As mentioned above, he noted the three important factors of the natural
environment: material, energetic, and psychological. MacKaye defined the psychological
component as “environment,” or “the contours of the landscape, the arrangement of its
vegetation, the visible marks of man’s efforts in clearings and fences and farms and gardens and
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cities as well as in wild forests and mountain areas.” More importantly, “environment, in one or
all of its many forms, is the pervasive source of man’s true living.”9 MacKaye argued that the
earth was a larger evolutionary ecosystem in which human behavior only played a part. He
explained that a “railway may stop running, or a city may disappear: but the earth itself, as a
receiver and storer of solar energy, as a hoarder and container of soils and metals and potential
vegetation – that does not alter: it can never basically alter.”10 MacKaye’s understanding of the
evolutionary ecosystem reflected the philosopher William James’s “hospitable globe,” where
individuals utilize the “energies” found in the environment in order to live harmoniously as part
of a greater ecological whole.11
As previously noted, William James’s essay played an important role in MacKaye’s
writing as well as his regional planning work. James argued that any alternative to preparing for
war must pursue an equivalent goal in order to maintain the same values taught through military
training. James also contended that this goal should be fighting to protect the natural
environment and that individuals should be employed for a set number of years to improve the
environment and society while learning values associated with military service: dedication,
tradition, and hard work. This labor as a substitute for war would create the habitable globe.
MacKaye briefly explained the idea of a habitable globe in The New Exploration, his most
famous work. Although he published part of his autobiography in From Geography to

9

Benton MacKaye, The New Exploration: A Philosophy of Regional Planning (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1928), 51.
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MacKaye, New Exploration, 15.
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Geotechnics (1968), the majority of the manuscript remains unpublished. MacKaye’s vision of
the physical, material, and psychological balance between human activity and the indigenous
environment led him back to his hometown of Shirley Center, Massachusetts. To MacKaye,
Shirley Center represented the epitome of an indigenous environment because it contained the
ultimate balance of energies.12 MacKaye lived the rest of his life in his Shirley Center home and
remained very active in his community. He passed away peacefully on December 11, 1975, but
his legacy remains.
The transition from rural to urban life that occurred in the late 18th to early 19th centuries
gave rise to many social and financial issues for the United States. As social historian Roy
Lubove points out, “Urbanization was synonymous with industrialization and its challenge to
traditional institutions.”13 These challenges would be the underlying motivation for MacKaye,
who directly experienced them. Throughout his life, MacKaye would address changing social
and industrial factors by adjusting his regional planning philosophy to meet the new
environmental demands. MacKaye would begin his career pursuing solutions to the problems in
the forest industry, as the need for more materials rapidly increased with population growth. By
the time MacKaye retired, he was addressing and working with many of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
New Deal programs. As Lubove suggests, “urbanization might serve as a fruitful conceptual

12

MacKaye dedicated his first major publication The New Exploration (1928) to
Shirley Center, Massachusetts.
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Roy Lubove, The Urban Community (Englewood Cliffs, NY: Prentice-Hall, 1967), 1.
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framework for interpreting political, economic, and social change.”14 This idea is evident
throughout descriptions and projects to implement MacKaye’s regional planning philosophy.
Until the late 1960s, scholarship regarding the Progressive Era neglected to incorporate
the role of city and regional planning in U.S. social change. In analyzing how the city influenced
progressive social and political ideals, Lubove defines the city as “an artifact, a physical
container within which complex human interactions occur; social organization and relationships
are greatly influenced by land-use and housing patterns.”15 He also explains that the public
organized the land-use planning based on their local needs. As MacKaye argued, this mentality
proved highly destructive to the landscape and natural resources. Lubove explains,
“Conservation, housing codes, zoning, city planning, park development, the City Beautiful
movement, and the Garden City idea differed in origin, but shared a common objective – an
enhanced role for the architect, planner, and welfare expert at the expense of the business
interests, which had traditionally determined urban land-use policy.”16 For the first time, city
planners incorporated the idea of conservation into their designs and policies.
Historian George Mowry explains that Progressive Era ideas fall under two categories:
“material changes” and the “almost immediate political and economic protests evoked by
them.”17 Most notably, and evident in MacKaye’s work, was the concern for “quantity instead of

14
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George Mowry, The Progressive Era, 1900-20: The Reform Persuasion
(Washington: American Historical Association, 1972) 3
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quality.”18 MacKaye feared the mundane tasks that industrial work required because they were
not mentally challenging. The economic relief that industry provided, however, overshadowed
this concern. As Mowry states, this relief lasted twenty years, while the fears of the previous
thirty years “almost disappeared.”19 More importantly, Mowry argues, “During this period of
sustained prosperity the American people engaged in a movement of social and political reform
wider than any that had been seen since the years prior to the Civil War.”20 The Progressive Era
unified the nation rather than separated it by region, but social and economic divides still existed
among the recently freed Southern slaves who did not have equal rights with other American
citizens.
The Progressive Era also brought the centers of industry and politics into the city, causing
rapid development to build infrastructure to house both business and public institutions. On the
other hand, historian Arthur Mann argues that the Progressive Era actually was a combination of
many movements concerning social, political, and economic aspects of American life. As he
contends, historians either consider the Progressive movement to be a success or a failure.
Although the arguments for both viewpoints are complicated and continue to be contested, they
have influenced how historians investigate the New Deal.21
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York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), 1.
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The Appalachian Mountain region played a crucial role in the development of rural areas
due to its proximity to the metropolises on the East Coast as well as its plentiful natural
resources. Historian Sara Gregg examines the “environmental and economic challenges” of the
“residents and policy makers” in the Appalachian Mountain region during the early 1900s.22
Although Gregg fails to mention MacKaye’s role in shaping regional planning in Appalachia,
she argues that the region played a unique role in land-use. Gregg recognizes the social,
economic, and environmental diversity of the region. More importantly, she acknowledges the
“conservation and recreational development” of the area during this pivotal time.23 MacKaye’s
absence from Gregg’s manuscript raises the question of why such an important figure was
omitted from the argument and given a mere footnote describing his role in fighting construction
of roads along the mountaintops. MacKaye’s role was invaluable in terms of not only his
Appalachian Trail project that began in the early 1920s but also his continuous work with
government programs during this time. Gregg argues that the federal government helped shape
the Appalachian Mountain region, including the conservation of land and the preservation of
Appalachian culture.24 More important was increased access to the Appalachian wilderness by
people in metropolitan areas. This modern-day argument epitomizes MacKaye’s philosophy and
work during this period. Additionally, Gregg explains that Progressive-Era federal programs

22

Sara Gregg, Managing the Mountains: Land Use Planning, the New Deal, and the
Creation of the Federal Landscape in Appalachia (New Haven: Yale, 2010), 2.
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Gregg, Managing the Mountains, 2.
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Gregg, Managing the Mountains, 3.
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initiated with the 1911 Weeks Act led to the conservation of the forests at levels commensurate
with the New Deal on both the local and federal levels.25
Along with John Wesley Powell and Frederick Law Olmsted, Benton MacKaye was
among the pioneering regional planners to incorporate both science and conservation into his
regional planning philosophy. Lubove explains that Powell and Olmsted were “radicals who
espoused the ideal of an urban-rural continuum.”26 Landscape architects increasingly brought
nature into urban areas by adding parks and other natural landscaping to city environments.
MacKaye, on the other hand, worked to protect the natural environment while the sprawl of the
city overtook the beauty and resources of the wilderness. City planning required allocation of
space for parks; for MacKaye, regional planning required thoughtful development that reserved
the most valuable land. With the rise of landscape architects, there was less concern for rural
areas. MacKaye was integral in raising awareness of the destruction of the natural environment
caused by city planning. His ideas and work projects throughout his life increased the attention
paid not only to the wilderness but also to the development of rural areas in the Appalachian
Mountain region.
Following World War I, there was a housing shortage, which prompted an increase in
city housing. The 1921 Veteran’s Farm and Home Purchase Act provided cheaper houses and
farms to returning veterans, but MacKaye was critical of the lack of land-use planning involved
in city housing projects. Construction of city housing outpaced land-use planning, a problem that
also spread beyond the city to include farms that were unprepared for future land-use needs. As
25

Gregg, Managing the Mountains, 86-7.

26

Lubove, Urban Community, 3.
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Lubove argues, the RPAA was “rooted, in part, in the reform movements of the late nineteenth
century and Progressive period.” Lubove continues, the RPAA’s charge “against speculative
capitalism” incorporated actual authorities in city and rural designing and planning.27 RPAA was
unique in its integration of “residential site-planning practices, housing costs, and the regional
distribution of population, resources, and institutions.”28 Additionally, the RPAA was concerned
with the “changing ratio between work and leisure time,” which would become an important
element in MacKaye’s future planning projects to which he referred as the “problem of living.”
The RPAA also worked with the Committee on Community Planning of the American Institute
of Architects (CCP). The CCP was the city planning equivalent of the RPAA and focused on
conservation of city-level resources, health benefits, and planning, while the RPAA focused on
rural areas.
Historically, New Deal youth programs often were met with harsh criticism and
skepticism, even though they proved beneficial to both participants and the nation. The two
major youth work programs of the New Deal were the National Youth Administration (NYA)
and the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). The most criticized program was the NYA because
it did not significantly affect youth employment and higher education. The NYA gave
educational and employment opportunities to under-privileged youth, but as historian Richard
Reiman notes, under-privileged young people “were no more likely to attend college after 1935

27
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than before.”29 Roosevelt was open about advertising the New Deal youth programs as civil
service, citing William James’s call for mandatory service in “Moral Equivalent of War.”
Roosevelt felt that the structure and physical labor of the CCC, for example, would help guide
youth not only in “morale” but also, and more importantly, in “morals.”30
Reiman argues that historians give two completely different interpretations of the history
of the New Deal programs, specifically those involving youth. First, from the perspective of
government programs, “In efforts to conserve human resources, the NYA is frequently dismissed
as a ‘junior [Works Progress Administration]’ that occupied young people with jobs of more
value to society than to the young themselves.” Secondly, for “those tracing the depression-era
origins of the civil rights movement on the other hand, the NYA represents a liberal conscience
seldom seen in New Deal actions.”31 As Reiman describes, these two historical interpretations
are in direct opposition. Those who view the NYA solely as a government program have a
“conservative vision of an administration seeking pragmatically to rescue rather than reform an
educational establishment drained of students and funds in the depression.” The second group of
historians falls under civil rights and argue that government administrations “usually tolerated
racial injustice.” Reiman also argues that the NYA did not succeed in providing youth in poverty
with higher education opportunities. 32 Finally, social expectations of what youth should do

29
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Depression Decade (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1992), 7.
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following their general education had shifted. Under adult guidance, the physical training of
young men previously was valued over higher education, but by the 1930s, many young men
were encouraged to attend college.33
To understand how the advent of the automobile challenged city and regional planners
committed to conservation and preservation, it is important to briefly discuss the evolution of
environmental thought. In the fifteenth century, European settlers to North America encountered
vast open and undeveloped land. Settlers sent written accounts back to Europe describing the
indigenous people and landscape as specimens to examine. As the population of immigrants to
North America grew, they did not consider the ecological and environmental impact of
settlement and development. Additionally, individuals gave little thought to the wilderness or
wilderness preservation. Throughout the history of environmental thought, concepts of “nature”
and “wilderness” have not been clearly defined. If the landscape and resources that go untouched
by human endeavors defined wilderness, then the majority of land on this earth, if any, could not
be defined as wilderness. If one describes nature as anything existing in the environment,
regardless of whether humans create it, then perhaps one must consider everything a part of
nature; a beaver dam would be equivalent to a farmer erecting a fence to protect cattle.
One’s understanding of nature also often reflects societal changes. For example, historian
Bryan Norton suggests, “the environmentalist’s dilemma is primarily a dilemma in values,
conceptualizations, and worldviews more than a dilemma regarding actions and policies.”34
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Norton distinguishes between conservationists, who are more concerned with “economic
reductionism,” and preservationists, who are concerned with “protecting large areas of the
landscape from alteration.”35 These definitions illustrate the economic and political issues that
became the underlying premises of one’s argument about nature. Historian Paul Sutter also
addresses the difficulty in defining wilderness by suggesting four main schools of thought. First,
ecologists argue, “the complexity and stochasticity of natural processes invariably complicate
attempts to preserve wilderness.”36 The second school of thought addresses the tensions involved
in competing claims of land ownership by “Euro-Americans” and the indigenous people.
Thirdly, social historians have identified a class bias in wilderness conservation, where
wilderness is preserved for the wealthy that have leisure time and money to recreate. Finally,
cultural historians claim that wilderness is nothing but a “human creation, a reflection of its
privileged adherents’ cultural circumstances, and a prominent manifestation of the human-nature
dichotomy that continues to foil attempts to reconstruct human-environmental relations.”37 Sutter
contends that scholars all too often collapse the concept of wilderness into an all-inclusive idea
that neglects various political and ideological factors.
Similar to the difficulty in defining wilderness and nature, MacKaye’s work also does not
fit into a clear definition. Scholars have used “conservationist,” “naturalist,” “preservationist,”
“geotechnic,” and a variety of other related terms to describe the life and work of MacKaye. As
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Sutter argues, MacKaye was “cut from progressive cloth…He was among an important cadre of
progressives who hoped to push conservation in a more radical direction.”38 Although precisely
defining MacKaye’s life may be difficult, his goal was to find balance between human culture
and its relation to the natural world. Influenced by many other philosophies, MacKaye became
influential as he continuously learned from his experiences with people and projects. Throughout
his life, MacKaye touched many lives, from young students to United States presidents, with his
writings, discussions, and work projects.
Although it is uncertain to what extent, MacKaye understood technology’s potentially
destructive impact on the environment. Unlike many of his contemporaries, however, MacKaye
had great faith in the power of technology, provided that it is used in balance with the rest of the
natural and artificial environment. The diversity of those who influenced MacKaye’s work is
evident. His focus on the balance of energies and environments was distinctive during his era.
The philosophy of William James provided many underlying principles for MacKaye that have
yet to be analyzed in light of the regional planning movement. For MacKaye, regional planning
was human ecology, or the relationship between humans and the environment as a larger whole.
The Appalachian Mountain region gave MacKaye the experimental ground he needed to apply
James’s philosophy to regional planning efforts.
The theme of cohabitation among humans and nature was prominent in all of MacKaye’s
work. He was most concerned with the relationship between, and ultimate integration of, humans
and the natural environment. He held that humans and the natural environment were not
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separable but unified. Even though MacKaye was educated at Harvard as a forester, his unique
planning philosophy and work projects exhibited many disciplinary influences, from literature to
geology. In Chapter One, I will illustrate how one such influence, American philosopher and
psychologist William James, played an important role in the MacKaye family. I examine the
relationship between William James and the MacKayes. Benton’s father, Steele, was a boyhood
friend of the James family and grew up with William. James’s 1910 essay, “Moral Equivalent of
War,” called for a peaceful alternative to war while maintaining traditions of war preparation.
James argued that in order to work toward an equivalent to war, individuals must wage a “war
against nature.” This essay interested many noteworthy individuals since its publication. Three of
Steele’s sons (James, Percy, and Benton) directly addressed James’s essay throughout their lives.
I include a detailed analysis of each of their responses, including how their ideas influenced
Benton’s work. Many interpret “nature” as the natural environment, but as I will demonstrate,
MacKaye understood it as human nature. Elements of James’s ideas were integral in MacKaye’s
regional planning philosophy and work projects. In addition to William James and his Harvard
professors, Benton MacKaye’s brothers, James and Percy, were highly influential to Benton’s
work and philosophy. Percy and James also attempted to formulate an alternative to war in their
work and writing.
For MacKaye, regional planning was dependent upon the balance of three problems: “the
conservation of natural resources,” “the control of commodity-flow,” and “the development of
the environment.”39 In Chapter Two, I will illustrate that in the aftermath of the Industrial
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Revolution (1760-1840), MacKaye’s greatest concern became the population boom in
metropolitan areas in the eastern United States, especially along the coast. He considered the
difficulties in life that technology caused the “problem of living” and with balance, one could
find an answer to this problem. I describe major events in MacKaye’s life that particularly
influenced his work. For example, I describe the time he spent as a child hiking the New England
mountains, his relationship with his brother James, and the characteristics of many of his
colleagues and friends. MacKaye’s time in the wilderness, especially at an early age, helped him
formulate mental maps of the regional landscape as well as find the balance of energies that the
indigenous environment provided. I also explain his marriage to Betty and her suicide. This
event, as I argue, changed MacKaye’s relationship with politics and government agencies. I also
identify many of the colleagues, professors, and friends who played major roles in his life and
influenced his work. This information is important in understanding MacKaye’s work projects
and writings. Finally, I will detail his time with the RPAA and his Appalachian Trail proposal.
One answer to the “problem of living” was MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail proposal that
would connect Maine to Georgia with a single hiking trail through the indigenous lands of the
Appalachian Mountains. More specifically, MacKaye defined indigenous land as “the source and
support of all true living. The indigenous environment is the basic natural resource of civilization
as ‘spiritual form’; all other natural resources (the soils, the ores, the waters, the forests) are basic
of civilization as a ‘material fact.’”40 Indigenous land also consisted of what was natural; thus, it
was itself a resource for humans. As MacKaye feared, individuals took little care to preserve and
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protect the land and its resources. Furthermore, MacKaye argued that the indigenous world
contained three classes of natural resources. Material resources, for example, consisted of “soils,
forests, metallic ores” and other physical objects naturally found in the environment. The second
resource consisted of natural things that produced energy, such as “falling water, coal seams, and
other natural elements.” Finally, “psychologic” resources consisted of elements that supported
“the human psychologic energy, or happiness” that was “resident in a natural setting or
environment.”41 Throughout his life, MacKaye would continue to negotiate the war of existence
between indigenous and metropolitan environments. The solution was not one winning over the
other but rather both living in accord. His vision of the physical, material, and psychological
balance between human activity and the indigenous environment inspired a lifetime of
involvement in projects, including the RPAA. I illustrate how MacKaye viewed the “war against
nature” as fighting against the over-mechanization of the environment. I also focus on the
historical context that MacKaye entered when he graduated from Harvard, which was a
transitional time for regional planning philosophies. Although MacKaye wrote hundreds of
articles and essays, “An Appalachian Trail: A Project in Regional Planning” (1921) and The New
Exploration (1928) are his most notable.
MacKaye lived during a time when views about the natural world were in transition. As I
will show in Chapter Three, Transcendentalism, or “the belief that a correspondence or
parallelism existed between the higher realm of spiritual truth and the lower one of material
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objects,” emerged from the region where MacKaye was raised.42 Benton’s father, Steele, and
William James both were acquaintances of Ralph Waldo Emerson.43 Emerson’s idea of
Transcendentalism was that nature is “essences unchanged by man, space, the air, the river, the
leaf.”44 MacKaye spent his childhood in rural Massachusetts, which contributed to his
understanding and appreciation of the outdoors. I will explain how these ideas would influence
MacKaye’s perspective that the moral equivalent of war was not the war against nature but rather
the war to protect nature against those who were destroying it. For MacKaye, the moral
equivalent of war was fighting the expansion of the metropolis and technological innovation
while protecting the balance of resources found in the natural environment. Although many
interpret James’s “war against nature” as fighting to control or dominate the natural world, I will
explain that James argued for a war against human nature, more specifically, the human desire or
need to wage war. I survey many of the public and scholarly responses to James’s essay, and its
lasting impact on many individuals with whom MacKaye would work during his lifetime. The
diversity of responses indicates intellectuals’ difficulty in implementing or even proposing an
alternative to war. Many of MacKaye’s ideas were unique and new to the movement, and they
are imperative in order to understand his life work. I also show the impact of “Moral Equivalent
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of War” on MacKaye’s conclusions in The New Exploration. Key to my argument in this chapter
is my discovery and interpretation of an unpublished text related to The New Exploration. In this
essay, MacKaye called upon James’s “Moral Equivalent of War” to address the growing battle
between industrialization and the natural environment.
Each of the MacKaye brothers provided a unique perspective on a viable war substitute
based on his respective career. However, unlike James and Percy, Benton, the youngest,
maintained James’s war equivalent philosophy throughout his life. In Chapter Four, I examine
MacKaye’s major contributions to regional planning philosophy and its interpretations,
especially regarding many New Deal programs. Although MacKaye held a variety of positions
during his life, including working at the TVA, Wilderness Society, and Philosopher’s Club, his
primary goal always was to develop his regional planning philosophy. The major premise of his
regional planning philosophy was finding balance in nature to create a habitable globe. The three
resources found in nature — energy, psychology, and material — also are necessary to healthy
and productive living. Throughout his life work, I will demonstrate how MacKaye continuously
wrote about and practiced this philosophy. Finally, all of MacKaye’s work projects contained the
major elements of “Moral Equivalent of War.”
Lastly, in Chapter Five, I focus on the experimental CCC Camp William James. The
experimental camp incorporated not only the work ethic proposed in William James’s famous
essay but also the uniqueness of MacKaye and Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy’s interpretations. The
camp brought together young men from all social categories to work voluntarily in New England
communities. Although this camp did not remain open for long, the experience of participating
was life-changing for those involved. As I will argue, MacKaye’s role as a consultant to the
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camp shows how he balanced both the environmental and social needs that William James calls
for in his famous essay. This camp was the epitome of what James envisioned and ultimately
gave MacKaye and others the materials and environment needed to implement a moral
equivalent of war.
In the Epilogue, I briefly focus on how more recent projects, such as the Peace Corps and
the Bay Circuit Trail, incorporate MacKaye’s philosophy. Additionally, MacKaye’s philosophy
is even more applicable to environmental and land-use problems that remain in the Appalachian
region today. The Appalachian Studies Association often addresses these issues in their journal
and at their yearly conference. Although MacKaye mainly is known for creating the Appalachian
Trail, these projects are evidence of his legacy, despite his lack of recognition as a major player
in environmental history. Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, I suggest that as
technology takes an ever-larger role in modern life, revisiting MacKaye’s philosophy becomes
even more salient.

CHAPTER 2
WILLIAM JAMES, THE MACKAYE FAMILY, AND THE LASTING INFLUENCE OF
JAMES’S “MORAL EQUIVALENT OF WAR”
Everywhere we are taught that “life is sacred,” that “liberty is sacred,” that “property
is sacred,” but where are we taught that happiness is sacred? And yet it is only because
of their relation to happiness that these other things have a trace of sacredness.
–James MacKaye45
William James (1842-1910) was a prolific writer, teacher, and lecturer. First trained as a
physician, James spent the majority of his career teaching courses in anatomy, philosophy,
theology, and psychology at Harvard University (1873-1907). James wrote one of the first
American texts on psychology (The Principles of Psychology, 1890) and published other notable
works in theology (The Varieties of Religious Experience, 1902) and philosophy (Essays in
Radical Empiricism, 1904-05). He gave perhaps his most famous lecture in 1906, later published
in 1910 as “Moral Equivalent of War.” 46 In the essay, James called for a “war against nature,”
which inspired the curiosity of many and gave rise to a variety of interpretations. Since its
publication, this essay has sparked interest in many individuals from a variety of backgrounds,
but these individuals rarely accepted the challenge to find and work toward a peaceful alternative
to war. Many politicians, scholars, and professionals responded to James’s call to peaceful
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efforts, but the task to create an actual working alternative was too daunting for many. Public
responses to the essay were very common and often cross-referenced. Benton MacKaye, an avid
reader and friend of the James family, was familiar with the essay and some of the responses it
inspired. Although many respondents interpreted the idea of James’s idea of “war against nature”
differently, MacKaye would define it as the war against unplanned sprawl of city planning.
MacKaye made the pursuit of a peaceful alternative to the war against the natural environment
the underlying goal of his work and writing projects throughout his life.
The relationship between William James and the MacKaye family dates back to the
1850s. Born in 1842, James Morrison Steele McKaye47 (Steele) was the son of Col. James
Morrison McKaye. Early in Steele’s life, Col. James McKaye moved to Newport, Rhode Island,
where the family lived near Henry James, Sr., a philosopher and writer. Throughout their
friendship, Col. McKaye and Henry James Sr. often spoke of moral philosophy and engaged in
other intellectual conversations.48 William “Willie” James and Steele “Jim” McKaye (18421894) spent many years together as young boys. As Steele’s son, Percy, explained in his father’s
biography, “Willie James and Jim McKaye, not only as neighbours and playmates, but from a
common love of art and an effervescence of ideas, struck up a fond mutual attachment which,
though the paths of their later lives seldom met, was lastingly affectionate.”49 Unfortunately,
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their years together were not long. In 1858, Col. McKaye sent sixteen-year-old Steele to Paris for
his education, and when he returned a year later, William James was soon to move to Europe.
In 1859, Col. McKaye moved the family to New York, where they had very prominent
neighbors and visitors from political, artistic, and anti-slavery circles, which become important
later in Steele’s military career.50 After Steele returned from Paris, his father gave him the
freedom to decide his own career. Even though his father was supportive of Steele’s artistic
interests, he did not want him to become an actor, which he later became.51 During this time,
William James and Steele continued their written correspondence. A year later, while fighting in
the Civil War, Steele became ill. While away from the army camp, he met William James and
George Inness for a sketching trip in Mount Desert.52 Once well, Steele re-enlisted and requested
that he serve with the United States Coloured Troops, where the Army commissioned and
promoted him to the rank of Major. His father, Col. James McKaye, served as the president of
the American Telegraph Company as well as the chairman of the New York Underground
Railroad.53 Col. McKaye worked closely with President Lincoln to understand the condition of
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slaves in the South, and he had knowledge of the Emancipation Proclamation before Lincoln
issued it.54 Both Steele and Col. James McKaye played integral roles in the abolitionist
movement and were always concerned with the betterment of society through both the arts and
politics. This concern is evident in Steele’s sons, as each of their lives reflected this desire to
unite different societies and cultures.
Although the time William James and Steele McKaye had together was brief, the
relationship had a lasting impact on both of their lives. Steele would later marry and have seven
children: Arthur Loring, Harold, William Parson, James, Percy, Emile Benton, and Mary Hazel.
Steele exerted a strong political, intellectual, and social influence on the works of his sons,
Percy, James, and Benton. In 1908, Percy wrote William James requesting information about the
relationship he had with Steele that he could use for his father’s biography, Epoch. Although
James responded with great appreciation of their close childhood relationship, he regretted that
he could not answer in more detail at the time. James did reply, however, that he remembered of
Steele “at I think about his 20th year! Effervescing with in coordinated romantic ideas of every
description!” In addition to the brief mention of their relationship, James praised Percy for his
recent play “Scarecrow,” noting that he had “great satisfaction and admiration” and was pleased
with the “originality of the plot.” James also stated that the text contained great “allegory” and
was “wonderfully deep,” suggesting that “we are all scarecrows!”55 Percy wrote in Epoch that
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boyhood friends William and Henry James, Steele MacKaye, and Thomas Sergeant Perry were
more concerned with “thinking” and “creating” than playing and recreation.56
Letters exist from both Percy (1908) and James MacKaye (1905-07) to William James,
who taught at Harvard until 1907. Additionally, the three MacKaye brothers were students at
Harvard during James’s tenure. James MacKaye graduated in 1895, Percy graduated in 1897,
and Benton received his Bachelor’s degree in 1900 and his Master’s degree in 1905. Although
there is no known correspondence between Benton and William James, Benton’s Harvard
transcripts show that he took classes when James taught there. Professors used James’s
philosophy and psychology texts in several of the courses that Benton took.57 Because he was an
avid attendee of speeches and guest lectures, Benton perhaps attended one of James’s public
lectures while at Harvard.
2.1

William James’s “Moral Equivalent of War”
William James was full of resentment, depression, and stress following the Civil War.

Historian Morton Deutsch argues that his state of mind was due to the fact that James’s father
persuaded William not to fight in the war. This decision, coupled with additional familial stress,
caused depression and doubt later in James’s life.58 Fascinatingly, James was able to transform
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these experiences into an optimistic philosophy and psychology. Because James was an adamant
pacifist, scholars consider him the first peace psychologist, a branch of psychology dedicated to
the study of peace and conflict. Throughout his career, James gave numerous public lectures on
peacetime efforts.59 As Deutsch explains, “James viewed the universe to be uncertain and
insecure, but having endless possibilities rather than as being mechanistically determined.
Individuals could act and, through their actions, transform their world.”60 Because war was a
deliberate act, individuals should have control of how frequently and to what extent war was
waged. James also “provided a model of active, responsible, public engagement on controversial
issues.”61 Many historians, including Staughton Lynd, argue that the modern antiwar movement
started with the protest of the Vietnam War. Helen Cristol, on the other hand, argues that it
actually began with William James’s call for peace in “Moral Equivalent of War.” Even though
James wrote the essay in 1906 and published it in 1910, he had a long history of antiwar writings
beginning in the late 1800s.62
William James had a long-standing history of advocating peace. Two lectures in
particular, “Remarks at the Peace Banquet”63 (1904) and “The Psychology of the War Spirit”
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(1906),64 which later became “Moral Equivalent of War” (1910), directly addressed and defined
peaceful alternatives to war. The basic values learned while preparing for war – hard work,
tradition, dedication, and even pride in one’s country – were important to James. In Varieties of
Religious Experience, James addressed Henry David Thoreau’s Walden by suggesting voluntary
poverty as an alternative to war.65 Realizing the difficulty in persuading individuals to undergo
voluntary poverty, James changed his focus to an equivalent, rather than a cessation, of war by
means of civic service.66 The equivalent involved a mandatory national peacetime work service
in which highly structured efforts and generations of change would create peaceful alternatives
to war while maintaining military values. These values became the basis of Benton MacKaye’s
ideas about regional planning and his work projects. Both James and MacKaye understood the
benefit of these values to both individuals and society and emphasized their importance in much
of their writing.
William James served as the vice president for the Anti-Imperialist League from 1904
until his death in 1910. The group formed after the start of the Spanish-American war to protest
the annexation of the Philippines. The League formed in opposition to the lack of American
consent and the threat to liberty posed by imperialism. James’s goal was to “make use of
fundamental psychological and moral principles derived from experience-funded and cross-
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cultural anthropological findings.”67 In an address presented at the 1904 Universal Peace
Congress in Boston, James did not blame the war on the usual causes, such as cultural,
economic, or religious differences. Instead, James argued that the cause of war resided in human
nature: “Man, biologically considered… is the most formidable of all beasts of prey, and, indeed,
the only one that preys systematically on his own species. We are once for all adapted to the
military status.”68 According to James, total disarmament or peace would not end war. However,
working toward the development of a peaceful, habitable society through many generations
would ultimately remove the mortal aspects of war. Throughout the recorded history of
humanity, groups of individuals have trained for war; whether fighting to claim land or profit,
humans evolved to be prepared to fight. Considering humans’ biological evolution to this point,
James suggested that it also might be possible to evolve away from war. The evolution of human
nature would remove death from war and, in turn, substitute mortality with civic service that
benefits not only local communities but also the nation as a whole. War was nothing more than a
habit reinforced by military and non-military forces alike. Accordingly, James explained, “Man
lives by habits indeed, but what he lives for is thrills and excitements.”69 The act of war,
however, is not the end goal, but the sense of feeling and involvement for those both directly and
indirectly involved during war. As James suggested, boredom would overcome those who find
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excitement in the prospects of war if war never became a reality. Therefore, humans actually
desire and work toward war.70 The challenge is creating an atmosphere where soldiers continue
to gain the benefits of training and working toward war without war as the final product. For
James, and especially MacKaye, the goal, or moral equivalent, should be advantageous to the
community or nation and provide a civic service.
James concluded “Remarks at the Peace Banquet” by calling for a political tone that
supported peace instead of war, which in turn created a peaceful atmosphere. This environment
would foster enhanced education in generations to come and generate peaceful outlets for
expression of the competitive nature of human beings. While James did not offer specific
alternatives, he argued that it was essential to utilize these healthy, peaceful outlets because as
each generation passes, the desire to wage war would lessen because there would be healthier
outlets that met the same needs of soldiers during war.71 However, this approach did not require
the elimination of the military; instead, it provided models for peace and leadership. The endpoint ought not to be war, according to James, because there were many other alternatives to
fulfill the need for the thrill of aggression and contest.
In 1906, James followed “Remarks at the Peace Banquet” with the “The Psychology of
the War Spirit,” a lecture he had given at Stanford University while he was a visiting professor.
This lecture offered more structure to his views on war, and McClure’s Magazine and The
Popular Science Monthly published the lecture in 1910 under the title “Moral Equivalent of
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War.” In the essay, James argued that war is utlimately “a permanent human obligation.”72
Similar to his “Remarks at the Peace Banquet,” James contended that the military and pursuit of
war were rooted in a nation’s identity through the evolution of generations. Without creating a
compelling alternative, such as civic service, that fills the same psychological and physical needs
as does preparing and acting out war, individuals and nations will continue to wage war.73 James
illustrated this argument by hypothetically asking whether those who fought for the North and
South during the Civil War would prefer that it had not happened and that these events were
erased from history. According to James, we should expect only a few veterans to support such a
preference. The reason why most would choose war is that it is a unifying event for communities
and nations. James almost glorified the significance of war to a nation by explaining “Those
ancestors, those efforts, those memories and legends, are the most ideal part of what we now
own together, a sacred spiritual possession worth more than all the blood poured out.”74 James
explained that the goals of war have evolved; in modern war, nations no longer fight to obtain
the “harvest” or land or to possess women or gold. Now, “only when forced upon one” is war
“thought permissible.”75
Similarly, recent wars have taken on much different meanings than previous wars. As
justifications for war shifted from the obtainment of objects and land to the acquisition of
political power, James’s idea that countries could evolve away from the mortal aspect of war
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became more persuasive. Scientist and engineer Vannevar Bush (1890-1974) argued that while
James offered a convincing argument prior to World War I, this event changed the nature of war
and the demands of equipment used in warfare. More specifically, with technological advances,
war required intellect rather than strength.76 Bush contended that James’s argument did not
address the fact that nations could prepare with greater means than before, thereby causing
greater destruction and death. He also stated that the military virtues of courage, camaraderie,
and strength did not carry the same weight as they once did because the means of war had
significantly changed. Bush understood that nations would still fight for political and economic
power and that war would cost nations in terms of both blood and treasure.
However, for James, the change in the motivation for war from the reclamation of
worldly objects to the creation of worldly power was not a deterrent to peace, as the “horrors
make the fascination. War is the strong life; it is life in extremis.”77 Disturbingly, war “has been
the only force that can discipline a whole community.” James had witnessed how both national
and international conflicts cost the nation in human lives but noted that “until the equivalent
discipline is organized… war must have its way.”78 At this time in history, permanent peace
seemed impossible. In addition, James contended that the sheer potential of war causes a country
to constantly prepare for conflict because “’Peace’ in military mouths today is a synonym for
‘war expected.’”79 According to James , “The preparation for war by the nations is the real
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war.”80 He continued that the “militarily-patriotic and the romantic-minded everywhere, and
especially the professional military class, refuse to admit for a moment that war may be a
transitory phenomenon in social evolution” while urging citizens and leaders to create a
peacetime alternative.81 Because nations spend a great deal of time, money, and effort in
preparing for potential war, James argued that these efforts should be re-allocated to more
productive measures, such as protecting and conserving the environment while creating and
developing communities. Very few individuals explored the philosophy of regional planning
during William James’s life. While James taught at Harvard (1873-1907), forestry was not yet an
academic field. Furthermore, there was a very limited understanding of conservation and
preservation of the natural environment. The common paradigm at the time was the domination
of nature, where individuals have little regard and understanding of the use and subsequent
destruction of the natural environment. Following the Civil War, with increased technological
innovation and immigration, the nation was in transition, both socially and developmentally.
Little planning or care was taken in the rapid westward expansion into the natural environment.
A limitation to James’s essay is that it focused solely on offering men an alternative to
war, neglecting to provide the option of civic service to women and children. Historian Jane
Roland Martin argues that James neglected women and children, which suggests that they did
not have the same virtues as men that are required for peace. If women and children do possess
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virtues required peace, then they are different virtues than those of men.82 Martin notes that one
important aspect of James’s essay is that a moral equivalent must be functional in meaning; it
cannot simply create an absence of war without an alternative that requires the same virtues.
Although Martin does not address the idea of the evolution of war, it alone stretches beyond
gender and age. For example, Martin refers to the female utopia of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s
novel Herland (1915) in her argument. The fictional all-female country contained “neither strife
nor war, poverty nor disease” and “land in a perfect state of cultivation.”83 According to Martin,
the reason this utopia works is “not simply that its women apply reason to societal problems, but
that they harness it to the goal of making the best kind of people.”84 The country as a whole is
responsible for fulfilling the traditionally female role of raising and training its children.
However, this argument does not address James’s idea that war evolves as part of natural
masculine roles.
The idea of war allows a nation or community to uphold value.85 James also was
cognizant of the fact that there are “utopias” on both the war and peace sides of the argument.
There are the pro-military individuals who argued that war is a necessity. As James explained,
General Lea86 noted that the size of the nation constantly changed based on power gained or lost
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in war. While countries grew in military and economic strength, surrounding countries prepared
to protect their homeland from expanding neighboring countries. 87 Without self-protection,
many countries would face not only war but also a great possibility of losing their leadership and
granting another country greater control of the world. This idea of nations expanding and
contrasting is very similar to Lewis Mumford’s argument of four migrations.
Non-military philosophies, on the other hand, focused on the ethical complications of
war. James noted that John J. Chapman, an American author, simply suggested that nations
needed to lead by example. This proposition, and similar philosophies, were too weak according
to James and ultimately created unobtainable utopias. In proposing an alternative to war, James
assumed the challenge of finding compromise between the pacifists and the militarists. As he
noted, “Pacifism makes no converts from the military party. The military party denies neither the
bestiality, nor the horror, nor the expense. . . It only says that war is worth these things” and
ultimately “that mankind cannot afford to adopt a peace-economy.”88 Non-military, or pacifist
philosophies, also neglected to address James’s argument that it is human nature to desire
conflict. The remainder of James’s essay is a proposal to balance war and pacifist philosophies.
James argued that everyone should always question the motive of war.89 Because external
circumstances led to war, James was able to contend that alternatives to war could possibly reach
the same underlying motives and goals. In the end, James also argued that war should be
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illegal.90 These views were no doubt anti-militaristic; however, James believed the act of
preparing for war was beneficial and proposed a plan in which both sides could fulfill their
desires and create a more hospitable globe. To accomplish this goal, it is imperative to continue
supplying the psychological and physical benefits desired by those in the military while
pursuing a peaceful objective. MacKaye also would address these psychological and physical
definitions in his work. The premise of MacKaye’s full-length text, The New Exploration, is that
the natural environment contained three energies: material, mechanical, and psychological.91
MacKaye employs his understanding of these energies in the remainder of his writing and work
projects. As James made clear, “We must make new energies and hardihoods continue the
manliness to which the military mind so faithfully clings.”92 James noted the significance of
having a “hospitable globe” as well as making positive “energies” in a peaceful society. These
two ideas are important because they became the focal point of the arguments that others,
especially MacKaye, use when responding to James’s theory. Pride in one’s nation as well as
avenues for healthy competitions should remain because they are beneficial to society. James’s
ultimate goal in this essay was to offer a plan that allowed both sides to fulfill their desires.
Therefore, the end-goal was not to kill but to conquer, making the mortal objective of war
unnecessary.
James understood the difficulty of life for an individual as well as a community or a
nation. War was the only force in history able to unify communities so strongly. James argued
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that in order for a society to evolve away from war, it must redirect overall preparations for as
well as the results of war. He proposed an inclusive though extremely difficult and timeconsuming plan that offered a productive alternative to somewhat futile military training actions
during peacetime. According to James, individuals dread the type of work that represents the war
against human nature. However, if youth spend a few years doing this work, then the work is
accomplished and the youth are given time to mature. Historian John Kaag argues that James
limited the moral equivalent to war as obtainable only to men of the privileged class, or “gilded
youth.” Kaag also suggests that this can mean three things: a calling to return to an average
lifestyle, the misunderstanding of social and economic inequality by the upper class, and a
disdain for American imperialism.93 Similar to enlisting in the military for a few years, this
experience would require the same physical and psychological demands, thus creating the same
or similar results to those youth who enlisted in the military. Finally, similar to the pride one
feels in fighting for one’s country, individuals who participated in this work would gain a sense
of pride in making an important contribution to the infrastructure of the community.
As already noted, James recognized the difficulty in implementing his proposal by
claiming the argument for pacifism is not as strong as the argument for preparing for war.94
Traditional military life included standards such as community living, physical fitness,
teamwork, traditions, and living within one’s means, and James explained that there are
professions that already incorporated similar values. By pursuing a peaceful alternative,
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individuals could continue with military standards while maintaining a hospitable globe.
Therefore, peaceful communities would result in positive energies that would ultimately grow
with each generation. With time, individuals would retain dedication to the overall community
and inherent pride not only in the work they were required to do for their society but also for
their camaraderie and service to others. James wanted to create a hospitable globe in which
individuals would not live in fear of war. He also argued that the positive values that peacetime
created were imperative for a healthy community. Historians, United States presidents,
educators, philosophers, and land developers, including Benton MacKaye, have revisited James’s
philosophy during the past hundred years. In 2010, one hundred years after the publication of
“Moral Equivalent of War,” historian Robert Richardson claims that the essay is “one of the best
anti-war pieces ever written.”95 The majority of respondents to James’s essay fall into two
categories: literary analysis and formulations of peaceful alternatives. However, as Chapter Five
will show, Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy, a professor at Dartmouth College, with consultation from
Benton MacKaye, will be the first to implement a peaceful alternative to war with an
experimental youth work camp. In addition, responses to the essay after 1955 will appear in the
Epilogue to illustrate the lasting influence of James’s essay during the past century.
The heart of James’s plan would later become the basis of MacKaye’s regional planning
ideas and work ethic. First, James calls for the “whole youthful population to form for a certain
number of years a part of the army enlisted against Nature.”96 As will be evident in the responses
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to James’s essay that will be described subsequently, many individuals disagreed on the
interpretation of “nature.” MacKaye’s explanation could be considered the most unique and indepth interpretation presented. Unlike others who understood nature as a form of the natural
environment, MacKaye’s “war against nature” included fighting human nature and the
unplanned takeover of the natural environment. Immediately following his call for a “war against
nature,” James explains that individuals of all classes “are blind” to “the globe [they live] on.”
For James, regardless of a person’s occupation or status in life, he or she should spend some time
doing the mundane yet important jobs that many individuals would rather not do. As a result,
many individuals would have “healthier sympathies and soberer ideas.” More importantly, those
who participated in this kind of work would not only become more experienced but also better
people.
2.2

Answering James’s Call for a Substitute of War
As mentioned previously, William James’s essay provoked many responses from

individuals from a variety of vocations. The first published response to James’s call for a war
substitute occurred three years following publication of “Remarks at the Peace Banquet.”
Suffragist Jane Addams spoke at the 1907 National Arbitration and Peace Congress and offered
her own moral substitute to war. She argued that to “abolish” war, “we must put ourselves to it to
discover and substitute ideas, to let loose other emotions, to find incentives which shall seem
strenuous, as heroic, as noble and as well worth while as those which have sustained this long
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struggle of warfare.”97 As MacKaye would do nearly twenty years later, Addams argued that the
moral substitute of war existed in an increasingly industrial society. Addams proceeded to
differentiate between the early roles of men (military) and women (industry). For example, men
acted collectively to obtain goods, while women worked independently to process them for the
family. In modern war, however, women’s duties became collective as they entered the
industrialized public sphere.98 When men died in war, they received great honor; however, if
they died working in industry, then they received no great recognition. The peaceful war
substitute, according to Addams, existed in the industrial society and both men and women lived
in more collective roles.99
It was evident that William James’s essay influenced three of Steele’s sons, as they all
responded to the essay at some point in their lives. While each member of the MacKaye family
had various types of employment and lived in different locations, they remained in close contact
with each other. Benton, Percy, and James MacKaye were aware of the philosophical and
psychological works of William James through both their education at Harvard and their father’s
relationship with him. “Moral Equivalent of War” is the only work of William James that unified
the writings of the three brothers. Although the brothers frequently corresponded with each other
regarding their respective work and careers, there is no known mention in correspondence or
journals of why they each addressed James’s essay.
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James “Jamie” MacKaye graduated from Harvard in 1895 while William James was a
professor there. Similar to Percy MacKaye’s effect on Benton MacKaye, James MacKaye had a
strong influence on his brother. James MacKaye and Benton were closer in age and interests than
Percy and Benton, and Benton would often cite James MacKaye’s work. Although it is unknown
whether James MacKaye attended any of William James’s lectures, their continued relationship
is evidenced by their prolonged written correspondence throughout James MacKaye’s life.100
James MacKaye often wrote to William James to ask for his opinion and advice regarding his
philosophical writings on science and happiness. James MacKaye valued William James’s
opinion and worked hard to gain his approval of his writing. James MacKaye’s determination to
win William James’s approval would have been no secret to Benton MacKaye, who looked up to
his older brother. James MacKaye’s quest to find happiness in life continued with Benton as he
worked to solve the “problem of living.”
In addition to mutual correspondence, among James MacKaye’s many handwritten,
unpublished note cards, there were several dedicated to William James’s The Meaning of Truth
(1909). Despite occasional disagreements, William James had a strong influence on James
MacKaye’s philosophy. To understand James MacKaye’s argument for a moral equivalent to
war, it is necessary to explain his idea of utilitarianism and the pursuit of happiness.
Additionally, Benton MacKaye had read these texts closely and would have understood his
brother’s responses to William James’s call for civic action. Elements of James MacKaye’s
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theory of happiness will appear years later in Benton’s writing, including The New Exploration
(1928). Economy of Happiness (1906) is James MacKaye’s most recognized text, which
develops an argument for the idea of utilitarianism. The argument remained consistent
throughout his other works. Prior to the publication of Economy of Happiness, Benton sent
James MacKaye the manuscript, requesting his opinion and advice. In a letter dated June 28,
1905, James MacKaye responded to Benton’s manuscript and request. While William James
applauded James MacKaye’s writing style, he was very critical of how James MacKaye
“attempts” the “‘exact’ treatment of subjects.”101 William James detailed the differences in their
thought by explaining to James MacKaye that his writing was too abstract. William James also
clarified that “So long as the ‘happiness’ of actions results so largely from the satisfaction of
individuals in following habits, prejudices, impulses, and preferences for all sorts of things that
in themselves don’t mean happiness, I find very little importance in working a happiness
criterion hard.”102 William James stated, “I never suspected you of being that kind of a
ratiocinative mind at all! It will also appeal strongly to minds (who are numerous!) of the antiJames type, so with good conscience I append the enclosed note to a publisher.”103 William
James’s response gave an indication that James MacKaye was James’s one-time student.
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Nearly two years later, on December 11, 1907, James MacKaye again wrote William
James regarding their view on pragmatism and utilitarianism. James MacKaye noted, “I have just
finished reading your lectures on Pragmatism, and am both astonished and gratified to find that
your mode of viewing the subjects treated is much the same as my own. If it is not then I have
grossly misapprehended your position, and deserve a medal for stupidity.”104 James MacKaye
continued, “I feel quite sure if the pragmatist should adopt the normal practice of science and
define the words ‘truth’ and ‘usefulness’ before attempting to say what things were true and
useful that he would recognize himself as a utilitarian.”105 James MacKaye concluded the letter
by requesting a few moments with William James to study the sources and definitions as well as
asking for an additional reply. On December 15, 1907, William James responded that the
“pragmatism attitude is utilitarianism incarnate” and claimed that he was himself a utilitarian.
James MacKaye’s background in chemistry and mathematics became evident in his method of
argumentation; as William James confessed, “It was not the utilitarianism of your treatise that I
said I couldn’t sympathize with, but the rationalistic manner of your exposition, its logicality,
mathmaticality, technicality, and pretension to rigorousness and coerciveness.”106 William James
explained to James MacKaye: “The vagueness of my book offends you just as the rigor of yours
offends me, and I think that such temperamental differences often divide men more than
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doctrinal conclusions unite them. They don’t hold the conclusions in the same way.” William
James continued, “I wish that you had taken some philosophy when in College, you would
perhaps feel now less sure that things are susceptible of rigorous proof.” At this time, it became
evident that James MacKaye did not take philosophy at Harvard, but it is important to note that
William James also taught many psychology courses at this time. Because he does not entirely
disagree with James MacKaye’s attempt at defining happiness, William James gave James
MacKaye credit and concluded, “I hate to seem at variance with any genuine philosopher.”107
On December 28, 1907, James MacKaye responded again to William James with a ninepage manifesto calling William James’s attention to the subtle differences in their arguments. It
is apparent that James MacKaye did not want his philosophy considered separately from William
James’s ideas. James MacKaye wrote, “I apprehend that you have reference to one or the other
of two things; either (1) that I maintain a certainty of assumptions which the available evidence
does not justify, or (2) that I maintain a rigorousness of definition which usage (or perhaps
utility) does not sanction.” Determined to please William James, James MacKaye attempted to
justify his definitions point by point, noting that he did not mean to include “mistaken
inferences” and that “no one can be more interested in eliminating such errors” than himself.
While James MacKaye attempted to satisfy William James with clarification, he also noted that
he often found himself siding with other philosophers, such as Josiah Royce. James MacKaye
stated to James, “You say that my lack of vagueness offends you and your vagueness offends
me. The latter part of this statement is surely a mistake. I do not depreciate vagueness in these
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matters because it offends me, but because it is the reverse of useful.”108 James MacKaye closed
the letter with an invitation to dinner and discussion at his house in Medford, Massachusetts.
Nearly a year passed before William James responded. In an unpublished letter to James
MacKaye, dated December 8, 1908, William James responds:
Dear James MacKaye,
What have I done to bring down such a letter on me as yours of December 28th? It
is quite impossible to answer it, so I let it pass. Think what you will of my way of
thinking, only don’t expect me to define it as against yours, or to try again to define the
way yours strikes me in contrast with any other possible way.
The gist of what I had in mind was that one can be too articulate. Now don’t write
me twelve more pages to prove that one can’t!
I am sorry you live as far as Medford, I thought you to be still in the
neighborhood. I am so piled upon with duties that I fear I shall have to postpone
indefinitely the visit to you that you so kindly propose, but if you are here I wish you
might get as far as this house. Isn’t your sister still in this neighborhood?
I wish there were more leisure and elysian fields to lie upon and discuss instead of
these huddled and crowded conditions.
Very truly yours,
Wm James109
Based on their philosophical discussions, their relationship went beyond that of just family
acquaintances. Furthermore, it is clear that James MacKaye did not want to differ from William
James in terms of his philosophy and worked hard to please him. It also is apparent that William
James influenced James MacKaye’s thought and writing, especially in his correspondence with
Benton. Benton’s thought and projects were similarly influenced by William James.
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Prior to the publication of William James’s “Moral Equivalent of War,” James MacKaye
published Economy of Happiness (1906). On the premise that the greatest difficulty for humanity
is the quest for happiness, James MacKaye argued that it is not for lack of will but lack of
knowledge that humans still struggle in the quest for happiness. The answer was simple common
sense, or “a kind of sense susceptible of tests which are independent of the convictions of any
man or assemblage of men.”110 He continued by explaining that his argument for utilitarianism
included two rationales to address the “why” question. The first was “Reasons for belief,” and
the second was “Reasons for acts or policies.” James MacKaye contended that the “common
quality of reasonable beliefs is truth. The common quality of reasonable acts is utility. Hence it is
with the nature of truth and utility that common sense is primarily concerned.”111 Utility was the
essence of happiness, and it requires goodness. This idea of utility also appeared in Benton’s
work in his argument that work should not be mundane and repetitive but rather useful and
enjoyable. “For a thing to be useful,” according to James MacKaye, “it must be a means to some
end and the end must be a good or desirable one. Hence the quality of usefulness in a means
implies a quality of goodness or desirability in the end.”112 James MacKaye stated that a “right
act is an act of maximum utility. A wrong act is an act of less than maximum utility.”113 This
idea mirrored William James’s substitute for war in which the end is a peaceful alternative to
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mortal war or combat. James MacKaye understood the importance of both knowledge and
science in achieving the ultimate goal of happiness for both individuals and communities. This
acceptance of science, and therefore technology, will later prove essential in Benton’s
philosophy of living in a hospitable world.
Understanding, or knowledge, for James MacKaye, was a result of “experience and
absolutely essential in comprehending the philosophy of common sense.”114 To truly understand
an idea’s utility, one must not only learn the thing but also experience it. This idea stems from
William James’s writings on civic service. William James believed that through work service,
youth could gain experience and education that they otherwise may not receive. James MacKaye
explained that a “criterion of conduct, the goal of all systems of institutional ethics, is but a
starting point of the ethics of common sense… An ethical system which cannot be applied is a
poor substitute for none at all. A science is concerned with knowing – an art with doing; but in
order to do to any purpose we must first know what to do.” For Benton MacKaye, leading by
example and experience was extremely important and invaluable. He often took youth for hikes,
describing the flora and fauna of the area to them. For James MacKaye, answering the “what to
do” included the arts, which were “founded upon sciences,” while “Logic is the science of
sciences – ethics is the art of arts – and common sense founds the art of arts upon the science of
science.”115 James MacKaye argued that happiness operates like natural selection: those who are
happier and provide an advantage to humanity’s survival should continue to promote such values
in their children. This idea was similar to William James’s theory of evolving away from war as
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an end, and it will come up again in Benton’s later philosophy of regional planning. James
MacKaye’s argument also described that among all nations, some societies were more civilized
and superior. These societies would tend to dominate those of lesser power by nature. It is
essential, then, for these more dominant nations to work toward happiness as a means of
political, economic, and social leadership.116 This argument mirrors many of the previous
responses to William James’s essay in contesting that modern war now seeks to achieve world
power and leadership instead of the traditional goal of obtaining goods and land.
The education of morals, arts, and sciences were essential in spreading the idea of
happiness rather than mere survival or contentment.117 As James MacKaye stated, “Example is
the most powerful instrument of instruction.” He also noted that in “cultivating the mind
education has two immediate aims. (1) To supply information. (2) To train faculties. These
functions are co-essential.”118 Most important to instill was altruism, as it was the basis for the
good of all humanity. However, altruism should not fall victim to the somewhat incompatible
commitments of science and religion. James MacKaye argued that the “so-called warfare
between religion and science is but one manifestation of the opposition between the medieval
and the modern method of distinguishing truth from untruth and right from wrong; it is but a
special case of the warfare between intuitionism and common sense.” James MacKaye continued
that new methods contained remnants of old methods, such as alchemy and chemistry or
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astrology and astronomy.119 This explanation indicated the possibility that the conflicts between
religion and science can interfere with attaining happiness, which became a precursor to Benton
MacKaye’s argument for a war equivalent. As demonstrated in the following chapter, although
Benton never discussed religion in his writing, he had ideas regarding the balance of nature and
science. Achieving this balance became his moral equivalent to war.
Percy MacKaye, Benton’s older brother, followed his father’s example by having a
successful and extensive career as a playwright, poet, and essayist. As historian Michael
Mendelsohn notes, from 1909 to 1917, Percy addressed the theater community with a variety of
essays urging for the “importance of reorganizing leisure into vast community activity which can
embrace all the arts and which can hopefully mobilize that most intangible of all feelings,
community spirit.”120 In addition to his essays and other projects, Percy produced two large
experimental pageants to illustrate how the American civic theater could unify a diverse nation
while offering a moral war equivalent. This successful experiment epitomized William James’s
call for a substitute to war. The civic theater allowed people from all socio-economic classes to
participate in the production of a play. This experience created a new sense of camaraderie,
bringing together citizens of different backgrounds to accomplish a common goal that was
beneficial to the whole community. Percy stated that civic theater offered “the moral equivalents
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of war: self-sacrifice, solidarity, energized will, militant devotion to a civic cause” and most
importantly, the possibility of obtainment of happiness existed under such a project.121
In 1909, a year prior to reading William James’s essay, MacKaye already understood that
in order for theater to be successful, those involved with creating the productions must move
away from capitalistic philosophy and make public benefit the primary goal.122 Art was not only
a symbol of “community expression” but also a “method of cooperation.” Art both unified
individuals in artistic endeavors and created something tangible for the profit of the people.123 As
Mel Gordon notes, however, the American Pageant Movement already had begun to lose the
interest of the American population. Yet Percy MacKaye contended that productions like the St.
Louis, a Civic Masque (1914) and Caliban (1916) could rally Americans behind an alternative
civic engagement to war.124 Gordon also states that by 1913, “the idealized historical pageant and
the fantastic allegorical spectacle” were highly popular types of plays among American
playwrights, and the themes generally included “the patriotic, the poetic, the pseudo-historical,
and the political.”125 Producers now understood the financial benefit that could result from a
successful play and began to alter their productions accordingly.
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Percy MacKaye understood the difficulty in portraying individuality in art. However, the
task of enhancing its importance to people across all demographics did not daunt him. He
continued to argue that with the proper planning, theater was a means of unifying a nation under
peaceful notions. These experiments enacted William James’s thoughts on dedication, hard
work, and civic service. This project could unify a nation without the death and destruction of
war. According to Gordon, civic theater for Percy MacKaye was “mass dramatic performances
that awoke the people ‘to self-government in the activities of its leisure,’ led by professional
artisans outside the commercial theatre.”126 Percy took great pride in not only addressing “Moral
Equivalent of War” but also incorporating the philosophy into tangible public goods like art and
theater. Civic theater not only provided an avenue to draw together individuals from vast
backgrounds, but it also produced entertainment, which lead to community building.
In 1914, Percy MacKaye, along with producer Thomas Wood Stevens, produced St.
Louis, a Civic Masque. The production included more than 7,000 performers from all
demographics in the city of Saint Louis.127 The civic theater “for community purposes is
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manifold; it is not merely a spectacle, the show, the play when it comes, but far more important
is the preparing for that. There is the democratic issue, there is where it becomes the art of the
people.”128 Both the production itself and its success would allow Percy MacKaye to illustrate
how the ideals of civic theatre could unite a city’s people around a peaceful and entertaining
cause. The performance proved to be a success, with 500,000 people in attendance who viewed
various performances over a five-day period. More importantly, it brought in a $17,000 profit
was returned to the community for a public theater and park.129
The following year, Percy MacKaye directly responded to William James’s essay “Moral
Equivalent of War” with A Substitute for War (1915). Interestingly, he did not publish a similar
public response to St. Louis, a Civic Masque. The essay illustrated how the arts, and more
specifically civic theater, were an acceptable moral substitute for war. Percy argued that “James
urged the doctrine of his ‘moral equivalent’ as a philosopher, and his philosophy is sound. But
the people are not persuaded by philosophers, however masterful in ideas; they are only
persuaded by artists, masterful in art.”130 Artistic collaboration among communities offered a
creative alternative to James’s philosophy with the ability to reach a much larger audience. Percy
MacKaye’s contemporary, Irving Fisher of Yale University, also understood the difficulty in
making James’s philosophy more accessible to a common audience. Fisher addressed Percy’s

They were all cooperating toward a noble end. They were all ‘playing together’ learning ‘to
work together….’”
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argument by stating that “Until science is clothed in art, it will not appeal to the multitude.”131
Percy also understood the lack of leadership and direction in organizations outside of the
military. He noted that the “moral equivalents of war, then, are ineffectual in our prevailing
society from two chief causes: First, the fighting armies of peace are not properly organized; and
secondly, their functions are not properly symbolized.”132 Percy argued that there were civic
work forces that promoted social service. These work forces were not the army of peace, as
William James suggested, because their organization was not as such. They lacked the leadership
and solidarity under the pretense of an intended peaceful army. The symbolism of war unified
the army of peace by using artistic expression. As Percy MacKaye explained, “Civic ardor has
never been more deeply roused than now to discover effectual means for combating the enemies
of society – poverty, disease, unemployment, political corruption, and all the hosts of embattled
ignorance.” Percy continued, “This war against all social and economic causes of war dramatic
art offers a popular symbolism of magnificent scope and variety; it offers a new method of social
science.”133
In “The Need for Symbols of Peace,” Percy MacKaye also argued that the psychology of
representation around a symbol such as a flag or a banner unified a group, as is evident in the
symbols of the Boy Scouts and the Salvation Army. 134 The theater was an example of a
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psychological symbol or an illustration of how a “bad symbol becomes merely a label, but a
living symbol, if sufficiently suggestive, and set before the mind through education or
advertisement or otherwise, reveals and interprets the response to the label.”135 Therefore, if the
theater could educate and entertain, then it also could become a symbol of the community. The
following year, Percy MacKaye addressed the Conference on International Relations sponsored
by the World Peace Foundation in Boston with “The Need of Dynamic Symbols for Peace”
(1916). Percy MacKaye began his address suggesting that the word “art” was synonymous with
“peace” and argued that ultimately peace is “a permanent condition of social happiness, a
condition of social justice and joy.”136 As a form of personal expression, art allowed individuals
to create something for their own benefit and, more importantly, for the benefit of the
community.137 Citizens did not need a certain education or economic status to produce art or
peace; the art was simply a creation that united people under a sense of pride or spirit.138 Based
on the success of St. Louis, a Civic Masque, MacKaye believed that civic theater could become
the messenger, or “instrument,” of democracy.
In 1916, Percy MacKaye attempted civic theater again with the production of Caliban in
New York City to mark the 300th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death. The production included
more than 2,500 performers, both well known and amateurs, and had the overwhelming financial
support of Andrew Carnegie, J.P. Morgan, William Vanderbilt, Daniel Guggenheim, Jacob
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Schiff, Adolf Lewisohn, and Otto Kahn.139 While bad weather and lighting problems hindered
the initial turnout, more than 135,000 spectators viewed the production over a two-week
period.140 Although Caliban was a successful production, it would be Percy MacKaye’s last
attempt at major civic theater. As Mel Gordon notes, Percy continued to believe that after his
experience with Caliban and St. Louis, a Civic Mosque, the nation would continue to pursue a
moral equivalent of war.141
According to Percy MacKaye, in addition to a community spirit, civic theatre also
provided a means to “unify nations”142 and create a “peace movement.”143 Percy stated that the
main problem in maintaining a peaceful alternative to war was that the alternative frequently
lacked the leadership and organization of military operations. Additionally, the idea of heroism
lacked any alternative. War, on the other hand, united a nation under a common cause that
elevated the nation’s presence among other nations, therefore creating a sense of pride that could
not be substituted.144 Percy referred to this as the “International Mind” and focused on what it
meant to be a neighbor and neighborly: “For that, indeed, in essence, is what Community Drama
is – the ritual of democratic religion: plastic, aspiring, playful, creative, child-like, religious
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instinct: the social religion of the only commandment of Christ: neighborliness.”145War brought
out “unneighborliness. Community Drama seeks the efficiency of neighborliness. It seeks to
provide – and, rightly organized, it does provide – a substitute for ineffectual goodwill in the
effectual definite process of cooperative art.”146 Percy MacKaye strongly believed that both
individuals and nations had responsibilities to one another. Communities, or nations, were
greater than the individuals who constituted them. Percy’s idea reflected Steele’s work in uniting
race and other societal differences. Finally, in order for the civic theater to be successful, it
needed the war equivalent of leadership and the organization of an army to create an “army of
peace” rather than war.147 Historian Michael Mendelsohn summarizes Percy’s idea of drama as
follows: “(1) tone down the commercial motivation which dominates modern theater; (2) replace
the commercial impetus with either government sponsorship or civic spirit; (3) mobilize
community spirit; and (4) work toward the re-establishment of something approaching the
Classical Greek ideal of community drama.”148 Although Percy illustrated the potential of
creating a stronger community through theatre productions, the shift in preferences of the
American public toward spectacle as well as the rise of radio and other mass communication
may have made Percy MacKaye’s efforts obsolete.149
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Many years after his publication of Economy of Happiness, James MacKaye continued to
argue that in order for a community or nation to be utilitarian, it must promote happiness. As the
title of James MacKaye’s book suggests, the economy of happiness is vital for both the economic
and social success of individuals and nations. These ideas became the basis of Benton
MacKaye’s regional planning philosophy, especially about timber farming and other methods for
protecting indigenous lands. Nations could form under this method of utilitarianism to promote
both peace and a productive economy, thus resulting in the cessation of war. Science also was
necessary for the developmental understanding and clarification of what individuals once
otherwise believed without proof. This development and growth was beneficial for both
individuals and society. Utilitarianism became the moral equivalent of war for James MacKaye
during the remaining years of his writing and publication.
Following the discussion of happiness and utilitarianism in Economy of Happiness, James
MacKaye directly addressed William James’s “Moral Equivalent of War” in two of his texts: The
Happiness of Nations (1915) and The Science of Usefulness (1920). MacKaye based his
reference in The Happiness of Nations on the public acknowledgment of Percy MacKaye in his
own public address on the “Moral Equivalent of War” in 1915. Of his brother’s work, Percy
noted that “In an organization of society such as he there suggests, the armies of peace might
permanently establish the moral equivalents of war. To our present time, when the happiness of
nations was never more crucially at stake, the reasonings of his volume are deeply pertinent.”150
In The Happiness of Nations, James MacKaye argued that utilitarianism was the moral
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equivalent to war. He defined it as a “standard of utility,” or a measurement of the good that can
result from human action and ultimately lead to human happiness.151 James MacKaye stated “the
object of all human endeavor ought to be the production of the greatest possible quantity of
happiness in the universe, and the more an act, a policy, an event, or an object tends to produce
universal happiness, the more useful it is.”152 Therefore, the utility of happiness became James
MacKaye’s moral equivalent to war.
In relation to William James’s alternative to war, both individual and national behavior
should demonstrate usefulness, which brings happiness and purpose to human action. All
voluntary acts, according to MacKaye, should have neutrality, avoidance of pain, or happiness as
their ultimate goals. Individuals should avoid acts with any negative feelings. 153 In other words,
the acts of a nation or “the ‘will’ of humanity ultimately should direct behavior. Since happiness
was the desired outcome, the will, or ‘bravery, fortitude, perseverance’ and ‘reason’ all should
lead to the utility of humanity.’”154 In order to obtain such happiness as a nation, one must
“politically engineer” society to embed the values of happiness within governmental
frameworks. Again, this argument is consistent with William James’s idea of evolving war out of
our society. According to James MacKaye, individuals of a community or nation are not
independent of each other. The “members” of a nation are not “completely independent or
completely interdependent, and hence the principle of democracy requires that only a portion of
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the acts of an individual shall be controlled by collective decree, how large a portion depending
upon the degree of interdependence existing.”155 William James and James MacKaye were
openly socialist and, according to James MacKaye, the “law of diminishing returns of happiness
then permits us to lay down the following rule of political engineering: There should be no very
high and no very low rate of consumption among the members of a community. The rate should
be moderate, and hence approximately equal among all members.” James MacKaye referred to
this idea as the “rule or principle of consumptive equality.”156 Many interesting issues arise in
this argument. First, the idea of moderate consumption would become the focal point of Benton
MacKaye’s philosophy. For Benton, the excessive use of resources was destroying not only the
natural environment but also quality of life. Secondly, James MacKaye introduced an important
shift in how William James defined the idea of the “war against nature.” Unlike other
respondents to William James’s essay, James MacKaye argued that “nature” refers to “human
nature” or human behavior. This shift becomes important, especially for Benton, as he also
argued that the “war against nature” is a struggle to change human behavior. James MacKaye
declared that one must apply “wealth to the cultivation of happiness” and cautioned that
“Efficient production alone will not solve the problem: neither will efficient distribution alone.
Each supplies a necessary condition to the solution of the problem, but it takes both to supply the
sufficient conditions.”157 This argument initiates the change from William James’s thought to an
understanding that in order for a society to be happy, the individuals in the society must have
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their basic human needs met. If their needs go unmet, then the ultimate goal remains
unobtainable. This adds to the idea that socialism, once the basic needs were met, helped obtain
the goal of a war alternative.
Regarding the specifics of war, James MacKaye noted that the “function of happinessyielding mechanism, or being, is to feel happiness. The function of all other useful beings,
animate or inanimate, is to promote that feeling in said mechanisms by being instrumental in
setting in operation the appropriate causes of happiness direct or indirect.”158
In order for a community or nation to be happy, the individuals within that community or nation
must be happy. Consistent with William James, James MacKaye believed the happiness of a
nation required both individualism and socialism. Happiness within a society would require
individual members to work together for contentment, although individuals might not necessarily
consider shared welfare. On the other hand, happiness within a society based solely on socialism
would cause individuals to desire to serve each other without receiving services from others. For
these reasons, James MacKaye argued that aspects of both individualism and socialism were
necessary for happiness.159
James MacKaye published a pamphlet entitled The Science of Usefulness. In this text, he
addressed the role of modern science in the overall happiness of humans. James MacKaye
argued that with advances in modern technology and increased “power over nature,” individuals
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are more productive but have not become happier.160 James MacKaye visited the recent events of
World War I to illustrate this problem, stating that “Such a spectacle is only one of many which
illustrate how potentially useful means may be devoted to ends, not only of little or no utility, but
to those of vast harmfulness. The trouble, however, is not with knowledge. It is with man’s
ignorance in the use of knowledge.”161 James MacKaye also noted that the development of moral
frameworks has not kept pace with advances in science. Thus, science advances without moral
consideration. Benton MacKaye will frame this issue in The New Exploration as the “problem of
happiness,” which is discussed in detail in the following chapter. Benton argued that in order for
individuals to live healthy lives, they must find balance among natural and technologically
advanced things. For example, regarding the recent war that James MacKaye noted, “man must
end war or war will end man, and war can be completely ended only by the application of
science to morals.”162 Also related to World War I, James MacKaye noted, “reason thus far has
made no inroads into morals. Conscience is still the ultimate authority.”163 In other words, both
sides of the war believed they were fighting for what is right, although in reality, only one side
was morally correct. According to James MacKaye, adding scientific understanding was the
“only remedy” in the “sphere of morals just as completely as into that of mathematics or physics
or geography; to make reason instead of sub-conviction the ultimate guide to human conduct—in
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other words, to make morals purely observational.” 164 James MacKaye’s answer to William
James evolved to include scientific advancement in addition to utilitarianism. There was a moral
obligation to not only individuals but also the nation. A moral or ethical framework also was
necessary when pursuing utilitarianism and the ultimate goal of peace among individuals and,
therefore, nations. These points became important for Benton MacKaye as he struggled to
balance the use of science and technology with the use of natural resources. The MacKaye
brothers remained in close contact and shared their publications with each other. Benton would
have read Percy’s essays and known about his civic performances. Even though Benton was not
a dramatist, the ideals of William James to which Percy referred and the work and ideas of his
father, Steele, are evident in his own work.
2.3

Contemporaries of MacKaye and their Responses to “Moral Equivalent of War”
In 1916, the prominent British philosopher Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) wrote another

important response to James’s essay. Writing in England during World War I, Russell explored
the idea of war as a necessary part of human nature. Russell also despised the evil that came
because of war, arguing that the killing and destruction were not essential to society. Although
highly outspoken against war, Russell understood and agreed with James that humans need
conflict. War was an “institution,” and he asserted that the goal of war was to gain either “power
or wealth.” More importantly, however, was the fact that the desired results of war “appear in
prospect far more important than they will appear when they are realized, because war itself is a
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fulfillment of one side of our nature.”165 Historian Jo Vellacott notes that while Russell did not
directly address the idea of pacifism prior to the war, much of his work, especially during the late
1910s, contains a strong propensity towards anti-military efforts.166 Russell often argued that
while war and conflict were necessary, the challenge to society was to create a healthy
competitive environment that met the needs of human nature while avoiding physical and
psychological destruction.
Specifically regarding “Moral Equivalent of War,” Russell praised James’s theory that
there needed to be an alternative to mortal conflict. However, a minor difference was that he did
not agree with James’s suggestion that the alternative should be an entirely peaceful option.
Russell argued that James’s “statement of the problem could not be bettered; and so far as I
know, he is the only writer who has faced the problem adequately,” but “his solution is not
adequate,” though “perhaps no adequate solution is possible.”167 Russell suggested that humans,
by nature, needed conflict, and by offering peaceful alternatives to everything, there would be no
outlet for human desire for contests. Russell also stated that “Men’s energies need an enemy to
fight, but all progress demands that the enemy should not be human.”168 This statement
illustrates that perhaps Russell had a different understanding than James of the psychology of
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war. Russell described this psychology as “war-fever,” that the “old primitive passions, which
civilization has denied, surge up all the stronger for repression. In a moment imagination and
instinct travel back through the centuries, and the wild man of the woods emerges from the
mental prison in which he has been confined.”169 In other words, human nature will resort to
pursuit of bestial needs of survival, tapping into the aggression that comes naturally to humans.
Because human beings need a certain level of conflict, Russell argued that a war
substitute would discipline individuals ‘need for “some kind of contest, some sense of resistance
to overcome, in order to feel that [they are] exercising [their] faculties.”170 Russell argued that
war is more psychological than practical, meaning that it is natural for humans not to consider
fully the consequences of an act of war.171 Useful challenges to this impulse, both mental and
physical, were imperative in order for a society to flourish without the need and desire to wage
war. Russell seemed to neglect the idea that James had argued for the questioning of all motives
of war. Nations in conflict should end fighting to avoid destruction of the individual and
community, even at the cost of the pride of a nation. Russell nevertheless continued to argue that
citizens now place “devotion to the nation” higher than the devotion to religion.172 For Russell,
peace was only possible if there were other options available for countries and their leaders to
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demonstrate their strength in some sort of peaceful conflict.173 While James argued for the
evolution of peace, Russell simply replaced war with other non-mortal conflicts.
According to Russell, utopias also were not effective because humans naturally desired to
feel a part of something greater than their everyday personal lives. Individuals would become
bored with the mundane activities required to exist solely for their own benefit and survival.174
The idea of monotony and boredom also comes up in MacKaye’s work. MacKaye called this
“the problem of living,” and true happiness comes when individuals find enjoyment in their work
and play. While James established that utopias only viewed the ethical considerations of war,
according to Russell, the activity is designing utopias around recreation. Russell suggested using
other types of leadership conflicts, such as political differences and capitalism, as alternatives to
war. For example, “They increase men’s interest in public affairs, they afford a comparatively
innocent outlet for the love of contest, and they help to alter laws and institutions.”175 These
conflicts do not cause physical harm and destruction to individuals and their communities.176
Eventually, the “unity of a nation is produced by similar habits, instinctive liking, a common
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history, and a common pride.”177 By creating a common goal for a nation or society that
promotes these very qualities, war becomes unnecessary.
Mary Whiton Calkins (1863-1930), a psychologist and philosopher, responded a year
later to William James’s essay in her article “Militant Pacifism.”178 Philosophy scholar Matthew
Foust argues that Calkins suggestion for a war equivalent is much different than that advanced
by James. Foust argues that James’s idea of “nature” is the natural environment, while Calkins
understands nature to be human nature.179 As noted at the beginning of this chapter, James’s call
for a moral equivalent of war supports the idea that nature actually refers to human nature.
Calkins, once a student of James at Harvard, was the closest to James’s understanding of
“nature” in her argument for a change in human nature. As will be evident in Benton MacKaye’s
argument, individuals should not control the natural environment but instead work with it and
live in it, thus working with human nature. Calkins also argued that war contained two dogmas:
psychological and ethical. She understood the psychological issues to be about human instincts,
learned behavior, or desire to wage war.180 Additionally, Calkins believed that the fear of danger
ultimately motivated war and, therefore, fear was learned. When formed together as a group,
individuals have a collective understanding and desire. When fear concerns a perceived danger
from another country, the collective desire is to wage war to combat the fear. For Calkins, war
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ceases to exist when there is no longer the danger of the unified nations.181 The ethical issues, on
the other hand, concern the mortality of war. Calkins lists James’s “marital virtues. . . intrepidity,
contempt of softness, surrender of private interest, obedience to command” as the solution to
achieve “militant pacifism.”182 Rather than fighting against other humans, Calkins argued for
fighting “human ignorance, human injustice, and the great nature-evils.” She continued that “In
this conviction, the pacifist is evidently in line with the psychological teaching that an instinct
may be modified and still cherished by being supplied with a new object.”183 Thus, the moral war
substitute, as James suggested, can evolve out of human nature.
Lewis Mumford (1895-1990) was a well-known American sociologist and philosopher
who also became both a colleague and close friend to Benton MacKaye. Their friendship lasted
until MacKaye’s death in 1975. In 1926, Mumford noted that William James may not have
enjoyed the “dusty, meeting-house air of Cambridge,” but he accepted it. James’s travels,
especially to Europe, took him away from the academic and philosophical environment of
Harvard, and he often expressed to others how he longed to return to America.184 Mumford took
time to understand and incorporate the era in which James was writing as well as how his
situation may have influenced his writing. Previous respondents did not consider these factors.
Mumford described James’s pragmatism as challenging due to his somewhat naive
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understanding of the world and his often-fragmented philosophy.185 Mumford noted that while
scholars knew James for his philosophy, he was much more effective in writing about
psychology, and he ultimately “used philosophy to seek peace, rather than understanding.”186 In
this sense, Mumford argued that James often would create a philosophy to provide acceptable
answers to particular problems, thus developing a narrowly focused philosophy. Mumford was
rather critical of James’s philosophy, citing as its greatest deficiency its insufficiently broad
scope. According to Mumford, “A valuable philosophy must take into account a greater range of
experiences than the dominating ones of a single generation.”187 Although James traveled
widely, his philosophy very much reflected what he had learned at Harvard and from living in
New England and not his worldly endeavors.
Mumford interpreted James’s philosophy as the end-goal of human nature, which was
ultimately human “prosperity.” The life of each individual in James’s time “was not compassing
its ends” because war played a predominant factor in the early twentieth-century life and created
a goal that, while not necessarily healthy, allowed a country to survive.188 James accepted the
fact that there was constant conflict in an individual’s life. According to Mumford, the work to
regulate that struggle should benefit not just the individual but society as well. This idea was not
unlike James’s alternative to war, but it extended beyond merely the conflict of war to include
every contestation in a person’s life. Mumford also understood the difficulty that came with
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religious tradition, claiming that “Protestantism triumphs in a crisis; but it is tempted to prolong
the crisis in order to perpetuate the triumph.” In other words, while there is great importance in
fighting through an “obstacle,” it is just as important to “face prosperity.”189 Ultimately, it was
this background and belief that limited James’s thought. Not every individual needed war;
therefore, it would have been more valuable if James had extended his philosophy beyond the
conflict of countries. One can argue that the theories of both Mumford and James are reflective
of the times in which they wrote. Mumford’s criticism came at a time of general peace in the
United States; however, James, also from a family of Civil War veterans, rarely lived in a time
when the country was not in conflict.
In 1938, American philosopher John Dewey (1859-1952)responded to William James’s
“Moral Equivalent of War.” On two occasions (1922 and 1938), Dewey addressed the relevancy
and importance of the title of James’s essay. Similar to James, Dewey strongly believed that
human nature could and has changed, but he also argued that humans have inherent needs not
encompassed in the malleability of human nature.190 For example, while humans are naturally
combative, Dewey argued that war itself was a social construct. War, as an institution, is a
“social pattern,” and “combativeness is a constituent part of human nature.” Physical conflict is a
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energy, for bringing one’s powers to bear upon surrounding conditions; the need for both
cooperation with the emulation of one’s fellows for mutual aid and combat alike; the need for
some sort of aesthetic expression and satisfaction; the need to lead and follow, etc” John
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natural part of human nature. For Dewey, social conditions forced nations into war, thus
allowing base natural instincts to prevail.191 Comparable to Bertrand Russell’s argument that
humans need conflict, Dewey offered the “war against disease… poverty… insecurity” and
“injustice” as viable alternatives to war against people or nations.192 Additionally, in the 1922
text, Dewey suggested that there were many avenues, such as “love of home and soil, attachment
to one’s people and to the altar and the hearth, courage, loyalty, opportunity to make a name,
money or a career, affection, piety to ancestors and ancestral gods,” that “make up the war-like
force.193 While offering various avenues to redirect the human need for combativeness, Dewey
addressed the idea that hatred among people is not instinctual but rather learned. Individual
hatred arises as a result of war because through war, individuals learned abhorrence of the
enemy.194 War, and therefore hatred, developed into learned responses to human nature’s desire
for combative tendencies.
Dewey’s suggestion, based on a social psychological interpretation of the essay, was that
James did not call for a removal of war because he recognized and accepted the necessity of it.
Dewey called for awareness of the ideas and standards that were inherent to the military. Instead
of waging violence against others, to accomplish the same desired change normally obtained
through war, Dewey stressed non-violence and logic without war’s loss of human life and the
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destruction of the community. It was important to incorporate and strengthen the “forces already
at work…so that they move toward the desired change and how the conditions that oppose
change can be gradually weakened. Such questions as these can be considered on the basis of
fact and reason.”195 The act of war is more of a habit than a requirement. The complexity of the
habit arose, however, in the previous acceptability of war. Changing one’s perceptions of war,
similar to one’s other bad habits, proved difficult.196
Dewey also noted that James was not aware of the potential atrocities that resulted from
World War I. His views on a moral equivalent to such acts of war did not go unnoticed, as
numerous responses to the essay appeared during the years following its publication. The efforts
to offer a moral equivalent to war became difficult and often tried to alter natural combative
tendencies of humans rather than changing how humans exercise such competitiveness. Dewey
claimed that it was impossible to create “social change” due to the difficulty of changing an
individual’s habits and, in this case, a nation’s habit of participating in war. Human nature
repeatedly accepted war as a means to obtain a nation’s desired outcomes. Finally, Dewey
summed up James’s argument by stating that “certain basic needs and emotions are permanent.
But they are capable of finding expression in ways that are radically different from the ways in
which they now currently operate.”197 Furthermore, Dewey raised awareness of the fact that even
in times of war, humans continued to do good, even to their enemy, as evidence of a
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countervailing natural tendency that can direct warlike tendencies toward something more
beneficial to society.198
Throughout William James’s life, he often referred to the works of the science fiction
writer H. G. Wells (1866-1946). James and Wells often agreed with each other’s antiwar
philosophies. In the midst of World War II in 1940, Wells asked two things: whether the nation
fought the war for “human freedom, for ending the perpetual tension of war, and a better way of
living” or “for nothing worth fighting for.”199 While addressing human rights, Wells noted that
James’s philosophy stressed the importance of community in preserving “peace and security.” In
order to achieve this goal, however, Wells argued that individuals must actively participate and
hold roles within the community. As a result, individuals within the community become a
collective group of people that preserves and protects individual rights and security.200 Wells
gave further examples of such work, including the dirty and dangerous jobs that otherwise would
not attract many workers. Similar to James’s theory of civic service, Wells concluded that
individuals should complete two years of mandatory labor before the age of twenty-five.
Notably, for the first time in response to James’s essay, Wells introduced women as possible
candidates for this work. This menial labor would not only educate and strengthen individuals
and society but also repay the nation for the protection of all other human rights. Historian Linda
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Schott suggests that war was associated with manliness, while civic service was seen as a form
of “women’s work,” similar to the non-violent activism in which suffragist and activist Jane
Addams took part. Nineteenth-century masculine qualities included strength, bravery, public
duties, aggressiveness, and rationality, while feminine qualities included nurturing, fulfilling
spousal obligations, mothering, and taking charge of household duties.201
In 1942, shortly after Wells’ response, historian Julius Bixler (1894-1985) argued that
James’s “Moral Equivalent of War” raised two questions that make it seem as if James were
contradicting himself in his proposal. Bixler explained that James’s theory illustrated the larger
idea of James’s philosophy that “by diverting attention away from the relation of subject and
object or knower and known, toward the relation of organism to environment,” one had a greater
understanding of truth.202 In other words, the goal became making the world habitable – uniting
humans with wilderness and nature, rather than separating them. Bixler suggested two things in
his response about nature. First, James focused the majority of his work on individualism, and
his philosophy on war was very much socialistic in nature. This tension was resolved, according
to Bixler, by dedication of one’s behavior to the good of society, not just the individual. Thus,
the dedication of self maintained the idea of the individual that was often at the root of James’s
philosophy. Finally, Bixler noted that socialism, or collective agreement among the individuals
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of a community or nation, not only affects the conditions of their own “social living” but causes
reactions in many individuals outside of the community or nation.203
Secondly, Bixler questioned James’s statement that “truth is what happens to ideas when
they accomplish what they set out to do.” Because war still occurred, and with the lack of
implementation of James's moral equivalent, individuals have yet to prove his theory.204 Bixler
also noted that individuals should not discount James’s theory in its entirety because there were
still many truthful elements. His theory removed war, and “when desires appear… purposes
come with them, and values announce their presence as well” and ultimately led to their
usefulness.205 To answer the dilemma, Bixler argued that because the ultimate goal was good and
humans made a valid effort in obtaining that goal, the actions themselves become truth, even if
the final goal of peace went unattained.206 The fact that there was a collective goal of peace
toward which a community or nation could work was reason enough to promote James’s theory.
Following World War II and in light of the recent addition of nuclear weaponry, Stuart
Chase (1888-1985), an economist and engineer, briefly addressed James’s “Moral Equivalent of
War” in Roads to Agreement (1951). Like Lewis Mumford, Chase became a close colleague and
friend to Benton MacKaye. In an effort to illustrate how the sciences were becoming essential in
the understanding of human behavior, Chase examined how people could live peacefully by
illustrating the cost of conflict and war for a community or nation. He argued that the “very
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loyalties that help reduce aggressiveness among ourselves often do so by turning it against the
outlanders.”207 Unlike Bertrand Russell’s belief that war, or conflict, was a necessary part of
society, Chase noted that a study from the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) reported that there was no evidence that war is required.208 For Chase,
individuals taught war as an idea of being part of the “in-group” or “out-group” that created
tension among cultures. Cultural loyalty was what strengthened a community, and in the same
way, one did not inherit, but learned this loyalty. Communities needed to foster productive
elements to help strengthen the common ground that could build a beneficial and stable
environment.209 Chase revisited James’s essay, stating that war was a “cultural product” and
therefore society learned of war’s loyalty.210 Similar to James, Chase suggested that the only way
to prevent war is to substitute it with a “super-government,” which he argued was the “effort
behind the League of Nations, the United Nations, and the Lilienthal-Acheson plan.”211 To
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eliminate war from the cultural narrative, society must design peaceful alternatives that would
regulate cultural feelings that originate from the lack of inclusion of a greater whole.
The following year, Chase delivered a speech to the 18th Biennial Congress for the
Cooperative League of the United States of America. In his address, Chase called for action to
find a “method for reducing conflict and aiding agreement.”212 In an effort to find such a method,
Chase noted that he had already visited “universities, personnel departments, union headquarters,
management conferences, laboratories, clinics, Quaker business meetings, UNESCO, the TVA,
the National Planning Association, and the Foreign Service Institute of the State Department.”
Chase illustrated through his research that there were three points of conflict. First, the cause of
conflict often remained hidden from understanding, and because the cause is not obvious,
individuals usually responded aggressively. Secondly, by nature, individuals created peaceful
communities for survival. Finally, individuals were born into a culture, and society remains a
“vast network of mutual agreements.”213 With the aid of science, one had the ability to
understand human behavior, specifically group behavior. “One of the roads to agreement which
particularly fascinated me was group dynamics – a study of the energy locked up in people
which can be released only through appropriate group action.”214 The goal for an agreement
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among conflicting sides was to strengthen the “philosophy of cooperation,” therefore building on
what sides have in common rather than differences.215
While “Moral Equivalent of War” proved to be one of William James’s last published
works before his death, the essay left a lasting impact on the generations that followed. Like
Benton MacKaye, James’s legacy continues, as the essay has continued to challenge individuals
to work toward a moral war substitute. Julius Bixler nicely summed up the direction of James’s
philosophy: “James rejoiced so whole-heartedly in the heroic and combative virtues that he tried
to make them more effective in the intellectual life.”216 With “Moral Equivalent of War,” James
raised a question, and even a challenge, to society to work toward an ultimate good while
maintaining the values of military tradition, loyalty, and pride. John Dewey also noted that an
“immense debt is due William James for the mere title of his essay.”217 By creating a productive
conflict or educating soldiers about the history of prior wars, integrity and dedication to the
community or nation should provide a non-combative path toward unifying the world into peace.
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Very few individuals responded to James’s essay during World War II. Many nations faced
heightened atrocity and this occasion would seem as an opportune time to address James’s
argument as a way of coping with, or explaining the devastation of the war. In 1943, cultural
historian Jacques Barzun (1907-1912) briefly referred to James’s essay, describing the
philosophy as a call for the nation to create a non-violent and practical alternative to balance the
need for physical demands and conflict. In addition to agreeing with James’s philosophy, Barzun
added that the alternatives to war should allow for a continuous, graduate release of “energies,”
creating an environment as a means to peace that would “distribute this mass of power as to
satisfy the romantic consciousness of its possessors that they are being useful and creative.”218
Shortly after the end of World War II, a former student of William James, Morris Cohen (18801947), suggested that baseball could serve as an alternative to war. Cohen described baseball as a
form of religion and explained an encounter with James regarding the essay. Cohen argued that
“baseball already embodied all the moral value of war,” but James only “listened sympathetically
and was amused” but was not convinced of Cohen’s argument. Cohen also recalled of the
encounter that “All great men have their limitations, and William James’s were due to the fact
that he lived in Cambridge, a city which, in spite of the fact that it has a population of 100,000
souls (including the professors), is not represented in any baseball league that can be detected
without a microscope.”219 Both Cohen and Lewis Mumford were highly critical of James’s time
at Cambridge and held that it ultimately limited his philosophy. This rather convincing baseball
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story, however, also addressed Bertrand Russell’s theory. Having an organized conflict that
answers the human need for struggle offered a solution or equivalent to war. Strategist and
consultant Keith Suter argues that sport has become a moral equivalent of war, especially in
North America, because it gives individuals a voluntary outlet that encourages the same ideals
that James wanted. It also includes politics, religion, and ending racism.220 Suter offers two
major international examples: the Olympics and the World Cup. Athletes compete as a nation in
an international arena, which often intertwines politics in the funding and training of a national
team. Additionally, international competitions often display world powers, such as China hosting
the 2008 Olympic Games and Germany hosting the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin.221 Suter
illustrates over the years how politics also play a role in participation, with many countries by
either boycotting or banning participation for various humanitarian reasons. By using the
arguments of international consultant Thomas Moore, Suter explains that sport also offers ritual
and contemplation as well as brings individuals together “across national, ethnic, and racial
lines.”222 As a result, racism has taken stage in sports as a way of both unifying and separating
athletes, especially after World War II. Finally, Suter argues that with the increased pressure of
representing one’s nation, athletes must understand that they are role models for a nation and act
accordingly rather than getting into trouble with sex, drugs, and alcohol.223 Jane Roland Martin
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also suggests “[w]ere James alive today he might well forswear his war against nature and offer
in its stead organized sports of perhaps space exploration.”224
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CHAPTER 3
BENTON MACKAYE: THE BEGINNING OF A LEGACY
“In Wilderness is the preservation of the World.” –Henry David Thoreau225
Benton MacKaye understood and accepted that technology and mechanization would find
their way into civilization, yet he was cautious about wasteful technology and labor. Projects to
build railroad lines often misused resources and required hours of hard work to complete, and
people often did careless things with railroad infrastructure. Commuting and transporting
unnecessary goods were wasteful to civilization because they use and deplete natural resources
without a direct result. MacKaye referred to Thoreau in Walden¸ who stated that people should
make “the elements their servant for noble ends.”226 As MacKaye also explained, “Thoreau sees
the iron horse as a member of a race worthy to inhabit God’s own earth; he revels in Nature,
whether she is naked or whether she is ‘dressed up in modern clothes.’ He feels the lure we all
have felt at the long, hoarse call of the engine’s whistle across the dark night lands.”227 MacKaye
warned that even Thoreau understood the train as a product of the world, uniting every aspect of
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culture from parts to product. Without some kind of control and limitation, industrialism would
overtake all that is natural.
MacKaye revisited Lewis Mumford’s four American migrations and described the fourth
migration as the present, early twentieth century immigration to the metropolis. MacKaye
explained that the fourth migration was the relocation of the “factory worker and the office
worker” because of the prior two migrations. The major concern for both MacKaye and
Mumford was that during the first three migrations, the population was flowing out across the
country, but this fourth migration was causing the population to flow back in to the East Coast.
MacKaye referred to Clarence Stein, using New York as an example. Stein later became a
lifelong friend and colleague of MacKaye. First, a housing shortage in New York forced people
out of the city and into the suburbs. The second cause concerned problems with the water and
sewers that increased disease rates. Third, the increase of traffic was too much for the street
systems. Because buildings of increasing height sometimes doubled, tripled, or even quadrupled
the population on a given block, traffic increased. However, the city could no longer
accommodate increased automobile traffic. Finally, transportation also could not keep up with
population increases. For MacKaye, these four problems are the main cause of inhospitable city
environments.228 The lack of control of the fourth migration would eventually ruin the
indigenous environment of the United States.
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For MacKaye, the fourth migration was the “iron age” or “iron civilization.”229 Two
issues were important in understanding this metropolitan take-over: “first, the nature of certain
contending forces working within the flow of iron civilization the world over; and, second, the
importance of America (and especially of the Appalachian hinterland) as a realm of potential
world-power wherein the contending forces promise ultimately to focus with more than national
significance.”230 A vast amount of coal was necessary to process iron ore, and the only two
places on earth where these two resources were proportionately available were North America
and Western Europe. Western Europe also could not support itself with petroleum, an additional
factor in the automobile industry, but North America could. Wood was another main ingredient
in the “iron civilization.” As MacKaye explained, North America contained the most fertile land
and supporting environmental factors for the harvesting of timber, but the current method of
farming timber would not allow for adequate re-growth. The main “ingredients” in the iron
civilization are abundant in the United States and most of Western Europe, but without careful
their use, they could become limited.231
Trade became influential in all continents because either the resources were not available
or the climate was not conducive for growth or storage. As a result, the United States and Europe
naturally attracted population growth. In addition to creating demand for these natural resources,
the “iron civilization” resulted in technological advancements, such as an increase in the use of
rubber for tires, the invention of the combustion engine, and conduction of electricity through
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wires.232 MacKaye explained that the sudden increase in the demand for technology created four
forces. The bottleneck, or “conflux of traffic streams,” was Clarence Stein’s idea that such small
areas experienced such vast amounts of traffic and trade that the metropolis became unable to
sustain a healthy human race. The second force was the acts of war predicted by William
James’s “Moral Equivalent of War.” As MacKaye explained, the “constant potentiality of war,
whether or not the actual operation, which is an inherent part of the flow of industry in the hands
of rival groups, is an incessant source of weakness which, like the Bottle-Neck, one must figure
as a contending ‘force’ against the flow of iron civilization.”233 MacKaye will address his moral
war equivalent in more detail in an unpublished essay. The third force, the “worker vs. owner,”
was a source of constant tension between profit and wages. Finally, the indigenous vs.
metropolitan is the competition between the iron civilization and the non-iron civilization.
MacKaye’s major concern regarding this fourth force was how to control or better adapt to this
type of flow. MacKaye analyzed the numbers and amount of natural resources in many of
industrialized countries and regions, illustrating the fact that North America was the center of the
iron civilization. He identified the Appalachian Mountain region as the center of water flow
because of its numerous rivers and valleys. MacKaye noted that the region contained “two-thirds
of the iron and one-half of the coal of Atlantic America, with at least half of its growth and
bordered on both sides by agricultural lands which can be doubled in capacity.” These
characteristics made the Appalachian Mountain region “a world-empire in itself.”234
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For MacKaye, war existed in “Atlantic America… between the various contending
commercial interests, though happily there seems to be no danger that it will ever take on
military form.”235 Trade and the owners of factories who wanted to reroute nature to make way
for their businesses caused these “wars.” In MacKaye’s words, the “dormant conflict of
indigenous vs. metropolitan is a struggle for home and for space: it is a struggle for a livable
environment.”236 This struggle became the task of the regional planner. For example,
restructuring the population and commodity flows into and around the city controlled the
bottleneck. The role of the regional planner in balancing the metropolis vs. indigenous force was
the “subconscious effort to preserve and to develop the inherent human values of a country.”237
MacKaye understood the impact that the industrial world would have upon the Appalachian
Mountain region, but it was not his only concern. He also focused on the usefulness and
practicality of his planning philosophy for regions around the world. The preservation of cultural
values from the indigenous environment also was not limited to the Appalachian Mountain
region. Protecting these values became MacKaye’s goal for all regions.
In addition to the wasteful production and transportation of goods, MacKaye was
concerned with the problem of living, noting Stuart Chase’s estimate that half of American labor
was wasted.238 Human existence not only required natural resources to survive but also depended
on technological resources. The rapid increase in population growth was accompanied by
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increased demand for natural and technological resources. As MacKaye noted, individuals
needed resources in order to exist. However, what it meant to live was MacKaye’s greatest
concern. In other words, “work is what you are obliged to do. Play is what you are not obliged to
do.”239 MacKaye argued that there are two kinds of work and play. The first kind of work, toil,
“is devoid of any inspiration and of interest.”240 The second type of work, art, included
“inspiration and interest.”241 Like work, play was of two kinds: active and passive. Active
recreation was partaking in creation, such as actors in a play. This idea embodied the motive of
Percy MacKaye’s civic theatre as described in the previous chapter. Passive recreation is the
audience enjoying the play. The second kind of play, “decreation,” represented what MacKaye
called “destructive relaxation,” which ultimately was a form of “self-abuse.”242 This mental or
physical self-abuse came in many forms, such as idleness and daydreaming. Evolutions or
migrations of population come with a parallel evolution in what is considered living. MacKaye
remarked that “When we remember the goal of living, even our work takes on a different
character: we seek constantly to diminish the sphere of animal toil and to widen that of art; so
that finally work and art and recreation and living will all be one.”243 Therefore, the regional
planner must adjust to incorporate new forms of living while adapting to new forms of existing
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that come with technological and industrial growth. In sum, living comprised recreation and art,
while existing comprised toil and decreation.
Regarding regional planning, MacKaye followed Plato’s notion that “to command
nature…we must first obey her,” meaning that planners should work with rather than against
nature.244 Therefore, MacKaye defined regional planning as: “(1) an accurate formulation of our
own desires—the specific knowledge of what it is we want; and (2) an accurate revelation of the
limits, and the opportunities, imposed and bequeathed to us by nature.”245 In addition to working
with the construction of the natural environment, it was imperative for MacKaye to incorporate
with natural beauty. Regional planning was energy conversion, or making that which was
potential into something that is actual.246 More importantly, it mobilized all three types of energy
conversion: biological, mechanical, and psychological. MacKaye was concerned that the
metropolitan invasion was extending into rural and primeval lands. The increase in motor traffic
increased pollution, billboards, shops, and other artificial and unnecessary things in those
environments. MacKaye hinted at William James’s idea of military training in regard to regional
planning. Like a military general preparing for battle, a regional planner must examine maps to
identify terrain, resources, and strategic areas to place the workers. The war for MacKaye was
with the metropolitan city; the overflow of industry and population called for strategic regional
planning.
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According to MacKaye, there were two types of plans: permanent and indigenous, and
“inherent and intrusive.”247 To stop the metropolitan invasion from becoming permanent,
MacKaye argued that the regional planner must “view this phenomenon as an interruption, to
cope with it as an intruder, and to proceed with the development of the indigenous America as
something belonging to the future as well as to the past.”248 MacKaye explained there were two
ways to control a river: storage reservoirs and barriers. One also served as a backup if the other
breaks. Population control also came in the similar forms. The reservoir was the metropolis,
while the Appalachian Mountains served as a barrier.249 The metropolis, if planned properly,
could withhold population growth without depleting its resources. As James noted in his essay,
without the proper planning, a nation could lose not only the war but also its territory.250 For
MacKaye, the war involved fighting for, or with, the indigenous environment so that it is not lost
to city expansion. A city, such as New York, would expand beyond its boundaries and
limitations if not planned properly. Wilderness areas outside of the metropolis, especially the
mountain ranges, must be maintained. MacKaye stated that highways should be means of
transportation rather than sites for residential development. Highway planning became an
important element in MacKaye’s regional planning work. Highways exiting the cities and the
mountains would help create barriers to population growth. Through the access they provide to
the wilderness, these highways allow for the spread of the psychological energy that the
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indigenous environment creates. Therefore, by using natural valleys to create highways to
connect communities rather than allowing the metropolis to expand, the highways would help
distribute the human population. Another difficulty was controlling population growth in the
valley communities. MacKaye proposed an “intertown” of a community that would serve as the
heart of the indigenous environment.251 “Open roads” would provide those in the surrounding
primeval environment with easy access to the community center.252 In addition to traditional
town structures like schools and churches, the intertowns would contain motels, restaurants, and
filling stations, while the open roads would allow for advertising and easy access to nature.
When completed, the Appalachian Trail ultimately traced the natural barrier line from the eastern
metropolitan expansion beyond the Appalachian Mountain region.
3.1

Defining Wilderness
No other written work unified the MacKaye family like “Moral Equivalent of War.” Prior

to Benton’s writing and work projects, both Percy and James MacKaye wrote extensively on the
subject. Although there is no known correspondence between Benton and William James, the
brothers discussed their work projects and writings. The existing relationship between the James
and MacKaye families presupposes a reason that three of the seven MacKaye children responded
to James’s call for action. Another reason, was the moral compass by which the MacKayes
lived. Percy, James, and Benton felt the burden of finding happiness not only in their lives but
also in the lives of all people. Each of the brothers had a unique approach to finding a moral war
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substitute based on their respective careers and written works. Percy and Benton both attempted
to develop and carry out plans for a moral war equivalent, while James MacKaye discussed the
essay in his writing. Benton would spend the most time with the essay, incorporating his
interpretation throughout his lifetime of writing and employment. Benton later would work with
Camp William James, where James’s philosophy was the basis for an experimental work camp.
Despite the fact that their projects did not last long, they provided hope that alternatives to war
existed, even if they were only temporary. Undoubtedly, Percy and James’s work to finding a
moral equivalent to war influenced Benton’s work.
Writing about nature was one of the primary ways to preserve the natural environment,
and Benton’s journals provided evidence that he was very familiar with the major nature writers
of his time. For MacKaye, literature communicated both meaning and thought-provoking
information, especially regarding humans’ relationship with their environment and the natural
world. Since the European colonization of North America, nature writers have conveyed both
their understanding, as well as the common or popular understanding of the wilderness and
nature. Most notable, however, are the authors of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
who were concerned with conservation, preservation, and the threats of growing cities and
humans to the larger ecological system. Nature writing was the beginning of environmentalism,
or the way humans think about nature. In addition to the influence of the ideas of William James,
these authors would play a crucial role in forming Benton MacKaye’s own regional planning
philosophy and thoughts on the natural environment.
Like many environmental thinkers, Benton MacKaye’s influences were associated with
the American Transcendentalist movement of the early nineteenth century. Ralph Waldo
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Emerson (1803-1882) and Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862) are the most notable American
Transcendentalists. For Emerson, one must know and understand nature; in the essay “Nature,”
he stated, “in the woods, we return to reason and faith,” which ultimately allows one to see what
is natural through God.253 Emerson’s Transcendentalism was illustrated in his belief that the
“spirit,” the “Supreme Being, does not build up nature around us, but puts it forth through us, as
the life of the tree puts forth new branches and leaves through the pores of the old.”254 Nature
was a place to be quiet and in solitude, but Emerson did not necessarily express that the
“wilderness” was required to accomplish such quiet and solitude. An individual’s relationship to
nature was to have “power over it” or to transcend it, all while having a conscious understanding
of this power.255 One could accomplish this, even without access to the wilderness, simply by
spending some time alone and away from social influences. Although MacKaye understood the
benefits of solitude in nature, he also argued in The New Exploration that the indigenous
environment brought a psychological resource to human culture that was necessary for healthy
living. MacKaye did not oppose the technology of the Industrial Revolution but argued that there
was a balanced place for it in human lives, a perspective that aligns, in part, to the writings of
Thoreau.
Emerson influenced Thoreau’s early writing career, and even though they remained
acquaintances, Thoreau quickly developed his own views on nature that diverged from those of
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Emerson. As historian and author Robert McGregor notes, in the late nineteenth century, the
“conservation-preservation idea” began to grow, and many who agreed with the idea found
Thoreau to be an “important voice.”256 When Thoreau set out to Walden Pond in 1844, he had
only intended on writing a book, but not necessarily a book on nature. The area surrounding
Walden Pond was one of the few remaining wilderness areas left in Concord, Massachusetts,
where Puritans had destroyed much of the natural landscape. He wrote journal entries on his
simple life as well as detailed descriptions of his surroundings. It was not until Thoreau began
his trek through the Maine countryside that he began to see nature as what McGregor refers to as
an “ecological whole.”257 This characteristic, the constant and complex aspects of nature,
separated the work of Thoreau and Emerson. Like Emerson, the remoteness and density of the
land that Thoreau walked allowed him to gain greater appreciation of the natural. Like Thoreau,
MacKaye spent much of his young adulthood roaming the New England countryside. At the
same time, he realized that there should be a balance between time spent in the wilderness and
time spent in society.258 This idea of balance between society and nature will become evident in
MacKaye’s work.
Thoreau began to see nature as a religion, or a morality, and as McGregor notes, his
transcendental roots were missing from his journal entries dating as far back is 1846.259 Human
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inhabitation of the land ultimately was part of its ecological whole. As Roderick Nash suggests,
nature “mirrored the currents of higher law emanating from God.”260 In The Maine Woods,
Thoreau began to write more descriptively on his encounters with nature. The density of the
Maine woods allowed Thoreau to truly see nature in ways that he had only heard in passing,
“And yet we have not seen pure Nature, unless we have seen her thus vast and drear and
inhuman, though in the midst of cities. Nature was here something savage and awful, though
beautiful.”261 On this same journey, Thoreau also realized that in the wilderness, one is more
“alone than you can image.”262 This experience caused Thoreau to be bothered by the increased
materialism that characterized his era.263 As Nash explains, “By mid-century American life had
acquired a bustling tempo and materialistic tone that left Thoreau and many of his
contemporaries vaguely disturbed and insecure…A mechanized way of life seemed on the verge
of overwhelming innocence, simplicity, and good taste.”264 This experience in the Maine woods
is what ultimately distinguished Emerson and Thoreau’s perspectives.265 Unlike Emerson’s idea
that nature was a means to “better communicate with the realm of the spiritual,” Thoreau
believed that studying nature involves investigating the “spiritual and the material at once.”266
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While Emerson recognized the importance of preservation, Thoreau saw value in both preserving
and conserving the land. Although Thoreau was widely read at the turn of the century, especially
throughout New England, MacKaye had never closely read Thoreau until the mid-1920s, when
he was writing The New Exploration.267 Even though MacKaye and Thoreau’s ideas were not
unalike, MacKaye did not incorporate his work until after he wrote The New Exploration.
In addition to Emerson and Thoreau, MacKaye’s writing contained the transcendentalist
convictions of John Muir (1838-1914). While a student at Harvard, MacKaye had attended a
lecture by Muir, who was a transitional figure between the theistic and the natural approach to
ecology. Muir accepted most of Darwin’s natural selection and evolutionary theory and
considered God to be a “divine principle synonymous with the whole” of being.268 Muir’s
language also resembled a deep religious understanding, illustrating that God’s creation did not
separate humans and nature but intended them to live as one and that nature, too, was sacred.
Following ten years of living in the woods, Muir developed a “conception of God as incarnate,”
denoting that “God was nature.”269 By witnessing the glaciers in Alaska, Muir realized the
constant evolutionary process of the natural world. During this time, God took on a more
“human” form for Muir, meaning that God was no longer a supernatural being but was subject to
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the same cycle of birth, life, and death as the natural world. The idea that God was now part of
the natural process was evident in Muir’s writings.270 In A Thousand Mile Walk to the Gulf, for
example, Muir observed how peaceful death could be while working in Bonaventure Cemetery
in Savannah, Georgia. Noting that children were taught to fear death, Muir described how the
beauty of death could be embraced by experiencing it within nature. He stated, “But let children
walk with Nature, let them see the beautiful blendings and communions of death and life, their
joyous inseparable unity, as taught in woods and meadows, plains and mountains and streams of
our blessed star, and they will learn that death is stingless indeed, and as beautiful as life, and
that the grave has no victory, for it never fights. All is divine harmony.”271 Muir realized that life
and death in the natural world were cyclical and that humans were very much a part of the cycle.
As literary critic Norman Foerster notes, Muir attributed three causes that prevented
individuals from seeing the true beauty and order of the natural world: they fear the wilderness,
they have a greater desire to use nature, and they have a tendency to discredit nature. The true
beauty and order in nature exist when these causes no longer influence one’s thinking.272 Literary
scholar Sherman Paul explains that John Muir was an explorer and wonderer, with free and even
“childlike” characteristics reflected in his essays.273 As Paul notes, A Thousand Mile Walk to the
Gulf is “the record of what the French call the crisis-of-the-thirtieth-year” as Muir incorporates
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religious, vocational and philosophical inquiry, especially regarding life and death, into his
writing.274 Muir often experienced nature as a mode of healing as well as a sense of order. This
idea was evident in the natural beauty that he found in Bonaventure Cemetery: “You come to
beds of purple liatris and living wild-wood trees. You hear the song of birds, cross a small
stream, and are with Nature in the grand old forest graveyard, so beautiful that almost any
sensible person would choose to dwell here with the dead rather than with the lazy, disorderly
living.”275 For Muir, this environment contained desirable elements in the present environment
rather than the rare instances in which they occurred. Muir argued that the beauty in nature is not
replicable by any human invention. He found that writing alone was not sufficient to convey the
message of nature; experiencing nature was always “fuller and richer than writing.”276 This
experience of nature is a predominate theme in MacKaye’s writing and work as he advocates for
the mental and physical health benefits found in nature.
Finally, historian Thomas Lyon identifies three areas in which Muir was influential to the
development of the American nature writing. First, “he enlarged it to include wild-country
adventures, while essentially continuing Thoreau’s philosophy of wilderness.” Second, he
“deepened the evolutionary and ecological content with his emphasis on flow and harmony.”
Finally, he “added a strong note of militancy, in response to the dramatic environmental
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conditions of his time.”277 Muir not only lectured at Harvard in 1900 when MacKaye was present
but also became a key preservationist in the National Park System; MacKaye’s Appalachian
Trail would later become a park within the system in 1968.
Another significant individual nature writing was Aldo Leopold (1887-1948), who would
later become a friend and colleague of MacKaye. Unlike Muir’s straight-forward accounts,
Leopold used creative language and metaphors to offer a fresh perspective on the relationship
between humans and the natural environment. According to scholar Max Oelschlaeger, this type
of writing allows for many interpretations of Leopold’s intended meaning. For example, “In
learning how to ‘think like a mountain,’ Leopold necessarily reconceptualized science in general,
and ecology in particular, since he clearly recognized that science is inextricably enabled with
the culture that sustains it.”278 Similar to Thoreau, Leopold identified the role of the Genesis
story of human dominance over nature. Although Leopold’s contemporary culture still supported
the Genesis-inspired attitude, he wrote about the idea of conscious awareness of human
interactions with nature, another important element of MacKaye’s work. Leopold described an
“ethic” of awareness of how human behavior, especially in an industrial culture, impacted nature.
As Oelschlaeger explains, “The land ethic was grounded in ecological science because it
factually presupposed a systems-level understanding of biotic communities. Nature’s way serves
as an alternative to ideology of Modernism.”279
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For Leopold, the relationship between science and ethics was important for awareness of
possible detrimental outcomes of industrial society. In the essay “The Land Ethic,” Leopold
advocated a respect for the land: the “land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from
conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen of it. It implies respect for his
fellow-members, and also respect for the community as such.”280 The land consisted of the
ecological balance of plants, animals, and elements and required education and planning to
ensure care in its use. Thomas Lyon notes that Leopold “gradually came to believe that nature
was more complex…than the traditional, managerial outlook could understand.”281 Leopold now
understood the intricate relationships among all natural elements. This view is evident in his
essay “Thinking Like a Mountain,” in which Leopold addressed the ecological hierarchy of a
mountain. For Leopold, both in reality and in metaphor, the mountain was symbolic of the chain
of being. Leopold argued that by killing the wolves on the mountain, more deer could graze. This
increase in grazing would remove the natural bond that holds the dirt and rocks together; thus,
the mountain would begin to crumble and erode. The relationship among natural elements would
be the basis of MacKaye’s life work and his idea of a hospitable globe. Environmental education,
for Leopold, was important in helping humans to “think like a mountain” because “only the
mountain has lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of a wolf.”282 MacKaye would
maintain a friendship with Leopold throughout his life, often incorporating Leopold’s philosophy
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in his writing, especially in his description of the wilderness. In 1934, they, along with four
others would form the Wilderness Society.
The changing ideas reflected in the nature writing of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries was only the beginning of what would later become an important mode of
communication between the environmentally conscious and those who may have ignored, or
been unaware of, negative outcomes of technological advances. Authors like Rachael Carson,
Edward Abbey, and Barry Lopez, among many others, followed this tradition by examining the
relationship between humans and the environment. With greater scientific understanding, it
seems more important than ever to revisit how humans interact with the environment, especially
realizing that human interaction is only a small piece of the larger environmental system. Benton
MacKaye embraced this idea in his work, while literature continued to bridge the gap between
scientists and the rest of the population to foster a better understanding of and the will to protect
the environment.
3.2

The Early Years
Benton, the youngest of the MacKaye brothers, remained in constant contact with his

brother, James, throughout his education, and they often would share ideas and philosophies. On
April 7, 1901, Benton wrote to James, “I want to begin, and in the first place get a definite idea
of certain economic and geographical facts of the country from certain definite points of
view.”283 MacKaye was certain early on that he wanted to understand the basis of what resources
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were available in the Appalachian Mountain region, which will later appear in his 1921
Appalachian Trail proposal. MacKaye also wrote to his brother, James, after receiving maps
from him as a gift: “they mean more to me than verbal descriptions by far, and much more than
pictures.”284 As MacKaye’s biographer Larry Anderson notes, Benton had a strong relationship
with his brother, and they spent a summer together in Canada, where James discussed his ideas
for the book Economy of Happiness. As Anderson explains, “Economy of Happiness addressed
several issues that would become Benton’s primary concerns, such as the use and conservation
of natural resources and the social role of recreation and leisure.”285 These ideas would become
prevalent throughout Benton’s long career, both as a writer and as a regional planner.
In 1914, MacKaye met activist Jessie “Betty” Hardy Stubbs during the anti-war
movement. Stubbs was an active suffragist, and MacKaye became more involved in protesting
against the United States’ participation in World War I. They were married June 1, 1915, much
to the surprise of those in the suffrage movement. As Betty explained, the suffrage movement
advocated that “women shall take the home influence out into the world” and “go out with her
home making influence and drive the evil out of the world – in other words, to make the world a
better home for the human race.”286 MacKaye continued to address war culture as well as public
duties, taking an entirely different approach than the others who responded to William James’s
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call for a substitute for war. MacKaye understood that war, at least during his lifetime, was
inevitable. Because it was not possible at the time to pursue a war substitute while soldiers were
already deployed, MacKaye fought for change when they returned from war. In 1918, MacKaye
wrote an essay published by the Department of Labor entitled “Labor and the War.” This essay
advanced a proposition that the “dislocated must be relocated,” meaning the soldiers returning
from World War I should be given assistance to find a home and employment upon their
return.287 For MacKaye, land remained “the fundamental opportunity” for returning soldiers and
noted that both Great Britain and Canada already had implemented similar plans to assist
returning soldiers with land.288 MacKaye had a plan much like the Homestead Act of 1862,
which provided United States citizens with public land if they lived and worked on it for a
minimum of five years. With an additional law passed in 1872, Civil War veterans obtained
enough land to own a homestead of 160 acres if they had not already attained it. As MacKaye
explained, issues arose because “this form of scrip amounted to a free and transferable ticket to a
piece of public land at no definite location it became subject to grave abuses.”289 MacKaye’s
proposed plan would eliminate the problems that the Homestead Act created.
At the same time, the government became more actively involved in protecting natural
resources. Since 1911, the government had purchased more than one million acres of forestland
in New England, in addition to other protected areas throughout the rest of the United States. The
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creation of the Department of Labor in 1913 allowed the government to use federal lands for
natural resources that would ultimately create employment opportunities.290 MacKaye noted that
timber workers left approximately one-hundred million acres of land throughout the United
States uninhabitable because of the difficulty in clearing the land of tree stumps. The workers
were migratory because the timber industry was temporary. MacKaye proposed that although it
would be difficult, these timberlands could be converted into farms where the whole process of
planting, growing, removing, and planting again became the responsibility of the landowner.
According to MacKaye, “The Federal Government might offer to the respective states and
landowners involved, its services for reclamation.”291 He estimated that only four percent of
government land was useful for timber farming. Previously, the government would allot 160
acres of wilderness to individuals to farm. MacKaye’s proposal included education in timber
farming techniques to prepare the owner to properly maintain the land.292 This government
action would incentivize returning soldiers, and even non-soldiers, to live on the land and
maintain it, which ultimately would provide the owner with a sustainable living. Finally,
“underdeveloped land in the United States offers to the returning soldier and the worker an
opportunity in other ways than for agricultural use. Under proper management it offers an
opportunity for permanent employment in the forest industry.”293 MacKaye’s plan of reclaiming
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the land and providing a permanent working community for returning solders was unique during
this time, especially in the United States.
In addition to providing government support, MacKaye proposed to develop these areas
as actual communities where half of the inhabitants farmed the timber, while the other half
worked at sawmills to prepare timber for manufacturing. As MacKaye explained, “Permanent
forest communities based upon continuous forest employment would make of the forest worker a
family man instead of a hobo.”294 Finally, many private companies in the northwest were
farming spruce in order to make military airplanes. MacKaye suggested that the government
should either purchase land for employment communities or allow individuals to work private
land while paying the owners a percentage of the profit. In addition to timberlands, the American
West contained millions of acres of land available for grazing as well as the land that contained
coal.295 According to MacKaye, the Department of Labor had numerous options for creating
opportunities for returning soldiers to build communities and permanent working conditions
throughout the United States.
The following year, in December 1918, MacKaye visited a soldier colony in
Kapuskasing, Canada. The colony was set up in 1917 as a “soldier settlement scheme” for
returning soldiers to provide them with work and their own plot of land. In addition to the
hundreds of acres available for ranching and farming, the colony was equipped with nineteen
city houses, an administration building, stable, blacksmith, planning mill, warehouse,
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schoolhouse, and water tank.296 Through interviews with inhabitants of the colony, MacKaye
learned that there were common problems, such as the government not working in a timely
manner and general disorganization. More importantly, poor town planning and the inability to
maintain fertile land were costly to the community. Because the soldiers could choose their own
plots of land, many of the houses were miles apart, making it extremely difficult to socialize with
others. According to MacKaye, there were “three vital things that are not provided for: a
thorough-going system of land classification, town planning, and a land tenure based squarely
upon use. So long as these are lacking, the Kapuskasing colony, or any other colony, is doomed
to ultimate failure providing for the happiness of its members.”297 Considering these issues,
MacKaye argued, “In Canada, they are making mistakes because they are attempting something.
They are, therefore, to be congratulated. When shall we get started to catch up with them?”298
MacKaye was frustrated with the inaction of the United States government; he would rather take
action to attempt to help individuals with a plan that might be less than perfect rather than do
nothing at all.
Even though their relationship was often stressed throughout the years, Benton and Betty
remained heavily involved in their political activism. Unfortunately, this stress caused Betty to
slip into a deep depression, and she took her own life on April 19, 1921. Betty’s suicide caused a
great shift in MacKaye’s work, as he began to focus on and integrate natural resources (material,
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energy, psychological) into his planning philosophy. The family remembered Betty for taking on
the “world’s troubles” as Benton began to take on the environment’s troubles. In addition, her
death was extremely difficult for Benton, and he would never remarry and rarely spoke of his
marriage to Betty.299
3.3

The Appalachian Trail Project (1921)
Perhaps in response to the recent suicide of his wife Betty, MacKaye envisioned a

recreational community to which people could flock to escape what he called the “problem of
living.”300 Finding solace after his wife’s death at a friend’s farm in New Jersey, MacKaye began
writing his Appalachian Trail proposal in 1921. For MacKaye, the problem of living involved
individuals dealing with the new demands of industrial life and employment, where people no
longer learned trades but used repetitive movements to complete jobs. Unlike Vannevar Bush
and Henry Seidel Canby’s argument that technology not only made work more efficient but also
intellectually challenging, MacKaye believed that technology made work too mundane. The
monotony not only took away an individual’s need for critical thinking but also created a work
environment in which production numbers became more important due to higher demands for
goods. The quality of the craft was no longer as relevant.
To balance this change in work culture, the community would offer a communal space to
counter the financially competitive lifestyle of the city. The wilderness provided a psychological
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resource that was important to MacKaye. With the ability to escape industrial technology and the
stressful demands of city life into the most primal and basic elements of nature, one could
temporarily leave the stress of the city to recover mentally and physically in the wilderness.
Living through both World Wars and the second Industrial Revolution, Benton MacKaye was no
stranger to the effects of both technology and war on the country. To combat the advances of
technology and population growth, MacKaye wrote The New Exploration. In the text, he
proposed a philosophy of regional planning that incorporated the natural environment into
regional development to ease the impact of mechanization on the environment. Although
William James’s philosophy is evident in Benton MacKaye’s work, he only publically addressed
James’s “Moral Equivalent of War” twice within his published writing.
The first mention occurred in the 1921 proposal for the Appalachian Trail in which
MacKaye declared that the trail embodied William James’s moral equivalent in that it “appeals
to the primal instincts of a fighting heroism, of volunteer service and of work in common cause.
These instincts were pent up forces in every human and they demand their outlet.”301 The project
also created a natural healing alternative to answer the problem of living. In addition to providing
an outlet to the wilderness, the process of building the trail would give individuals a temporary
answer to the problem of living. MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail proposal featured four main
elements: a footpath, shelter camps, community camps, and food and farm camps. Originally,
MacKaye suggested that the trail would run through the Appalachian Mountains from the highest
point in the north (Mount Katahdin in Maine) to the highest point in the south (Mount Mitchell
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in North Carolina). In the years following the completion of the trail, the southern terminus
eventually would move to Mt. Oglethorpe in northern Georgia. It would later relocate to Springer
Mountain, also in northern Georgia, where it remains today. Care for the trail continues to be
provided by state and local hiking organizations, and the majority of workers are volunteers. The
Appalachian Trail project also included three different kinds of camps. The first were simple
shelter camps that were scattered along the trail, each within one day of hiking (approximately
every 12-15 miles). The shelters would be simple enough to provide protection for sleeping and
only would use timber resources from the surrounding area. MacKaye strongly encouraged that
volunteer workers should make these structures because the labor itself was a form of recreation.
Additionally, no profit would come from visitors’ use of these structures, which would take away
from the idea of community living. The unpaid labor exemplified James’s argument that through
volunteer service for the community, one could achieve the military ideals of dedication and hard
work.
The second type of camp would house larger hiking communities. For MacKaye, the
“community camp should be something more than a mere ‘playground,’ it should stimulate every
possible line of outdoor non-industrial endeavor.”302 The camps would be larger than the first
type by area but only available for temporary living. The community camps were not only for the
hiking communities but also for all types of recreational use, such as convalescence, education,
summer camps, and educational events.303 Finally, the food and farm camps would grow as the
trail project developed. The farm camp would be an addition to the community camps that also
302
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provided food. They also maintained a community ethos, where every visitor plays a part in the
farming process.304 Furthermore, these communities would be permanent rather than temporary.
Inhabitants would grow and provide the supplies for recreational communities as well as
surrounding permanent communities. Ultimately, this type of recreational community would
provide answers to MacKaye’s “problem of living” because it gave individuals the opportunity
to leave the city life to create their own “non-industrial activities.”305 Through countering the
demands of the industrial city by providing access to the wilderness, MacKaye offered the
elements of James’s equivalent of war by supplying a collective environment with military
ideals, such as worthiness and volunteer civic service.
MacKaye’s vision of the trail project was to create a camping and hiking community that
would be a “sanctuary and refuge” from the stresses of industrialism and busy city life.306 The
trail and the surrounding communities created a communal lifestyle not only among individuals
and nature but also between individuals and the communities. The indigenous communities also
provided the primeval environment that MacKaye longed to protect and maintain. MacKaye
understood that it would take many years to finish building the trail, but many sections already
existed throughout the mountains. The challenge would be connecting the sections, especially
through private lands. In 1968, with the passage of the National Trail Act, the Appalachian Trail
became a National Park. In a statement presented to the Blue Mountain Club some time after the
completion of the trail, MacKaye stressed the importance of the psychological value of the
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primeval wilderness. More specifically, the Appalachian Trail provided individuals with a place
to center their goals and thoughts on the “distinct vision of what the backbone of America can
be.” MacKaye also wrote that the trail allowed individuals to “develop. . . a concrete taste for the
innate things – beauty, virility, comradeship – as these are evidenced in our countryside and for
our human kind, as that art innately is practiced on the trail and at the camp fire; in short,
develop in ourselves the art of “living in the open.”307 Although MacKaye never intended for
individuals to hike the nearly 2,200-mile trail in its entirety during one trip, he never discouraged
people from the challenge. Once, however, when MacKaye had heard of an individual trying to
set the speed record for hiking the entire trail, he responded, “someone should set a record for the
slowest hike.”308
MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail project included many elements of James’s “Moral
Equivalent of War.” From volunteer work and community living to primal, simple living, the
Appalachian Trail would provide a natural remedy to the “problem of living.” Furthermore, the
complexity of MacKaye’s project should not be ignored. He did not intend for the Appalachian
Trail to be a simple hiking trail along the Appalachian Mountain ridgeline. Nor did he envision a
natural barrier aiming to stop the sprawl of East Coast metropolises that were expanding beyond
the means needed to maintain civilization without destroying the surrounding environment.
MacKaye intended for the Appalachian Trail not only to provide all of these benefits but also,
more importantly, to present an answer to both the problem of living and the problem of leisure
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by offering the natural benefits of the wilderness to individuals who either no longer appreciated
or understood the value of nature. While MacKaye hypothesized the benefits of his Appalachian
Trail proposal, the true benefits of the project would not become apparent until it came to
fruition many years later.
3.4

Regional Planning Association of America
The practice of regional planning in the United States began early in the twentieth

century, accelerating after the publication of Patrick Geddes’s Cities in Evolution (1915).
Regional planning referred to any land-use planning that used boundaries naturally supplied by
the environment (lakes, rivers, mountains, valleys) and incorporated available natural resources.
More importantly, it did so in a way that offers economic benefits to the community as well as
conserves and preserves natural resources. Following the Industrial Revolution, the challenge of
the regional planner was to plan for the use of new technology, such as the automobile and
electricity. Regional planners in the late 1910s and 1920s also had to ensure that individuals did
not waste natural resources with increased trade. Slowed by World War I, regional planning
became an important priority for combating metropolitan growth in the mid-1920s and “involved
a radical decentralization of population and industry away from what they saw as destructively
overcrowded metropolitan centers.”309 Regional planners also mapped cities and communities
within the natural environment in order to maintain the natural benefits to individuals provided
by the wilderness and outdoors. The concern was not only conserving and preserving the
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wilderness; it was providing easy access to the wilderness to individuals who chose to live in the
city. For example, MacKaye focused on the relationship between humans and the natural
environment and thus made the goals of regional planning his priority. This idea later became a
focal point of regional planning in the early twentieth century and beyond.
In 1923, following several meetings convened by the architect Clarence Stein, the Regional
Planning Association of America (RPAA) was formed. Stein had brought together many likeminded individuals to discuss changes in the environment caused by industrialism. The original
key members of the RPAA were Stein, Benton MacKaye, Lewis Mumford, Alexander Bing, and
Henry Wright. Mumford was an internationally known author, architect, philosopher, and city
planner. Stein was a well-known architect and urban planner, and Bing was a well-known estate
planner and builder. Together, they designed a regional planning philosophy that became central
in city planning designs for nearly ten years. They held their first official meeting on April 18,
1923. Their first task as an organization was supporting the completion of MacKaye’s
Appalachian Trail project. Each member contributed a unique perspective to the organization.
Historian Kermit Parsons argues that their unique contributions led to the success of the
organization, as Stein, the main organizer “conceptualized the RPAA, chose its members, and set
its agenda.” 310
Franklin D. Roosevelt was an adamant supporter of the RPAA’s projects, and, in turn, the
RPAA supported Roosevelt’s presidential run by organizing a regional planning conference at
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the University of Virginia in 1931.311 Following Roosevelt’s election as president, however, his
plan shifted to economic relief and did not necessarily maintain the same ideals as the RPAA.
For example, cheaper housing platforms replaced the Greenbelt program that focused on
aesthetically pleasing and beneficial housing communities.312 Moreover, the focus of regional
planning within the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a New Deal relief program, shifted to
adapting to new technology and power sources while maintaining positive cultural and
psychological conditions that supported economic stability and growth. 313
Central interests of the RPAA were “the preservation of large areas of the natural
environment, including parts of the wilderness, as a green matrix for shaping a ‘regional city’
and for serving its various-sized, spatially well defined, specialized communities.”314 The three
most influential members were MacKaye, Stein, and Mumford. The “values of MacKaye, a
wilderness/rural area conservationist, Stein, an urban community planner and builder, and
Mumford, an educated urban critic, combined to shape the RPAA idea they called the ‘regional
city.’”315 Parsons argues that Stein’s education at the Ethical Culture Society’s Workingman’s
School became the root of his urban planning philosophy. More specifically, Stein’s “visual
imagination, his esthetic sensibility, his intense interest in city life and his sense of social
responsibility were stimulated by the school’s innovative teaching methods and the Society’s
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social reform messages.”316 Stein selected and befriended individuals with similar ideas yet
broader theories because his own philosophy was limited in scope to housing development. By
incorporating the ideas of individuals who worked beyond the housing movement, Stein was able
to expand the RPAA’s work to the regional setting.317
There were two schools of regional planning thought during this time. The first originated
with Thomas Adams (1871-1940), who argued that regional planning, especially in the
metropolis, is simply an “accommodation” of growth.318 However, as John Thomas argues, this
philosophy was no match to that of the RPAA, which supported the technological advances of
the Industrial Revolution. The RPAA argued for the redistribution of population growth to the
countryside rather than allowing the metropolis to swell and grow upward with high-rise
buildings. The roots of the second school of thought are in the meeting between MacKaye and
Mumford to counter Adams’s philosophy.319 They dedicated the 1925 issue of Survey Graphic to
describing the detailed regional planning ideas of the RPAA. MacKaye’s unique contribution to
the RPAA was his ability to “visualize” regional planning, as he had visualized the Appalachian
Mountain region as a young boy. MacKaye was able to incorporate all aspects of regional
planning to draw out its flow and organization, which other members of the RPAA were unable
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to do. This vision, coupled with Mumford’s use of “John Dewey’s instrumentalism”320 and
George Santayana’s “aesthetic idealism,”321 defined this regional planning philosophy.322
In his 1925 Survey Graphic article, Mumford called for retaining of past in order to plan for
future developments, especially regarding a community’s culture. MacKaye’s New Exploration
closely reflected Mumford’s influence. More specifically, MacKaye argued that the metropolis,
or city life, did not contain the psychological energy found in the indigenous environment that
was necessary for healthy living. Both MacKaye and Mumford were concerned with the
destruction of the natural environment caused by industrial growth in nineteenth-century New
England villages. Modernism replaced the qualities once retained through the historic past.323
What ultimately united Mumford and MacKaye was their agreement that the destruction caused
by the forest industry was ruining the natural landscape, both in terms of resources and
aesthetics. Forest industry impacts were not much different from the destruction caused by the
metropolis.324 Timber mining occurred on large plots of land, which left the land uninhabitable.
MacKaye later would work to make this land habitable and sustainable for future timber farming.
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MacKaye and Mumford differed in that MacKaye was born, raised, and lived most of his life in
very indigenous areas of America that he sought to protect. Mumford, on the other hand, grew up
in New York City, the very metropolitan area that MacKaye argued against living in. They were
able to create a middle ground as proposed in the 1925 issue of Survey Graphic. MacKaye,
concerned about the effects of the fourth migration, argued that the Appalachian Mountain
region created a natural barrier to metropolitan expansion. Historian John Thomas notes that,
unfortunately, the 1925 issue of Survey Graphic, RPAA’s 1926 The Regional Report of the New
York State Commission on Housing and Regional Planning, and Thomas Adam’s “Regional Plan
of New York and Its Environs” generated little interest.325 Despite having many regional
planning philosophies to choose from, Congress did not act until the 1930s in response to the
economic woes of the country. To attempt to remedy this, Congress created employment relief
programs that utilized these planning philosophies. Yet another criticism is that MacKaye lacked
the ability to convey his thoughts clearly in writing.326 This lack of clarity in his writing limited
the scope of his audience and would hinder his employment with the TVA. MacKaye’s inability
to lay out an actual plan ultimately would cost him his job with the TVA. Mumford supported
MacKaye’s major work, The New Exploration, and often helped MacKaye with his writing.327
As Thomas notes, “MacKaye’s ‘war map,’ as he called it, indicates a clear understanding of his
developmentalist enemy and presents a defensive strategy for repelling the metropolitan invaders
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and saving Thoreau’s indigenous world.”328 Additionally, Thomas states that Mumford
“dissuaded” MacKaye from publishing his life-long work, the “Geotechnics of North America.”
In a 1976 tribute to MacKaye, however, Mumford said “but MacKaye’s lifework did not die with
him. In time, some heroic soul will dig into MacKaye’s unpublished final Opus, and extract from
its massive, forbiddingly thick shell the living kernel of his whole life experience.”329 The work
remains unpublished.
Although MacKaye had difficulties realizing the implementation of his philosophy, his
influence on the RPAA was significant. In addition to bringing the Appalachian Trail project to
the organization, he contributed the unique idea of searching for a balance between the natural
environment and the industrial world while maintaining a habitable environment. As William
James stated in “Moral Equivalent of War,” the world was “only partly hospitable.” New
“energies and hardihoods” must be found in order to balance with the increasingly technological
society.330 Balancing these energies became the backbone of MacKaye’s later work projects.
MacKaye was the “RPAA’s best shaper of big ideas” and contributed to the “regional city”
philosophy by emphasizing the importance of the natural, indigenous environment.331
Both RPAA and today’s collaborative planners and agriculturalists focus on “social,
economic, and environmental balance and harmony.”332 According to Philip D’Anieri, the
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modern era of expanded technology is similar to what the RPAA experienced in the 1920s with
the advent of the automobile and electricity. Today, there is a rebirth of the RPAA’s idea of
balance in regional planning. The ability of the regional planners of the RPAA to foresee the
possible social and environmental changes caused by this advanced technology is imperative in
modern planning. D’Anieri also notes that even though technology has changed social and
natural environments, modern planners, like those of the RPAA, should remain aware of these
changes; thus, planners should adapt their regional and agricultural planning methods to utilize
these changes. Finally, new urbanist scholar Emily Talen illustrates how the regional planning
principles of the RPAA can be found in the modern New Urbanist movement, which is often
credited to John Nolen and Raymond Unwin.333 Additionally, Geddes, Mumford, Stein, and
MacKaye often argued that metropolitan cities should disperse populations out into the
surrounding region rather than up within the city itself.
The RPAA was responsible for many projects, including the Appalachian Trail, the sunny side
area in Queens, New York, projects for the TVA., and projects for the Housing Division of the
Public Works Administration.334 The research demonstrates the lasting influence of these
regional planners not only in the 1920s but also for the past hundred years. In the early- to mid1930s, the group began to move apart while pursuing different employment opportunities across
the United States. The group also weakened because of the financial difficulties the nation faced
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in the 1930s. Although the group lasted less than ten years, the ideas that they envisioned to
balance technology and the natural environment remain relevant to modern regional planning.
Modern community planning still contains many of their key planning elements.335
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CHAPTER 4
WORKING TOWARD A MORAL EQUIVALENT OF WAR

In 1925, Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), an American philosopher and architect, claimed
that the populace of America was in its “fourth migration.”336 He argued that regional planners
were responsible for adapting to the expansion of technology and population. Once the
population settled on the East Coast of the United States, they set out for the first migration west
of the Allegheny Mountains. The second migration occurred with the advent of the railroad and
transportation of both goods and people to the West Coast. The third migration was the
population flow back toward the city centers. These city centers also became the financial
headquarters because of increased trade. Finally, beginning in the 1920s, the automobile caused
the fourth migration of population and technology. With the new ease of commuting, the
automobile allowed individuals to live further outside of the city. Mumford argued that with the
railroad, it was easy to maintain planning and population flow. Because its movement was less
restricted, the automobile gave rise to many new challenges not only to city maintenance and
population flow but also to the use of natural resources. For MacKaye, power sources for
electricity, telegrams and telephones, roadways, postal services, and radio communications
required proper regional planning. This planning would maintain the natural environment and
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resources without being wasteful and destructive. Regional planners were responsible for
developing cities and communities in consideration of natural resources. They also understood
the importance of facing these problems in the present rather than reacting to them in the future.
Yet this fourth migration brought many new challenges to regional planners, especially along the
highly populated East Coast. Informed by many influences throughout his long lifetime,
MacKaye faced these problems as his moral equivalent to war.
MacKaye’s first reference to James’s “Moral Equivalent of War” was in his 1921
proposal for the Appalachian Trail. MacKaye wrote “An Appalachian Trail: A Project in
Regional Planning” only months after his wife’s suicide. Its publication occurred at the
beginning of a transitional time in transportation history.337 The second reference occurred in a
brief paragraph in The New Exploration (1928) in which MacKaye explained James’s argument
that peace is war expected: “The constant potentiality of war, whether or not in actual operation,
which is an inherent part of the flow of industry in the hands of rival groups, is an incessant
source of weakness which, like the Bottle-Neck, one must figure as a contending ‘force’ against
the flow of iron civilization.” As MacKaye explained the war was fought “by diverting material
and men to its own upkeep and plant, and through its demoralizing aftermath, seems to have the
net effect of sabotaging the flow of iron civilization.”338 MacKaye recognized that many had
previously interpreted the “war against nature” to refer to the natural world. The challenge now
was to shift the perspective from the natural world to James’s real focus on human nature.
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The speed of deliveries and the convenience of food, labor, and material trade had only
begun to increase with the railroad. MacKaye could not possibly have envisioned the increase in
commerce and population distribution that the automobile would cause. As historian Paul Sutter
notes, with the integration of the assembly line, Henry Ford allowed his automobiles to be more
economical, encouraging leisurely travel, especially auto-camping.339 MacKaye’s greater
concern, however, was the swelling metropolises, specifically those on the East Coast. He
worried that the growth of the metropolis would not only destroy the natural environment but
also create areas that would no longer promote the regeneration of resources. Even more pressing
to MacKaye was the difficulty in accessing nature. A network of hiking trails would provide easy
access to the rural, primeval environment. Sutter also argues that MacKaye did not directly
address the popular idea of preservation of the time but rather “focused on the connections
between labor and natural resources, charting a more radical course for progressive conservation
policy.”340 While Sutter contends that MacKaye’s idea of preservation was deeply rooted in his
utilitarian and politically progressive social plan, he neglects to address the shift in MacKaye’s
vision that occurred shortly after the tragic death of his wife. MacKaye argued that foresting
should consist of continuous rather than temporary employment and sustainable living. Those
who harvested the forest would remain on the land to clear out the trunks, brush left from the
harvest, and replant trees to continue the cycle. Plans for community recreation should be similar
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to the idea of timber farming that he proposed in the Appalachian Trail project. MacKaye noted
the urgent need to find alternatives to both military war and the war against human nature. He
provided such alternatives in what seems to be an incomplete and unpublished chapter of The
New Exploration. Although these alternatives remained unpublished as stand-alone proposals,
MacKaye incorporated them throughout his life in both his public scholarship and his work
projects.
MacKaye’s first written plan for recreational and wilderness development appeared in the
Journal of the American Institute of Architects in 1921. MacKaye defined the root cause of the
problem of living as economic, especially following World War I.341 While the country worked
to stabilize unemployment, MacKaye worked further to combat the “drudgery” and mundane
routine of everyday industrial work. MacKaye was highly critical of the lack of vacation time
available to the average citizen, which was two to four weeks at the time. William James also
argued that life and work generally were very difficult and that no matter their vocation,
individuals should have the same balance of work and leisure. MacKaye argued that as industrial
technology increased, the time spent working should decrease. The extra time should be spent on
leisure. MacKaye was cautious, however, knowing that too much leisure time also could create
many problems, including unhealthy habits. Ultimately, leisure time should be of great benefit to
both the community and the country.
To combat the effects of the monotony of industrial employment, MacKaye proposed
recreational work camps throughout the Appalachian Mountain region. As James argued,
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through this work, individuals would learn the “military ideals of hardihood and discipline.”342
For MacKaye, this work also would provide individuals with an escape or vacation from the
mundane work environment and recreational labor that would benefit the community. The
Appalachian Mountain region provided three main elements: recreation, health benefits, and
employment. MacKaye supported the efforts of the National Park Service and the United States
Forest Service to protect these lands and make them available for recreational use. On the other
hand, he also called for the creation of smaller, more accessible parks. Another major concern for
MacKaye was that most of the National Parks were located in the West. This location limited
their use by those in the east because travelling was still expensive at this time. Local camping
grounds were a cheap alternative that could be built minimally almost anywhere. In particular,
the Appalachian Mountains contained enough dense forest and undeveloped land for these
leisure and camping communities. The Appalachian Mountains also provided the escape that
MacKaye felt was necessary to promote the balance of psychological, energy, and material
resources. These three resources would become a major argument for MacKaye in The New
Exploration (1928). As MacKaye noted, standing atop many of the mountains in New England,
one can see the “chain of smoky bee-hive cities extending from Boston to Washington” that
contain a “third of the population of the Appalachian drained area.”343 The larger cities had
outgrown the natural resources available to them, and much of their needed supplies, especially
iron and coal, were now imported by railroad from west of the Appalachian Mountains. The
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transportation of goods from west to east required additional natural resources. This increased,
wasteful use of natural resources bothered MacKaye tremendously.
For those in the city, the Appalachian Mountains provided a place to find “secluded
forests, pastoral lands, and water courses, which, with proper facilities and protection, could be
made to serve as the breath of a real life for the toilers in the bee-hive cities along the Atlantic
seaboard and elsewhere.”344 Additionally, “health and recuperation” were naturally available to
those who visited the area. MacKaye often was frustrated by city dwellers’ lack of interest in the
wilderness. He exclaimed, “Here is a resource that could save thousands of lives. The sufferers
from tuberculosis, anemia, and insanity go through the whole strata of human society.”345 This
sentiment is very similar to James’s idea that a moral equivalent to war would include
individuals of all economic classes and that the wilderness would be available to people from all
economic and social backgrounds.346 All people could benefit from the natural environment for
minimal cost.
Psychological balance was especially important for MacKaye. Soon after the death of his
wife, MacKaye wrote that sanitariums were not an effective means of treatment of “mental
disease—the most terrible, usually, of any disease.” More importantly, he believed that spending
time in nature could heal mental illness and that those suffering from it “need comprehensive
provision made for them. They need acres not medicine. Thousands of acres of this mountain
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land should be devoted to them with whole communities planned and equipped for their cure.”347
The Appalachian Mountain region provided the necessary balance of energies for a healthy
lifestyle and society. For MacKaye, it was not necessarily solitude in the wilderness but rather
the cultural benefits of the indigenous society that provided the psychological benefit not found
in larger cities and metropolises. He would continue to incorporate this idea in many of his
regional planning projects.
Finally, in addition to recreation and health benefits, the Appalachian Mountains
provided many employment opportunities. Between 1900 and 1920, the rural populations had
decreased by more than ten percent, while the acreage per capita decreased by almost eighteen
percent. Thus, as MacKaye argued, more than twenty-five million acres were available for
development in the Appalachian Mountain region.348 This land and the work needed to develop it
for recreational use would provide employment and living quarters for many people. At the same
time, the land provided for a sustainable recreational living community for both inhabitants and
visitors. Although MacKaye was supportive of developing the land, he also proposed a more
protective means of forestry that differed from the usual timber method. The old method
included a plan for workers who would simply cut the timber and then abandon the land.
Historian John Ross notes “forestry schools taught the scientific management of forests, but,
MacKaye noted, they taught nothing about the human problems of the lumberjack.”349
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MacKaye’s proposed method was based on his forestry studies at Harvard under William Morris
Davis, where the land was to be cleared in a way that promoted new and natural growth. The
workers then would stay on the land to prepare it for the next harvest.
MacKaye argued that spending time in nature for a week or two would cause individuals
to question life in the city and work. The experience of spending just two weeks at a mountaintop
recreational community would offer three things: optimism, perspective, and ideas for
constructive solutions. The time away from work would allow individuals to see their labor as
something that was merely a part of life and not a definition of one’s life. Spending time in
nature also would rejuvenate individuals, which would ultimately lead to an increase in work
efficiency. Finally, MacKaye noted that one should not be caught up in industrial changes but
should seriously question these changes and their negative effects on one’s life.350 With the
simplicity of spending time in nature returning to the roots of living, the wilderness experience
allowed for this reflection and overall growth. Most importantly, the time spent in nature could
lead individuals to come up with their own solution to the problem of living. Finding a solution
required spending even more time in these natural communities engaged in both recreation and
community work.
With plans for the Appalachian Trail quickly moving forward, MacKaye embarked upon
a lengthy new career of regional planning in which both human development and the natural
environment would play roles in urban development. The Appalachian Trail project took sixteen
years to complete, even though many sections of the trail had existed prior MacKaye’s proposal.
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The Appalachian Trail Conference emerged out of the project and would serve as the head
organization to ensure that the local hiking clubs, private landowners, and the National Forest
division maintained upkeep of the entire trail.351 In 1968, the Appalachian Trail became a
National Park, the longest park in the National Park Service system. During the first few years of
planning, MacKaye met many influential people with whom he would later work in many
different settings.
In 1925, MacKaye gave a preview of The New Exploration in a September 17 lecture that
was part of a series of seminars by MacKaye to the Civic Club in New York.352 Even though it
became evident that returning soldiers were no longer at the forefront of his speech, the
framework that was mentioned above was still the basis of his direction. MacKaye divided his
plan into six parts and provided both illustrations and examples of the difficulties in mapping and
planning in post-industrial America. In the first section, “Culture vs. Civilization,” MacKaye
explained that the immediate problem in this new exploration was the distinction between
“living” and “existing,” insisting that promoting “living” should be emphasized. Technological
advances and the Industrial Revolution were not entirely negative according to MacKaye; in fact,
they had many positive applications. In order to maintain a healthy lifestyle, MacKaye focused
on providing balance so that these advances did not control individual’s lives and the
development of communities and societies. MacKaye also noted that the evolution of society
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consisted of two stages: a cultural, or “coming,” stage, and a civilized, or “departing,” stage.353
The “civilized” stage consisted of expanding technology and population, thus the influence upon
the development of cities was minimal. On the other hand, the “cultural” stage allowed for great
progress for society. MacKaye argued that the new exploration was “a charting based upon the
eternal laws of nature, not on the paper laws of man.”354 Ultimately, for MacKaye, the goal was
to integrate the expansion of industrialism into regional planning while simultaneously
harvesting and protecting the environment.
The second division, “The Control of Commodity Flow,” consisted of the “transition of
resources to finished product.”355 For MacKaye, it was imperative to maintain control at the
source of the natural supply. This control allowed for lineation of congestion, which was the
opposite of what occurred with industry flows like the congestion in New York City. Thirdly,
“The Control of Racial Flow” was the “inevitable flow of human migration.”356 MacKaye
understood that race has a role in cultural development, especially regarding consumption. In
addition, he described the inevitable evolution of race in society due to migration and growth.
MacKaye suggested that there were two ways to handle “racial contact: (1) to emphasize
divergences; (2) to emphasize a common meeting ground.”357 In the fourth division, “America:
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A Doubled Barreled Industrial Power,” MacKaye examined the possibilities of energy and
culture in America. Following the example of his brother, Percy, MacKaye noted that art united
all cultures in the world. Regarding the world leadership of a civilization or culture, he listed the
“physical basis” of civilization as areas such as Pittsburgh (“workshop”) and New York
(“seaport” or trade and transportation flow). The cultural leadership originated in areas such as
“Deerfield Valley, Vermont and Harlan County, Kentucky.” Both areas were examples of
“humanity” and artisanship that unified nations.358 MacKaye also noted that natural resources
found in the Appalachian Mountains and in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans were essential in
creating a world leader. Therefore, this was imperative and played a role in what made becoming
an industrial power even possible.
The fifth division, “America: A Potential Cultural Power,” represented the “world
culture” found in America, more specifically, the “nordic, negro, oriental, and hebrew.”359
MacKaye defined the Appalachian Highland as being the “common playground for Atlantic
America.” These mountaintop communities were a “‘living’ ground within an industrial power”
and “its major use: for living first; for industry second.” Here, elements of both Steele and
James’s thought are evident in Benton’s pursuit of uniting races and cultures. Ultimately,
MacKaye asked, “How shall America’s races live together in this common living ground?” 360
He answered this question partially in the sixth division, “Projects in the New Exploration,”
which charted the “physical possibilities” of America and the direction of the new exploration.
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The first example suggested the “commodity flow” of nine of the “world’s main staples” that
were found in the United States, which were “wheat, beef, cotton, wool, rubber, wood, iron,
phosphates” and “power.”361 MacKaye’s second example examined the role of “folkplay” in
ensuring “congenial racial contacts as a basis for a region’s cultural development.”362 The third
example was the role of United States resources in providing a “giant-power” of energy for the
rest of the world. MacKaye explained that power created by coal and water pressure could be
transmitted by wire throughout other regions beyond where the power was produced. Finally, the
Appalachian Trail connected the entire Appalachian Highlands region and created a “common
living ground” as well as employment opportunities to build camping sites along the trail.363
4.1

Scouting for a New War
MacKaye’s philosophical yet practical approach to his new exploration of the United

States provided the framework used in various New Deal government projects of the 1930s and
1940s. Following the publication of The New Exploration in 1928, MacKaye began to focus
heavily on applying his philosophy to his work projects. In addition to his regional planning
ideas, MacKaye sought employment that would allow him to integrate the theory presented in
The New Exploration. MacKaye’s plans were met with great skepticism due to the grandiose
scale of his projects and ideas. Although there were two very brief mentions of William James in
his previous writing, an unpublished essay demonstrates the extent of James’s influence on
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MacKaye. MacKaye’s war against the unplanned expansion of human development was the kind
of equivalent James discussed in “Moral Equivalent of War.”
MacKaye wrote an essay entitled “The New Exploration: Scouting for a New War” in
1925 that seems to be either an unpublished chapter of The New Exploration (1928) or an
intended journal article. In this text, MacKaye described his own moral equivalent to war (See
Appendix B for the complete text).364 Directly referencing William James’s essay as well as
Harvard professor Joseph K. Hart’s essay “Power and Culture,” MacKaye characterized the war
against nature as “nature mechanized” or the “world with technology.”365 Known for his
scholarship on education, Hart not only argued that smaller communities could thrive on artistic
endeavors and humanities but also that art was often lacking in larger cities. This idea was not
dissimilar from Percy MacKaye’s proposal that civic theater could unite all demographics within
larger cities. Hart argued that the Greeks “rose above their ancient rages and fears and achieved
an ideal world, of serene great beauty” promoting a peaceful culture with art.366 The problem
was that the vast majority of the Greek population was still slaves – evidence of misused power –
which the “cultured” Greeks ignored.367 In this unpublished text, MacKaye utilized both William
James’s call to fight the war against human nature as well as the argument for the folkplay
(nature, dance, art, and music) found in Appalachian Mountain culture to provide a moral
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equivalent of war. Unfortunately, while a complete outline of MacKaye’s ideas for this work
exist, there are only full manuscripts of the “Introduction” and the first section entitled “The
Motive of Power.” The final two sections, “The Mechanics,” and “A Campaign,” are in outline
form only.
When developing “The Scouting for a New War,” MacKaye further defined James’s idea
of “the army enlisted against Nature” as humanity or human nature in general.368 Rather than
controlling or dominating nature, he argued that humans must work with nature to provide
society with natural benefits while conserving natural resources for future generations. As
MacKaye explained, the “first revolution dealt with Nature ‘undressed.’ Indeed this revolution
itself consisted in dressing her. The next revolution must deal with Nature ‘dressed up,’ with
nature harnessed, with ‘Nature the Machine,’ with Nature mechanized.” To explain this
revolution, MacKaye cited Hart’s idea that “the machine, is Nature dressed up in modern
clothes.”369 Hart ultimately argued that those living in the larger cities were living in an artificial
form of nature, which led humans to become artificial in terms of both culture and life.
MacKaye’s writing reflected this idea by explaining that to answer the problem of living,
individuals must find employment that is not monotonous and meaningful. As a result of being
“too free from nature,” it was necessary to spend time in the natural environment.370 To explain
the idea, MacKaye illustrated how the Niagara River and Niagara Falls, in particular, are nature.
The war against nature is finding a way to harness the energy that the river provided while
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preserving both its natural beauty and its natural resources. Hart also noted that individuals
would not be able to survive without nature. He was puzzled that individuals’ “most strenuous
efforts have been given to the attempt to escape from nature,” thereby waging war against
nature.371 Nevertheless, the war was against human nature rather than the natural environment,
and the quest was to remove individuals from what is natural into a technological environment.
Humans have used natural resources, such as ores, fire, and timber, to combat nature. The
difficulty, for Hart and MacKaye then became the wasteful things humans created and the
resources that were wasted in their production. Hart also argued that there were two
complications to the war with nature. The first was that in conquering nature, individuals did not
realize the change in themselves. Secondly, with the increase in the capacity of technology came
an increase in reliance upon it. MacKaye agreed with Hart that modern technology was present
in our culture not only individually, but collectively as well. The regulation of the production and
use of this technology became MacKaye’s goal.
The old exploration, according to MacKaye, consisted of Europeans’ arrival in America.
During this time, people simply mapped out the new land and began utilizing and developing its
natural resources. MacKaye referred to the Industrial Revolution as the first “dressing” of nature,
which he called “nature mechanized,” or nature as the machine. The problem was the lack of
planning for regional development. Rather than the wilderness of nature, the United States
became the wilderness of civilization. The unplanned sprawl of the cities and metropolises not
only permanently destroyed the natural environment but also removed the psychological
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resources that individuals so desperately needed. MacKaye stated that the “Machine became a
network, but one without design,” which “became an entanglement” and “in time itself a
‘wilderness.’” Additionally, “Man vanquished one enemy and created another. He subdued the
wilderness of Nature untouched and replaced it by the wilderness of Nature mechanized – the
wilderness of civilization.” 372 Ultimately, it was up to humans to stop the spread of mechanized
nature because “unless Man can unsnarl the tangle of industrialism (of Nature the Machine) he
will be strangled by it. Unless he can master this thing he has created the thing itself will master
him.”373 This war, according to MacKaye, occurred in the natural environment and this idea
clearly became the focal point of not only the rest of his essay, but also the entire text of The
New Exploration.
The new exploration was to tame and control growth and expansion, which provided a
moral war substitute. In this sense, it is the war against human nature. This led to MacKaye’s
second section of the essay, “The Motive of Power,” which described the combination of
mechanics and psychology required to create an army. According to MacKaye, “unless we raise
an army in our fight, and unless we wage, not merely a fight but a war against this thing, we are
very likely to suffer that ‘subjection’ to which Mr. Hart refers.”374 MacKaye also noted the
importance of the definition of war, stating “it is not ‘war’ which threatens us but only one side
of war; the other side is our main hope,” an idea he ultimately credits to James.375 Additionally,
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“the essence of war seems to be a collective overcoming – a getting together to beat somebody or
something. And today it is ‘something’ more than ‘somebody’ and war is a getting together to hit
something hard.”376 MacKaye made clear that he might support the integration, or result, of war
while opposing the disintegration, or killing, of war, which becomes the “real enemy.”377
MacKaye noted that there were two general ideas on these thoughts on war. First, some
individuals would go on without noticing, or even ignoring, that which needed change. In this
case, mechanized nature needed change, and therefore armies would never fight. There was a
great sense of impossibility of this change because it would only take one person to call attention
to the need. For example, the technology of the newly introduced steam engine forced
individuals to adapt to it at many levels. Accordingly, steam took over many forms of energy and
created new industrial centers that caused population disbursement. The transportation of goods
increased as did the wastefulness of resources. The second group called for change but made sure
no one was killed or hurt in the process. In this case, those who attempted to contain nature
would kill or hurt it. MacKaye specifically referred to James’s essay at this point, noting that
“James proposes to start a war (or rather to develop and dramatize the war already on) so as to
capture these virtues before,” referring to the virtues of the military.378
MacKaye presented two examples to explain his idea: “Mars,” or “the bestial,
disintegrating part of war,” and “Toil,” or “the bestial, disintegrating part of labor.”379 Mars and
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Toil were the enemies of humanity, but each required a different approach in order to integrate
peacefully. One must avoid Mars, according to MacKaye, but fight Toil. Work had become so
automatic that individuals could learn a job quickly, often without thinking. MacKaye explained
that in order “to forget Mars we must forget ‘Peace.’ ‘Peace,’ says James, ‘in military mouths
today is a synonym for ‘war expected’.”380 Toil, on the other hand, was nature “mechanized” and
ultimately opposed what MacKaye called an “industrial war.”381 Hart argued that one would
think that an increase of tools and technology would make tasks easier and would result in an
access of leisure time. The opposite had turned out to be true, however, in that there was an
increase in supplies and work with less free time.382 As a result, Hart argued that with an increase
in technology came with it a great loss. “We have lost contact with nature…We have lost that
neighborliness…We have lost practically all of the integrity of our old craftsmanship…We have
lost practically all control of our destinies.”383 Now that World War I was over, MacKaye wished
for the motivation to shift toward the calming of what he considered the second Industrial
Revolution.
Like James, MacKaye suggested that in preparing for a war, war was to be expected as a
result. Rather than training to fight a physical or perceived war, however, the army could train
while fighting, or planning the mechanization of nature. MacKaye explained that our “manifest
destiny” is “life and not existence merely, it is liberty, or else it is death but never mere
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existence; it is the pursuit of happiness, and not the pursuit of ‘things.’”384 The fear, as MacKaye
pointed out, was “Nature mechanized, the iron wilderness of civilization -- industrialism.”385 The
goal then was to “subdue industrialism.” Just like war against nations, industrialism had its allies
and proponents. To understand nature in its entirety was essential in promoting a new
exploration. MacKaye noted that this war will occur in the future but preparing for it through
work and education about the natural environment should begin immediately.
Unfortunately, the remainder of MacKaye’s essay only exists in outline form. Based on
his previous writings and his record of future employment, it becomes possible to reconstruct the
remainder of his outlined argument. Following the “Introduction” and “The Motive of Power,”
which already have been explained, MacKaye included two more subheadings, which are “The
Mechanics” and “A Campaign.” These outlines indicated that he would further explain his plan
and goals for the war against “mechanized nature.” The mechanics, as MacKaye seemed to
define them, included the technology and construction to mechanize nature. MacKaye indicated
that he would compare the industrial flow to the flow of the river, using analogies to natural
elements (as its source), factories (as the mouth), and transportation of the finished goods (as its
flow).
As already noted, in his lecture presented to the Civic Club of New York in 1925,
MacKaye wanted to ensure that the use of natural resources result in the industrial traffic of New
York City. Individuals should not waste natural resources on the creation of things that did not
directly affect the local community. Similarly, in regards to “Giant Power,” one must consider
384
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three things: generation, utilization, and transmission. It became evident that MacKaye
understood how individuals would utilize these natural resources. It was essential, however, that
these resources were contained and protected as much as possible while providing for “ultimate
human living.”386 Living, according to MacKaye, was not only work and substance but also
enjoyment of leisure through the arts and wilderness. By creating environments that supported
life, humans would flourish as cultural leaders. Various areas, such as the Appalachian
Highlands, already provided this environment, from with natural resources (coal, water, and ore
for example) in its valleys to the cohabitation of various nationalities (folkplay) on its
mountaintops. This natural integration was imperative for MacKaye because it provided one
answer to the problem of living via less wasteful work, the conservation of natural resources, and
plenty of leisure time. Metropolises, on the other hand, were overflowing with civilization but
lacking in culture. Many natural resources were wasted in providing individuals in the city with
water and electricity as well as transporting food goods and other daily necessities. In large
cities, individuals worked harder to pay the extra cost of living while losing leisure time. For
MacKaye, the Appalachian Trail provided an answer to the dilemma those citizens faced.
Although the outline does not seem to address the trail specifically, it is important to note
because the Appalachian Trail would become MacKaye’s solution for escaping overpopulated
cities.
MacKaye next outlined his “campaign” to prepare for the future war against mechanized
nature. As was evident in his proposal for the Appalachian Trail as well as his various writings
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regarding returning soldiers, MacKaye wanted individuals to use their abilities and natural
resources to create camping communities. These communities explained the separation between
“growth” and “creation,” as he wanted the development of civilization to be constrained by a
natural framework. MacKaye considered artificial power sources and industry to be the enemy;
ultimately, mechanization would be the target of his fight. The United States would not be
competing to be the best nation but instead would offer its best to other nations. This leadership
would become an example of the very “war preparation” that James discussed in “Moral
Equivalent of War.” This natural and positive competition would replace the fighting and death
involved in real war. The Appalachian Ridgeway and Appalachian Mountain region were the
strength of MacKaye’s plan because they provided the resources to offer this alternative to war.
The Appalachian region would serve as the training grounds to which MacKaye referred in his
essay, “The First Soldier Colony,” where either the “military” or what James referred to as
mandatory public work for young men would help build and maintain community infrastructure.
Again, although only the outline remains for these final two sections, MacKaye believed the
Appalachian Mountains provided a natural barrier to the expanding metropolises of the East
Coast, as illustrated in his plan for the Appalachian Trail. An examination of MacKaye’s work
projects throughout his life further supports the proposals he had presented early in his career.
Finally, in an address to the Wellesley Club in Boston on April 16, 1929, given shortly
after the release of The New Exploration, MacKaye described his plans for the new exploration,
or regional planning. He explained that “Two great plans of nature are disclosed by a study of
evolution: one is shown in the struggle for existence and expansion; the other in the effort toward
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real growth. Through growth and not expansion have we arisen from the lower forms of life.”387
MacKaye’s idea of controlling, or limiting expansion, was necessary to protect not only the
natural environment but also quality of life. MacKaye knew that no wilderness truly remained in
the United States. His concern shifted to maintaining the “wilderness of civilization” to help
slow its growth. MacKaye believed that the calming could first start with naturally integrating
with nature because the laws of nature come before the laws of humanity.
4.2

The New Exploration
Aside from the Appalachian Trail proposal published 1921, MacKaye’s book, The New

Exploration: A Philosophy of Regional Planning (1928), was his most significant work. This
book originally sold only 700 copies,388 although it had been reprinted three times.389 At the time
of its publication, more than half of the Appalachian Trail was complete. For MacKaye, the
conflict between the metropolitan invasion and the indigenous environment created an
uninhabitable globe. The goal of his book was to explain the importance of finding ecological
balance between humans and the rest of the natural environment. Lewis Mumford praised
MacKaye’s vision, as evidenced in his introduction to the 1962 edition of The New Exploration.
Mumford claimed, “The New Exploration is a book that deserves a place on the same shelf that
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holds Henry Thoreau’s Walden and George Perkins Marsh’s Man and Nature.” As Mumford
also explains, MacKaye’s text “addresses itself to the problem of how to use the natural and
cultural resources we have at hand today without defacing the landscape, polluting the
atmosphere, disrupting the complex associations of animal and plant species upon which all
higher life depends, and thus in the end destroying the possibilities for further human
development.” More importantly, Mumford understood that MacKaye’s “voice was needed in
1928; and because it was not listened to, it is needed even more today.390 As Mumford noted,
MacKaye had lived for many years in Manhattan, so he was innately aware of both the urban and
rural environments that he so passionately wrote about in his publications. MacKaye epitomized
this balance of nature and humanity in that he enjoyed social gatherings as much as he enjoyed
solitary walks in the wilderness. As Mumford stated, “this combination of sociability and selfreliance, of urbanity and indigenous pernicketiness (sic), of neighborliness and independence, is
very much in the New England grain.”391 Mumford also noted that at the time of its original
publication, The New Exploration was one of the first American accounts of regional planning.
Additionally, MacKaye was one of the first to argue that the rural, indigenous environment was
important not only for human development but also to supply continued resources to maintain
urban existence. Finally, as Mumford explained, MacKaye understood the effects of
metropolitan society on “human values.” The loss of values would “in turn undermine the
genuine values of the metropolis itself: the loss of any inner cohesion would leave it increasingly
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without the means to draw to itself the rich and varied resources, regional, inter-regional, and
planetary, upon which the culture of cities has always depended.”392
The following analysis of The New Exploration examines many of MacKaye’s arguments
that formed the basis of his work. MacKaye opened The New Exploration with Thomas H.
Huxley’s example of the natural power and force of the Thames River as it runs through London.
Huxley traced the force all the way back through the path of the land and atmospheric conditions
to the “grand prime mover,” or the sun.393 Noting that this example was only an introduction to
understanding nature, MacKaye similarly explained the flow of force and power through New
York City. However, the mover was not nature but rather humanity. MacKaye strongly believed
that humans were just as much a part of nature as the rivers, trees, mountains, and the sun.
Unfortunately, exploration of the wilderness has ceased, meaning that nothing has gone unseen
and unexplored. As MacKaye explained, “Nature’s mystery has in good part been penetrated –
and her domain conquered.”394 MacKaye was highly critical of the results of exploration in
North America, especially the damage caused by the timber industry. Following timber farming,
tree stumps often remained. The remaining tree stumps were not conducive to re-growth, other
natural habitation, or even continuous farming. The “new exploration” required a revisiting of
the damaged land and incorporation of the flow of human traffic while protecting the
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environment from extensive expansion from the metropolitan cities. As MacKaye explained,
while visiting Times Square in New York City, one can see the stream of commuter traffic come
and go from the city each day. The flow of human traffic is accompanied by a flow of goods and
trade. While it may seem chaotic to some, MacKaye illustrated that there was a great amount of
order behind both types of flow created by schedules and deadlines. MacKaye also questioned
where the people and goods originated. Just as the water began with a “prime mover” for
Huxley, so does the flow of goods and people for MacKaye. People and goods came to New
York City from all over the world, all through various means of transportation. MacKaye
referred to New York City and other large cities as a “metropolis – ‘a mother of cities.’ More
accurately it is a mother of traffic streams.”395 For MacKaye, the natural world and other larger
eastern coastal cities were contained in the Appalachian Mountain region. MacKaye noted that
“A railway may stop running or a city may disappear: but the earth itself, as a receiver and storer
of solar energy, as a hoarder and container of soils and metals and potential vegetation – that
does not alter: it can never basically alter.”396 The Appalachian Mountains were the natural
barrier to the expanding metropolises of the East Coast.
MacKaye argued that civilization contained three elements: “Thoughts… bodies… and
effects,” or what people do.397 The goal of planning was balance these three elements. MacKaye
referred to Lewis Mumford in distinguishing between civilization as the “material fact” and
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culture as the “spiritual” form.398 MacKaye then suggested that both people (the cycle of human
development) and the four natural seasons compare to society. Society develops, dies out, and
repeats its cycle; thus, the industrial culture will ultimately die out, and something else will
replace it.399 MacKaye used this hypothesis to build his own argument for the importance of
finding balance between the past (wilderness) and the present (industrialism) to ensure the future
is able to sustain increases in population.
In order to understand the new exploration, MacKaye explained the old exploration that
consisted of explorers who came to North America looking for ways to settle and survive. The
new exploration involved exploring ways to live. For MacKaye, “the river valley is the natural
seat of civilization” because it provided people with an important element of life: water. The
river also offered protection and separation from everything else that is wild.400 As MacKaye
noted, throughout documented history, the most prosperous civilizations were located in river
valleys. Just as the rivers of the old exploration provided “visible sources” to civilization, the
new exploration provided “natural resources, commodity flow, and environment.”401 The
indigenous environment was the most important element for MacKaye because it provided the
“soul” or “spirit” of the society. Culture provided the community what it needs to live and comes
in many forms, such as the arts, recreation, song, and dance. This idea of the spirit of society was
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Percy MacKaye’s major argument for civic theater. Community work and engagement was
necessary for not only the survival but also the growth of a community. More specifically,
“environment is to the would-be cultured man what air is to the animal – it is the breath of
life.”402 Now that the old explorer has conquered survival, the new explorer must conquer living.
Living encompassed survival as well as enjoyment of life, the arts, sport, and leisure. The
Appalachian Mountain region, with its high mountaintops and low river valleys, was a perfect
place, MacKaye argued, to begin this new exploration.
According to MacKaye, when civilization developed culturally, three problems arose:
“(a) The conservation of natural resources. (b) The control of commodity-flow. (c) The
development of environment.”403 The old exploration primarily explained the “descriptive
science,” while the new exploration illustrated its potential through “applied science.”404
MacKaye also explained that those involved with the old exploration sought out the laws of
nature and geographic facts. The new exploration, on the other hand, required individuals to be
“economists” utilizing resources only for what is necessary and saving for the future. The
influence of Benton’s brother, James, is clear in his definition of economy. He took a more
utilitarian approach, where “the science of production and wealth” defines economy. In addition
to the economist, the engineer was responsible for “straightening out the tangle of civilization.”
In other words, the parts, or individual talents make the whole of regional planning. Therefore,
the engineer must design natural ways to “harness” nature, such as the hydroelectric power
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created by the flow of the Niagara River.405 Like economies, MacKaye understood that there
were different types of engineers. In forest conservation alone, many types of engineers worked
together in order to implement an effective conservation model.
In order to define indigenous lands, MacKaye listed five elements that structured the rural
or colonial New England environment: “religion, politics, education, commerce, home.”406 For
MacKaye, in addition to those five elements were cultural qualities, such as the arts, recreation,
and intellect unique to each community. The urban, or city, environment had less of the cultural
aspects because it forced more people to live closely together. This proximity was not
necessarily negative because it allowed for an opportunity for human growth while people with
different backgrounds coexisted. The same idea is reflected in the thought and writing of his
father, Steele, and his brothers, James and Percy.
The city, like the metropolis, also contained a “conflux of streams of traffic.”407 The flow
of traffic allowed for diversity of growth within cities.408 This cultural environment was just as
important as the natural environment for MacKaye. The danger, however, was that the city was
often a suburb of a metropolis, and it was the “first victim of the metropolitan flood.”409 For
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MacKaye, the true indigenous community was one that was near or surrounded by a metropolis.
Metropolises affected the primeval environment because people left the city to find natural
beauty. At the same time, commercialism in the form of hotels and restaurants overran primeval
areas. More important was the depletion of forests, which is a significant supplier of
psychological energy. MacKaye argued that each of the environmental elements were equally
important. As he explained, the “primeval is the environment of man’s contact with nature; the
rural (or communal) is the environment of fundamental human relations; the urban (or
cosmopolitan) is the communal environment compounded.” Without equal levels of each kind of
environment, individual health decreases.410 All things necessary for the survival of humanity
stem from indigenous lands, and without the conservation of these lands, individuals ultimately
would lose the value and quality of life. Finding balance between these two realms – the
mechanical and indigenous – was important for sustaining what is necessary for living. Along
with the energies found in nature, this balance also will become a permanent part of MacKaye’s
work.
MacKaye defined the environment as not only the natural world around us but also the
cultural world in which we share our unique ideas, thoughts, and talents. MacKaye explained,
“Environment is outward influence. It is defined as ‘the sum of the influences which affect an
organism from without.’ It appears to be extrinsic rather than intrinsic. It belongs to what we call
the ‘outer world,’ which appears to be different from the ‘inner mind.’”411 This environment was
every bit as essential as our natural environment and, in fact, was a natural resource. Those who
410
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are able to create for a living, such as scientists, musicians, and artists, were the people who
lived, but people who are able to achieve this form of living were very rare. The indigenous
environment, the “innate, inherent, intrinsic,” was a psychologic resource, or energy, and people
converted energy in three ways: “mechanical… biological… and psychologic.”412 Mechanical
conversion was any machine that turned natural resources into energy, such as coal or wood. For
example, coal is converted into energy for a train, while wood is burned to provide heat.
Biological conversion consisted of natural processes, such as a tree converting the sun and rain
into energy. Finally, psychological conversion occurred when the human brain processed the
beauty of the natural environment, especially into the arts, such as paintings or poetry.
Therefore, the indigenous environment came from the “primeval,” or the natural environment.
As MacKaye explained, the “material resources and those of mechanical energy are developed
by means of the various activities classed as industry, so the resource of environment is
developed by means of the various activities of the fine arts, or culture.” For MacKaye and his
brothers, the arts are important to the overall environment in which individuals live. Thus, in
order for the environment to “develop,” it requires a “synthesis of arts” where the different arts
work in unison.413 More precisely, “the less an environment is affected by human hands, the
greater the range of human minds it unites.”414 The coexistence of what was natural and even
unnatural was harmonized. “Harmony is happiness” and can only be found in what is
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primeval.415 Struggle occurred when harmony was not obtainable, thus creating the problem of
living. MacKaye would continue throughout his life to provide answers to the problem of living.
An interesting element to note is that MacKaye never intended to repair the destruction
caused by metropolitan growth. The challenge was to control new metropolitan growth,
especially growth into rural and primeval areas. The indigenous community provided for the
healthiest living for both humans and nature. Balanced growth allowed natural resources to
provide for the needs of local areas, such as coal, wood, water, and power, without the high cost
(both in terms of natural resources and financial resources) of transportation to neighboring cities
and communities. Therefore, each community would differ in power source and culture. For
MacKaye, this community environment offered more answers to the problem of living because it
provided a unique culture, or indigenous environment, for residents.
Similar to planning for the needs of the natural environment, MacKaye argued that
“industry consists in doing the necessary chores of life, while culture consists in carrying out the
ultimate aims of life… that ultimate human aspiration consists in one form or another of
broadening our mental and spiritual horizon.”416 Americans no longer “pioneered,” which did
not mean that the wilderness could not still contain the values of pioneering. Like Aldo Leopold,
MacKaye argued that pioneering, or “living in the open,” was now a form of recreation in
protected wilderness environments.417 However, “living in the open” was more than merely
camping and hiking for MacKaye; it was living. MacKaye stated that “by protecting strenuously
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the act, we can in time develop the full art of ‘living in the open.’”418 “Folk-play” was just as
important as the benefits of the natural environment for MacKaye. Folk-play included cultural
song and dance, sports, and arts native to the cultural values of the community’s inhabitants.
Finally, the metropolitan city, while unnatural and not “home,” still contained cultural
aspects of the indigenous environment. MacKaye explained that the idea of indigenous and
metropolitan environments paralleled “culture” and “civilization.” He continued that “One is the
tendency in society (and in ourselves) to develop and to grow, while the other is the tendency to
become mechanized and then merely to expand.”419 In other words, “culture evolves the ends of
life, civilization produces the means of life; one is living, the other is ‘getting ready to live.’”420
To “over civilize,” both “work and play are mechanized.”421 Without controlling the
mechanization and population sprawl of the metropolis, society risked losing its cultural identity,
which is the psychological resource provided by the indigenous environment. The Appalachian
Mountains and the communities contained within its valleys provided what was necessary to
maintain the balance of mechanized, biological, and psychological energies.
While the method that each of the MacKaye brothers employed to achieve to a moral
equivalent of war may seem entirely different, their goals were not. The MacKaye brothers were
born and raised with the ideas of William James in their vocabulary due to the influence of their
father, Steele, and their Harvard educations. They each grew up with different hobbies and
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careers, but they were united in their focus on doing what is right for the environment and the
community. Through art, philosophy, science, and regional and societal planning, the MacKaye
brothers incorporated into their work what they believed to be a moral equivalent to not only war
but also injustice. Although it is clear that James and Percy MacKaye duly noted James’s essay
and responded to it, it is ultimately their younger brother, Benton, who most successfully
practiced what he wrote by implementing a moral equivalent to war throughout the remainder of
his life in his work projects

CHAPTER 5
MACKAYE IN MOTION

The discovery that must be made is that we are a common people,
that each of us is organically bound to the other, and that this can be felt and
understood only through work and service and community life.
–Arnold Childs422
Benton MacKaye’s most active working years occurred between 1930 and 1939. During
these ten years, MacKaye left an impression and lasting influence on nearly everyone he met and
worked with. After a brief career in forestry, MacKaye spent the majority of his employment
with his regional planning projects. It is clear that William James’s call for a moral war
substitute intrigued MacKaye. Though MacKaye was more planner than enactor, he did not
completely remove himself from the implementation of many of his planning ideas. He often
worked at a position long enough to plant the seeds of his ideas before moving on to allow others
to bring his plans to fruition. As a result, MacKaye often did not get the credit he deserved for
the projects he ultimately planned and designed. Because MacKaye did not stay engaged with
the implementation of his plans, they sometimes fell by the wayside to become a mere footnote
in historical text, if anything at all. Even though MacKaye never held a job or position longer
than a few years, his determination to make the environment better for humanity was evident
throughout his lifetime of writings and work. Dedication, civic action, and balance between the
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natural world and technology were all elements that became the background for MacKaye’s
many planning and government projects throughout these years. William James’s substitute for
war called for action, action that very few respondents to James’s essay wrote about, let alone
pursued.
5.1

Townless Highways and Highwayless Towns (1930-1931)
Following the publication of The New Exploration in 1928, Benton MacKaye continued

his quest to preserve the indigenous, primeval environment while recognizing that technology
and industry were becoming an increasing presence in American lives. Regarding regional
planning, MacKaye had two major theories to accommodate the increase in automobile
transportation and residential development. “Townless highways,” according to MacKaye, would
help preserve the natural environment while regulating mass long-distance transit. This plan for
transportation would cause minimal destruction to the natural landscape. Consequently, the
highways would require less maintenance due to the ability to bring together more traffic on
fewer roads. In 1931, MacKaye and Mumford proposed what became the precursor to the
modern Interstate Highway System. With the increase in automobile traffic, “townless
highways” would replace the haphazardly planned throughways that horse carriages and buggies
once created. MacKaye and Mumford suggested the creation of roads specifically for
automobiles to ensure greater safety while providing for the enjoyment of the natural
environment from one town to the next. Rather than ease of travel, MacKaye’s plan protected the
wilderness areas from the metropolitan invasion.
In addition to the townless highways came the “highwayless towns,” in which pedestrian
traffic was the center of the city rather than automobile traffic. At the time, only one town,
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Radburn, New Jersey, followed the highwayless town plan. These towns would ensure the safety
of the residents while strategically planning minimal, less-traveled roads away from areas where
residents would typically congregate. With the rise of automobile transportation, MacKaye
argued that the increase in automobile traffic required a newly designed road, one that could
accommodate the automobile while not threatening the safety of pedestrians and the resources
contained within the wilderness.423 Combating the war against nature included protecting the
safety of children and adults. Regarding transportation development and planning, the care for
the environment and access to wilderness were underlying concerns for MacKaye. These
resources were integral to the hospitable coexistence of humans and nature. In addition, townless
highways and highwayless towns would help control population flow in, out, and around the
city.
In 1930, MacKaye published “The Townless Highway,” introducing his idea to attempt
to control traffic flow through natural areas with minimal disruption to the environment. As
William James argued in “Moral Equivalent of War,” nations constantly expand and shrink,
therefore causing constant movement and migration. This notion is similar to Lewis Mumford’s
theory of the four migrations, where there was the population movement from the East to West
Coasts, the integration of technology and the transportation of natural resources, the growth of
the metropolises, and finally the immigration to the metropolises. The “nation” for MacKaye was
the growing metropolis and the “war” was against the unplanned expansion and sprawl of the
highways. MacKaye held that the increased use of the automobile was responsible for rapid
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metropolitan growth by explaining that the “weakling man, seated in his motor car with hand on
wheel and foot on lever, becomes a locomotive running forty miles an hour.”424 A motorcar, no
longer considered a “horseless buggy,” now became the equivalent to a locomotive, requiring
direct routes and access to efficient highways. MacKaye noticed three major migration patterns
within the United States: transportation by covered wagon, train, and ultimately the automobile.
With the automobile becoming more accessible, MacKaye argued that the motor road had two
major functions: transportation and migration. In addition to population flow, the automobile
made commercial trade easier and more efficient. Due to this change, the townless highway had
four specific objectives. The first was the elimination of the “motor slum, or road town” to create
“the rural wayside environment.” Second was limiting of the size of each community so there
would be less of a drain on natural resources. The third objective was making bypasses around
larger cities to alleviate traffic. Finally, to ensure safety, highways would not contain railroad
crossings.425 This new pattern of roadways was required to control the automobile that was now
transporting people and goods with greater efficiency than ever before.426
In The New Exploration, MacKaye argued that the Appalachian Trail would work as an
open-space dam to fight against the metropolitan growth. The systems of levees were the natural
areas protected by the trail. MacKaye used the same analogy in “The Townless Highway” to
illustrate how the highway fought the expansion of the metropolis. As historian Paul Sutter notes,
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“MacKaye saw open space preservation as an architectural response to metropolitan to
metropolitan sprawl. Beginning in the mid 1920s, he started referring to large open space dams
like the Appalachian Trail as wilderness areas, a term he borrowed from Aldo Leopold.”427
MacKaye argued for both personal safety and aesthetics; the natural environment lined the
townless highway. To meet the needs of motorists, small rest stops with service stations and
restaurants would be scattered along the motorway. A major roadblock to realizing MacKaye’s
plan was the ideas and opinions of President Herbert Hoover. MacKaye, vocal about his feelings
toward Hoover, wrote, “Mr. Hoover’s power to dyke the flow of metropolitanism throughout the
United States lies in the Federal control over government-aided public roads, and the influence,
by example, upon state-aided highways.” MacKaye also stated that “the public motor road is the
channel of metropolitan flow, and the regulation of its right-of-way means the regulation of the
flow itself.”428 Gifford Pinchot, among many other conservative Republican administrators,
sided with MacKaye’s vision.
The following year, Lewis Mumford coauthored an article with MacKaye that appeared
in Harper’s Monthly. “Townless Highways for the Motorist” drew public attention to the idea
that the townless highway concept appeared in numerous locations, such as the Bronx River
Parkway and the Taconic State Parkway.429 MacKaye and Mumford tried to convince a wider
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audience that this plan could be implemented nationwide and again presented the benefits for a
new motorway system. What made MacKaye and Mumford’s proposal different, however, was
the fact that the highways were based on a federally funded “standardized highway network” as
well as a larger “comprehensive planning program” that also would contain highwayless
towns.430 Highwayless towns protected the residents from automobile traffic, giving them a
pathway to walk to the store, schools, and playgrounds without having to cross a major
thoroughfare.431 Another concern for MacKaye and Mumford was that automobile traffic would
cause “the relocation of the population on the map of the United States.”432 Although they
understood the potential of the changes that automobiles would cause many years down the road,
yet they did not know to what extent. They wrote that “once the country road becomes a main
highway, filled with fast traffic a good part of the day and even of the night, when the cars
themselves are driven mostly by strangers, not neighbors, the whole situation is changed: the
road ceases to be a symbol of sociability; it becomes very largely a curse.”433 The fact that the
road was taking the psychological value away from the community centers in indigenous lands
was of great concern for them. This idea became evident not only in MacKaye’s highway
proposals but also in his government work years later. As noted in The New Exploration,
indigenous and primeval land had contained much of the psychological value that was necessary
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for healthy living in communities, and the increase in automobile traffic was threatening these
resources.
Along with the support of others, including Clarence Stein and Lewis Mumford,
MacKaye identified that it was time to compose a bill for Congress. He believed the bill reflected
the plan as a “complement in a sense of ‘An Appalachian Trail.’ One follows the primeval
crestline or main ‘dam’ across the metropolitan ‘stream’; the other follows the ‘stream’
itself…There is only one place upon the map for an Appalachian Trail but there are several
places on the map for an experimental Townless Highway.”434 According to MacKaye, townless
highways were the epitome of what Henry Ford desired of the car. Ford intended for driving to
be an enjoyable activity, providing balance in an ever-increasing industrial life. Planners would
build the highway through the natural landscape of the area with minimal exits while providing
views of natural aesthetic beauty rather than of businesses and homes.435 Highways also would
provide a barrier to the expansion to the metropolis. Sadly, it took more than twenty-five years
before the federal government would implement MacKaye’s proposal as part of the Interstate
Highway System in 1956.436 As MacKaye’s biographer notes, the “Interstate Highway System
omitted the highwayless towns and the open-spaced belts that were integral parts of MacKaye’s
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vision. In fact, the Interstate Highway System that eventually evolved became a powerful engine
of the metropolitan invasion MacKaye feared, rather than a means of controlling it.”437
Initially, MacKaye’s idea of townless highways was a reaction to the late 1920s
campaign to construct “skyline” highways, such as Skyline Drive through the Smoky Mountains,
a highway proposed by President Roosevelt and constructed to run along the ridgeline of the
Appalachian Mountains. When MacKaye graduated from Harvard in 1900, there were
approximately eight thousand automobiles, and by 1930, the number had risen to about twentyseven million.438 MacKaye would spend the next two years scouting the land and working on his
project, including drawing various maps and diagrams to illustrate how his proposal would fit
into actual regions. He also authored an amendment to the 1916 Federal State Aid Highway Act
that would authorize some of the standards of the townless highway. However, as Anderson
notes, for “all his efforts, MacKaye’s townless highway received no more than passing attention
at the time from policymakers and roadbuilders.”439 Although MacKaye had ideas and plans for
road building, he needed an avenue to integrate his ideas into actual regional planning projects.
In 1934, MacKaye would try again to implement his townless highway plan into his regional
planning work while employed with the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).
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5.2

Tennessee Valley Authority (1934-1936)
In 1933, during the economic devastation of the Great Depression, President Franklin

Delano Roosevelt began what would become a series of economic relief programs later called
the New Deal. Numerous programs began between 1933 and 1936 to help improve the economic
status of the country. One area hit particularly hard by the effects of the Great Depression was
the Appalachian Mountain region. Nebraska Senator George Norris was influential in persuading
Roosevelt that the Tennessee Valley had great potential to provide not only a publically owned,
low-cost hydroelectric power resource but also fertilizer and electricity to an impoverished
society.440 Not long after, the Tennessee Valley Authority Act passed on May 18, 1933. The
TVA began with a power project in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, and quickly spread throughout
Tennessee and parts of Mississippi, Kentucky, Virginia, Georgia, and North Carolina. Influenced
by both the Great Depression and the work of the Regional Planning Association of America and
other regional planning projects of the 1920s, Roosevelt held high hopes for the potential of the
TVA. The TVA became one of his largest reform movements of the New Deal and quickly
became a dominant factor in the Appalachian Mountain region. The TVA is still in existence
today.441 As historian Erwin Hargrove notes, the “Democratic party had committed itself to
public ownership of the site for the development of waterpower.” Roosevelt, however, “added
long-standing interests in the conservation of natural resources, regional development, and the
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creation of urban settlements,” which he understood as a “means to a fresh start in developing an
urban society that would harmonize the machine with nature.”442 This idea, which closely
mirrored MacKaye’s regional planning philosophy, became the goal of the TVA and the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC). Roosevelt promoted his New Deal agenda through the actions of the
CCC, a program to help young men gain employment by conserving and protecting the natural
land and its resources, something that William James also argued for in “Moral Equivalent of
War.” Roosevelt stated that the CCC provided “the joint husbandry of human resources and
natural resources.”443 MacKaye was thoroughly interested in the goals and plans of the CCC and
moved to Washington D.C. to spend time with those who were involved in the program’s
planning. For many months, MacKaye would attend meetings and discuss plans with those
involved and remained interested in gaining full-time employment with the organization.
President Roosevelt had many plans for the TVA, including economic recovery and
regional planning. These plans would ensure the efficient utilization of land, which were
consistent with MacKaye’s regional planning philosophy. The surrounding communities would
gain the many benefits from the use of its natural resources. In Roosevelt’s original address to
Congress, however, it was clear that he had intended that the TVA would become a model used
in the regional planning of the rest of the country.444 Soon after, Roosevelt appointed Arthur E.
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Morgan as the TVA’s first chairman and left him to hire two other board members. Morgan was
the former president of Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio, and believed the TVA was
“not primarily a dam-building job, a fertilizer job or power-transmission job.” Rather, the aim
was “the improvement of that total well being, in physical, social, and economic condition.”445
Morgan was knowledgeable in not only mechanics but also planning. He was concerned with
rebuilding a society that represented community rather than the individual.446 Similar to
MacKaye’s concern for the growing metropolises, Morgan worried that society was becoming
too individualistic because of the industrialism that threatened the communities that existed prior
to the Industrial Revolution. Morgan was aware of the importance of the benefits of one’s
environment, and like MacKaye, was earnest in creating a living environment that protected and
supported these conditions.
Meanwhile, Arthur Morgan suggested that David Lilienthal and Harcourt Morgan join
the TVA board. Lilienthal was a public utility lawyer who would bring a pragmatic approach to
ensuring the interest of the public, while Harcourt Morgan, the former president of the University
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of Tennessee, had an agricultural science background.447 Harcourt Morgan was highly regarded
among farmers for his grassroots way of implementing changes to farming methods to ensure the
protection of the crops and soil.448 Roosevelt approved Arthur Morgan’s appointment of
Lilienthal and Harcourt Morgan, but he neglected to see if these men agreed with their plans and
ideas for the TVA.449 Together, as the board of the TVA, each member received specific tasks.
For Harcourt Morgan, it was “fertilizer production and agricultural policy.” Arthur Morgan was
in charge of “dam construction and of broader aspects of education, rural living, and social and
economic planning.” Finally, Lilienthal was responsible for “power policy.”450 While MacKaye
was still following the development of the CCC, the scope of the TVA projects began to take
shape and become more related to MacKaye’s interests and planning philosophy.
Though each board member had specific duties, the vision of the overall goals of the
TVA remained unknown by the members. As the number of projects grew, the TVA expanded
its departments. Earle Draper, director of the TVA’s regional planning division, was familiar
with the work of MacKaye and his essay “Regional Planning and the Tennessee Valley.”451
Draper quickly created a proposal that would implement similar ideas and brought it to President
Roosevelt and the TVA board for approval. Once approved, Draper contacted within two months
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MacKaye and convinced him that the TVA needed his experience to fill the need of the rapidly
expanding division of regional planning. As Larry Anderson states, “The title of Draper’s
proposal – ‘Project R.P. 1: Tennessee Valley Section of the National Plan’ – reflected President
Roosevelt’s (and MacKaye’s) vision of the TVA as a national laboratory of regional
planning.”452 MacKaye no longer sought employment with the CCC and entered the TVA during
April 1934. Less than a year later, Congress approved the TVA Act. As we will see in the
following chapter, however, MacKaye would again encounter and work with individuals in an
experimental CCC camp in Sharon, Vermont.
Already fifty-five years old at the time, MacKaye had held numerous government jobs
within the Department of Labor and the United States Forest Service. Through his employment
and political activism, MacKaye understood the political atmosphere of the federal government.
He also brought to the TVA his own planning philosophy and experience of the Tennessee
Valley through his work on the Appalachian Trail. MacKaye was familiar with and wrote about
the importance of employment and land management. With careful and thoughtful development,
MacKaye explained that one goal of regional planning was to implement work with recreation by
creating jobs that helped sustain the environment while providing valuable employment and
resources to the area.453 As William James argued in “Moral Equivalent of War,” individuals,
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specifically those who are born into hard labor, should have access to recreation and vacation.454
MacKaye’s plan incorporated both elements in the impoverished Appalachian Mountain region.
As historian Daniel Schaffer notes, MacKaye agreed with TVA goals on three different points.
Most importantly, the TVA “embodied his regional planning concepts,” was a “prime location to
launch such an experiment,” and, finally, was a “first step in a bold new plan for nationwide river
basin development.”455 MacKaye also hoped that his work with the TVA would be a steppingstone, both personally and nationally, to implementing his planning ideas across the country.
Unfortunately, MacKaye became a victim to not only the vague direction and leadership
of the TVA but also the growing tension between Arthur Morgan and David Lilienthal and
Harcourt Morgan. From the very beginning, there was an overall direction of the TVA, but
specific tasks and plans often remained unaddressed. The only clear task given to the board was
to create hydroelectric power from water flow ultimately regulated by dams. Flood control and
navigation for transportation also would become relevant. This information and direction carried
over from the Army Corps of Engineers, who previously administered such projects.456 MacKaye
quickly noticed and addressed that the TVA law neglected the role of highways as a means of
“population distribution.”457 MacKaye’s goal for the TVA was to ensure three things: the
“developments of the townless highway, of highwayless town,” and of “forest wilderness.” He
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believed that through his position with the TVA, he would “place side by side in one long belt
connecting the Appalachian valleys. The heart of this triple project is the highway.”458 MacKaye
had hoped to protect the Tennessee Valley from the overpopulation and growth that occurred
along the East Coast by arguing that the goals of the TVA came “down to stream control of two
kinds: the stream of water in the rivers and the stream of development along the highways.”459
Based on Henry Ford’s intention for automobiles to be a means of enjoyment, MacKaye had
hoped to utilize his townless highways to connect the many primeval communities throughout
the Tennessee Valley.460 MacKaye’s planning aimed to bridge community needs and interests.
He intended to design the towns within the natural landscape, while maintaining and protecting
the beauty and resources of the natural landscape that lay in between the towns. The TVA gave
MacKaye the opportunity to incorporate many of his regional planning and highway ideas, thus
spreading his philosophy and plans to the government sector.
Although the majority of the nation, including President Roosevelt, backed the work of
the CCC, MacKaye, George Marshall, a New York City attorney, and many others began to
notice the destruction it caused to the wilderness. Marshall and MacKaye, along with Harvey
Broome, a prominent lawyer in Knoxville, openly began to question particular CCC projects.
Most notable was Skyline Drive, which would create a truck trail through the ridgeline of the
Smoky Mountains. They disagreed with the plan on the account that it would destroy the natural
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landscape both aesthetically and environmentally. MacKaye quickly realized through that the
TVA Act lacked any documentation of regional planning. Most importantly, there were no direct
plans to implement projects to address these concerns. Draper and MacKaye both reported to
Arthur Morgan, and Morgan assigned MacKaye solely to general land use. MacKaye was “left
free for more general land use planning and general determination of policy.”461 Arthur Morgan
usually agreed with MacKaye and Draper; their vision was utilizing the land while
simultaneously protecting it. Harcourt Morgan and Lilienthal, on the other hand, did not agree
with their plans. Lilienthal was highly skeptical of the idea of regional planning and argued that
planning seemed to attract “that type of person who has a yen to order the lives of other people.
It has an attraction for persons of a vague and diffuse kind of mind given grandiose pictures not
of this world. Planning is a subject that attracts those who are in a hurry but are rather hazy as to
where they want to go.”462 Based on the history of regional planning, one can argue that
Lilienthal’s opinion was not far from the truth, which is evident in the fact that regional planners
carried out very few projects in the 1920s. More importantly, it is apparent in the difficultly
MacKaye had implementing his own philosophy throughout his life. The nation was focused on
short-term goals for rebuilding economic stability, while MacKaye’s plans focused on longerterm goals that integrated the nation’s transportation and planning needs. Historian Arthur
Schlesinger notes that “where Arthur Morgan had strong utopian propensities, both H. A.
Morgan and Lilienthal were fundamentally realists...Arthur Morgan’s enthusiasm for folk
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industry ran against the grain of the power age” that Lilienthal supported.463 This similarity also
was relevant to MacKaye’s desire to preserve folk play and primeval culture within his regional
planning philosophy.
Daniel Schaffer explains that the struggle within the TVA was between the “planner as
activist – that was MacKaye’s goal” and the “planner as resource person; a supplier of unbiased
information that could be used by appointed or elected officials to render policy decisions. That
was the view of Board members Lilienthal and Harcourt Morgan.”464 The TVA continuously
found itself in court defending their presence arguing that they were not a threat to private power
companies.465 This struggle resonated with the argument of William James in his essay “Moral
Equivalent of War” against private interests, as the TVA worked to balance the needs of the
Tennessee Valley.466 As Schaffer also notes, for “Lilienthal and Harcourt Morgan, a regional
plan was a passive instrument; for MacKaye, it was an active, dynamic tool.”467 MacKaye
understood land planning as visualization rather than a set of rules given to carry out a structured
plan and therefore aligned with Lilienthal’s vision of a regional planner. MacKaye also failed to
find a way to implement his plans
MacKaye delivered numerous reports during his time with the TVA, but one in
particular, “‘Opus One:’ The Progress Report on Regional Plan No. 1,” offered a highly
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philosophical approach to planning. Unfortunately, he neglected to include the methods of
implementation. MacKaye’s philosophy for the TVA was based on the framework that the roots
of living did not go back to the European settlers of this nation who promoted individualism, but
rather to forms of social living where activities and employment were for the common good.468
The efficient use of the land within the Tennessee Valley would allow it to be profitable for not
only the members of the community but also the whole region An underlying element in James’s
essay was that the collective whole of a nation should work toward a goal while maintaining
pride in the nation rather than the individual. Similar to James’s argument, MacKaye argued that
the community was greater than the individual, and the goal was to create substantial income for
the communities and a substantial source of power for the surrounding region.469 According to
MacKaye, the population of the Tennessee Valley would depend on a “balance” of three types of
environment:
1. The Primeval—the setting of the wilderness, the common ground of the animal
kingdom from which mankind emerged.
2. The Urban—the setting of man’s full and concentrated powers. Each truly urban
setting is a geographic unit of civilization; it may be large or small but in essence is a
separate civic entity—a community.
3. The Rural—the transition setting between the two. The truly rural setting is a very
familiar one—it is something quite distinct from the primeval and the urban but in no
sense is it a hodge-podge of the two.470
In addition, these environments, which were not different from what he explained in The New
Exploration, would give residents a stronger social and emotional life while utilizing and
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protecting the environment. This collective pride epitomized cohabitation at its very core, in
which humans must live with, not take over and destroy, the environment.
To maintain these communities, MacKaye listed three main areas of land that should be
organized within the Tennessee Valley: the erosion control area (watershed, vegetation cover,
and streams), the forest working circle (timber farming), and the agro-industrial area (“rural
civilization”).471 MacKaye had detailed each area with the required acreage needed as well as the
locations and tasks involved, such as erosion control and manufacturing plants. More
importantly, MacKaye focused on how these areas would provide long-term employment for
residents of the Tennessee Valley. The problem was that MacKaye had the “what” of the plans,
which the TVA did not have. Unfortunately for MacKaye, his plans did not contain the “how” of
implementation. It is unknown for certain, but entirely possible, that the political turmoil among
the leaders of the TVA prevented MacKaye’s plans from reaching fruition.
MacKaye, along with Arthur Morgan, Draper, and in a sense Roosevelt, offered broad
plans for the Tennessee Valley to protect and conserve the natural environment while creating a
source of energy and income. Harcourt Morgan and Lilienthal, however, wanted the plans
immediately carried out due to their economic concerns. Truthfully, they lacked concern for the
preservation and conservation of the land. It was MacKaye’s report, “Opus One,” that ultimately
led to his dismissal from the TVA in 1936 because he lacked a plan of action. Schaffer also
asserts that MacKaye had fallen victim to tension among board members of the TVA. While
Roosevelt and Arthur Morgan, seemingly MacKaye’s allies, were concerned with the aesthetic
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aspects of the Tennessee Valley, it seemed as if the financial investment goals of Lilienthal and
Harcourt Morgan took precedence. Also during his time with the TVA, MacKaye met and
worked with Harvey Broome. As we will see later in this chapter, they would help form the
Wilderness Society in 1934. Even though some members of the TVA often misunderstood
MacKaye, which later would cause him to lose his employment, his ideas and philosophy
continued to influence the TVA. Perhaps more importantly, because there was little direction
from Roosevelt and the group of board members often disagreed about the direction of the TVA,
MacKaye entered a chaotic work environment and remained unguided. Unfortunately, because
of this conflict, MacKaye’s time with the TVA was short. During the twenty-six months
MacKaye spent with the TVA, he was able to leave elements of his regional planning philosophy
with not only the board members but also the younger staff members of the TVA. Even though it
was never the intent of the TVA or the CCC, the lack of care and planning proved to be highly
detrimental to the environment. Sadly, MacKaye would not entirely win this “war against
nature”.
5.3

Philosophers’ Club (1935-1936)
As we have seen, MacKaye, Earle Draper, and Arthur Morgan were aware that

recreation and protection of the environment were vital to a growing society. The economic
concerns took over the direction of the TVA. Even though there was turmoil in the higher
ranks of the TVA, MacKaye still had a good reputation both within the TVA and in other
environmentally related organizations. As Daniel Schaffer argues, the “fact that he ultimately
failed to have his ideas implemented illustrates how alien his planning concepts were to
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mainstream agency thinking.”472 Historian Daniel Schaffer argues that MacKaye may have not
been in touch with direction of the agency. However, one also can argue that MacKaye may
have purposely neglected to participate in the political agenda of the agency. Although he cut a
extremely towering physical figure, MacKaye had a history of avoiding confrontation,
especially in politics, which is reflected in his short employment positions. Similar to his
experiences with the TVA, MacKaye often avoided political controversies and quietly moved
on. Benton and his wife, Betty, were both politically involved, and this avoidance of politics
was a change in his behavior following his wife’s suicide. Perhaps MacKaye blamed her death
on political tension and thus tried to stay away from similar stress. He filled the void of politics
with his planning philosophy that emphasized the psychological resources evident in the
natural environment. As we have seen on more than one occasion, MacKaye argued that time
spent in the natural environment was beneficial to both mental and physical health. To argue
that he did not understand the agency, as Schaffer does, suggests that MacKaye also failed to
learn anything from his political activism prior to his wife’s death.
MacKaye was still very influential to those associated with the TVA, even though he
only spent a short time with the organization. During his employment, he organized the
“Philosophers’ Club” with many of the young workers at TVA headquarters in Knoxville. As
Larry Anderson explains, the name “originated from a conversation overheard between two
busybodies in a Knoxville restaurant. ‘Do you know that pipe smoking man over there?’ one was
heard to say. ‘I understand that his name is Benton MacKaye and that he belongs to some sort of
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a philosophers’ club.’”473 MacKaye found solace in this activity because all too often, the
younger staff members understood his philosophy better than the board members and other
leaders of the TVA, perhaps because they had yet to learn how the political environment could
negatively affect the productivity of the TVA.
MacKaye enjoyed the company of young people, and, as Schaffer explains, he “left his
mark on the TVA in unexpected ways. He failed at what he was paid to do and succeeded as an
unpaid teacher.”474 Seventeen members constituted the core group of the club, including
Schaffer. He notes that the group’s vision was to think “broadly about the region’s future and
[discuss] policy options just beyond the agency’s immediate agenda.” Schaffer also recognizes
that the region housed the “most precious commodities,” and he noted that the group “criticized
their exploitation for immediate economic development as shortsighted and counterproductive.”
More importantly, the group “generated a sense of camaraderie and personal interaction that
contrasted sharply with the cold, highly structured bureaucracy often found in large corporate
settings, whether public or private. And, it did all of this with a sense of collective humor and
whimsy that made the interaction not just educational but fun.”475 Many of these elements,
including camaraderie and lack of private interest, were the epitome of William James’s outlook
in creating a war substitute. MacKaye thought highly of the group members, and he once
explained to a friend “they are a gorgeous lot…They dance and they tramp and they sing – and
through it all they think. Indeed they do just about the opposite of the average mundane jackass
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that one meets in the present ‘whirling dervish’ civilization.”476 These elements also exemplify
the philosophy he would later outline in The New Exploration in which folk-play and recreation
became the focal point of the cultural balance with the primeval land. Schaffer also notes that the
“fact that he stimulated so many people shows how richly his ideas were textured.”
To teach his planning ideas, MacKaye took members of the Philosophers’ Club on
learning expeditions where they would engage in philosophical dialogue while also learning
about the natural setting they travelled. For example, on July 21, 1935, MacKaye and other
members travelled to Ewing, Virginia, to learn about the geological formations in the area.477 In
the early years of the Philosophers’ Club, the meetings were very informal but became more
formal in the later months of 1935, when dances, parties, and meetings became the norm for the
club. This activity epitomized MacKaye’s emphasis on folk-play and the indigenous
environment in his planning philosophy. Additionally, this firsthand experience suggested a
moral equivalent to war. By immersion, the members learned “healthier sympathies and soberer
ideas” by experiencing firsthand the work of the TVA while balancing the time in the outdoors
and folk-play.478 Additionally, the work with the TVA required critical thinking, a trait that
MacKaye strongly believed was lacking in the increasing industrialized society. Through an
interview with Philosophers’ Club member Robert Howes many years after MacKaye’s death,
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Schaffer learned that Howes and many others thought of MacKaye as their “mentor.”479
According to Howes, after work, the group initially would discuss planning philosophies, and on
the weekends, they would take trips to learn the regional area firsthand. Howes also stated that
the club consisted of the “TVA’s ‘best and brightest’: Robert Howes, G. Donald Hudson, Victor
Roterus, Cal Towne, John Ferris, Bernard Frank, and Allen Twichell.”480 In addition to
conversations about environmental and planning issues, MacKaye often had philosophical
discussions with the club members about his writing and the work of his brother, James.481 One
can only wonder whether, or to what extent, they discussed William James’s writings.
Robert Howes fondly remembers MacKaye as “available to any of us who elected to drop
by for an exchange of ideas, comment or opinion – for a ‘pow-wow’, as Benton used to say. In
such pow-wows… Benton left his imprint on TVA’s pioneering work in land classification,
forestry, erosion control, recreation, town-planning and transportation.”482 In addition, MacKaye
was one who “made an extraordinary imprint on the minds of those who knew him. After years
without face-to-face contact many remember MacKaye associations vividly and with
affection.”483 Finally, according to Schaffer, MacKaye’s “national reputation, progressive ideals,
professional contacts, and insistence upon environmental protection and preservation made him a
‘guru’ among TVAers who cared deeply about the region’s natural resources and scenic
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landscape.”484 MacKaye was in his element when he engaged with the members of the
Philosophers’ Club. He enjoyed discussing new ideas, ethical standards, and possible solutions to
environmental concerns. To be able to educate and share with a young bright audience, MacKaye
became their teacher and role model, which insured that his ideas would carry on through future
generations of the TVA and beyond. MacKaye’s creation of and involvement with the
Philosophers’ Club closely reflected the elements found in William James’s “Moral Equivalent
of War.” By engaging young adults and finding balance in philosophical discussions,
environmental learning, and working with an organization intended to enhance the indigenous
communities of the Tennessee Valley, the Philosophers’ Club was a moral equivalent to war.
5.4

Wilderness Society (1934-1936)
The expansion of motorized roads continued through the Shenandoah National Park and

the Great Smoky Mountain National Park in 1934. Benton MacKaye’s concerns increased with
the rising popularity of automobiles and the environmental destruction of these new roads on the
land. President Roosevelt’s ultimate plan was not only Skyline Drive and the Blue Ridge
Parkway but also a continuous road that paralleled the Appalachian Trail from Maine through
Georgia. This plan gained the support of Harold Ickes with whom MacKaye would later work
closely. Roosevelt wanted the Appalachian mountaintops to be accessible to everyone, not just
the hiking community. This advancement in road building, which was unnecessarily destroying
the environment, caused another war that MacKaye chose to fight. He told his TVA coworkers
that their efforts in regional planning needed to stress “wilderness preservation as the equivalent
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of other land uses” and that would protect this “metropolitan invasion” of the public lands.485
Because the timeline of the New Deal work programs was temporary with shorter-term work
projects such as Skyline Drive, MacKaye was unable to implement his longer-term goals of
regional planning that included the conservation and psychological values of the land.486
Unfortunately, because long-term projects were not a priority for achieving the short-term goals
of New Deal programs, it became difficult to properly plan work projects. This lack of
development reflected a break in the evolutionary cycle that William James proposed in his
essay. These ideas would have required planning over generations, not just during the few years
of economic relief provided by the New Deal.
While still working with the TVA, MacKaye had earned a reputation with many
individuals in the conservation and environmental communities, including Aldo Leopold and
Bob Marshall. Historian Roderick Nash notes that as “early as 1930, Marshall forecast the
formation of the Wilderness Society when he warned that the only hope of resisting an allconquering civilization was an ‘organization of spirited people who will fight for the freedom of
the wilderness.’”487 Surprisingly, one of MacKaye’s key opponents was the National Park
Service’s assistant director Arno Cammerer. Cammerer was concerned with the protection of the
Appalachian Trail but was not as concerned with damage in the park because of road
construction and increased motorized traffic. MacKaye and TVA colleague Harvey Broome
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convinced Bob Marshall that it was more important to create motor roads through the natural
valleys of the mountains than on the ridgelines. Once convinced, Marshall was completely on
board with the idea. By October 19, 1934, the three men, along with Bernard Frank, a forester for
the TVA, had drafted a set of principles that their new organization, the Wilderness Society,
would work toward meeting. Broome recalled that “One by one we took up matters of definition,
philosophy, scope of work, name of organization, how we should launch the project, the names
of persons who should sign the statement and those to whom it should be sent.”488 By January of
the following year, the Wilderness Society grew to eight members, the original three as well as
Aldo Leopold, Robert Sterling Yard, Harold Anderson, John Collier, and Ernest Oberholtzer. On
January 21, 1935, the committee put their mission in writing, explaining that the organization
would work “for the purpose of fighting off invasion of the wilderness and of stimulating… an
appreciation of its multiform emotional, intellectual, and scientific values, we are forming an
organization to be known as the Wilderness Society.”489 The mission exemplified a moral war
substitute against the unnecessary use of the automobile and unplanned roadways. This
organization would become the perfect avenue for MacKaye, where he again could attempt to
implement his regional planning philosophy based on the ideals that James taught.
More than half of the members of the Wilderness Society had worked for government
agencies, including the United States Forest Service, at some point in their careers. They soon
realized that they were “fighting literally a war of words” about the meaning of the term
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“wilderness.”490 Even within the group, there was confusion and some disagreement about the
definition of wilderness. Finally, the members came to an accord that as a society, “We have
constituted ourselves a committee to organize an aggressive society for the preservation of the
wilderness. We desire to integrate the growing sentiment which exists in this country for holding
its wild areas sound-proof as well as sight-proof from our increasingly mechanized life.”491 The
document also defined the “Types of Wilderness” upon which all eight members finally agreed.
As Anderson notes, “the five varieties of wildlands described were distinguished by size,
purpose, and scenic and natural attributes; they were: extensive wilderness areas, primeval areas,
superlatively scenic areas, restricted wild areas, and wilderness zones.” 492 At the time, the
Wilderness Society was unique in that it was the only organization working to protect and
preserve wilderness areas in the United States.
In the first organized meeting of the Wilderness Society, there was anonymous $1,000
donation. At the same time, the group elected Marshall as president, but he quickly gave it to
Aldo Leopold. They also elected MacKaye as Vice President and Yard as Secretary. As Nash
notes, “Marshall launched it financially with an anonymous contribution of a thousand dollars –
the first of his many gifts climaxed by a bequest of close to $400,000.”493 As for future
membership, MacKaye held high standards that the other members often criticized. Even with
these high standards, membership continued to grow, and the organization ultimately
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“participated in a series of controversies involving wild regions throughout the country from
Florida’s Everglades to Washington’s Olympic Peninsula.”494 Marshall, with his connection to
the Department of Interior, was successful in stopping the overall goal of connecting Skyline
Drive with the Blue Ridge Parkway but ran into concerns with Myron Avery, who was
instrumental in helping MacKaye with the formation of the Appalachian Trail. Avery was
influential in maintaining the completion of the Appalachian Trail and was on the board of the
Appalachian Trail Conference (ATC) at the time of the creation of Skyline Drive. Because the
ATC consisted of numerous local clubs from a vast amount of land and the goals of the
individuals involved were often different, there was no early leadership. MacKaye remained
hopeful that the ATC would stand firm against the growth of the modernized highways taking
over the ridgelines of the Appalachian Mountains.
MacKaye’s biggest opposition would come from one-time partner and fellow board
member Myron Avery. Avery served as the first president of the ATC and wanted to make the
trail more accessible, either by making the trail easier to hike or by paving a parallel road
through some of the areas. Fulfilling President Roosevelt’s wishes, Avery proposed to create a
motorway across the mountaintops in the Smoky Mountain National Park. MacKaye had argued
against this saying that the roadway should be in the valley of the mountains while the hiking
trails should remain on the ridgelines. This plan would help to preserve the beauty and
wilderness that the summits provided, while the thoroughfares would naturally fit in the valleys.
MacKaye could not attend the next ATC conference, but provided a statement that read in part:
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“The physical path is no end in itself; it is a means of sojourning in the primeval or wilderness
environment whose preservation and nurture is your particular care…The Appalachian Trail as
originally conceived is not merely a footpath through the wilderness but a footpath of the
wilderness.”495 As historian Paul Sutter notes, even though MacKaye could not attend the
conference, he “nurtured a hope that political and cultural conditions might again be right for
him to push the community element of the trail.”496 MacKaye ultimately lost this battle, and the
Works Progress Administration began construction of Skyline Drive. To serve as a constant
reminder to drivers, MacKaye purposefully intersected the Appalachian Trail thirty-two times
with the motorway, forcing hikers and drivers throughout Smoky Mountains National Park to
constantly battle for the right of way.497 Writing to Stuart Chase on July 20, 1935, MacKaye
stated that “This clash of trail vs. highway on the mountain tops is something bigger than it
seems…it is an early skirmish, perhaps the first significant skirmish, in the retention of a
humanly balanced world. This is the world that the Wilderness Society was formed to fight
for.”498
Over the following year, the relationship fractured between MacKaye and Avery. Clearly,
the two men had different visions for the preservation of wilderness. Avery fought to make the
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Appalachian Mountains and parts of the Appalachian Trail accessible to those in automobiles, as
Roosevelt wished, while MacKaye fought to keep the land free of anything not primeval to
protect its beauty and resources. The difficulty was that Avery continued as a strong leader of the
ATC and proponent of the completion of the Appalachian Trail. MacKaye acknowledged his
dedication but remained vocal about his opposition to the proposed roadways.499 Although this
feud between the two men ultimately ended their friendship, without each of their efforts, the
fate of the Appalachian Trail may have remained unknown. The Wilderness Society gave
MacKaye an avenue to fight the war against nature. It was clear from the Wilderness Society’s
mission that the goal was to protect the wilderness against mechanization. MacKaye would
continue working with the Wilderness Society in various capacities, and the organization still
exists today.
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CHAPTER 6
CAMP WILLIAM JAMES (1939-1942)
“Peace” in military mouths to-day is a synonym for “war expected.”
–William James500
One of President Roosevelt’s most successful New Deal programs was the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC), which began March 21, 1933, as the Emergency Conservation Work
Agency. The agency officially became the CCC in 1937 and was in operation until 1942. The
initial goals of the project were to preserve the natural environment and its resources. More
importantly, the agency provided jobs to many unemployed and impoverished young men and
military veterans following World War I. The CCC epitomized many of the elements that
William James called for in “Moral Equivalent of War,” including the same military principles
as an army preparing for war. The war of the CCC, however, was national poverty and
unnecessary environmental destruction. James argued that the physical and mental aspects
related to preparing for war were the ultimate lesson for the youth of all generations. The
stereotype of CCC participants was a major problem. Most members were in lower economic
classes, and as a result, the CCC quickly became synonymous with employment for the
uneducated poor. This discrepancy undermined James’s goal of uniting economic classes.
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Since the publication of “Moral Equivalent of War” in 1910, many individuals from
various disciplines have responded to James’s call to action, but not many moved beyond writing
a few remarks on the essay to putting a war substitute into action. Two main advocates in
actuating James’s call to action, however, were Benton MacKaye and Dartmouth College
professor Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy. Their project, developed by students at Dartmouth College,
worked to bridge the economic, social, and educational distinctions among CCC participants.
Led by Rosenstock-Huessy (1888-1973), a friend and colleague of MacKaye, the experimental
Camp William James implemented perhaps one of the closest substitutes to war that James called
for. The experimental camp purposely implemented many of James’s elements of a war
substitute. On multiple occasions, Rosenstock-Huessy and other organizers within Camp
William James consulted MacKaye regarding the development of the camp. MacKaye, on more
than one occasion, visited the experimental camp, and Rosenstock-Huessy implemented many of
MacKaye’s regional planning and civic service ideas.
First as an emergency relief agency and then as a permanent government program, the
CCC employed more than three million young men. During the six-year period of the CCC,
hundreds of camps existed at one time or another throughout the United States. Those who
worked with the camps were responsible for executing thousands of conservation projects
throughout the country in many of the state and National Parks. One camp was located in
Downer State Forest in Sharon, Vermont. Charles Downer (1866-1926) donated 300 acres to the
state of Vermont in 1910 for the sole purpose of creating a State Forest Station or Reservation
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for continuous educational forestry methods.501 In 1914, Downer donated another 500 acres to
the state of Vermont for the same purpose, and the land remains a state forest today.502 Under the
direction of the CCC, a camp opened on June 18, 1933, and according to a land history report,
the camp members of the 199th Company of the CCC were responsible for building the existing
roads into and around the park. The members also built a fishing pond and dam as well as carried
out other general forestry and planting chores.503 Historian Calvin Gower notes that camp
members also were responsible for pest control, fire fighting, and planting trees on the
property.504 Initially, local communities were highly critical of the Sharon CCC camp, arguing
that much of the efforts were going to waste on public lands when private citizens were in dire
need of labor on their local farms.505
In the years prior to World War II, former Harvard and then Dartmouth professor
Rosenstock-Huessy accepted the daunting challenge of physically planning this call to national
service. Accompanied by others, such as Dorothy Thompson, Jack Preiss, and MacKaye,
Rosenstock-Huessy worked toward fulfilling James’s quest like no one else in the past had done.
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Although he ran into great political turmoil and only involved MacKaye in a limited role,
Rosenstock-Huessy developed a work camp that closely matched the elements that James had
called for in his famous essay. Frank Davidson, who had recently graduated from Harvard, had
concerns about the United States’ involvement in World War II and began communicating with
others about his worry for about the organization. Among those he contacted was Mrs. Henry
Copley Greene, a prominent intellectual in the Harvard community who also had close ties with
Rosenstock-Huessy. In 1912, Rosenstock-Huessy worked with the German youth camps through
the period of the Weimar Republic but fled to the United States in 1933 when the threat of
Nazism began to override the purpose of youth camps.506 Rosenstock-Huessy was critical of the
youth camps becoming training grounds for Nazi soldiers. He argued that they should allow the
young men to “use their strength and their devotion in the conquest of nature for the common
good of all,” which closely reflected William James’s “army enlisted against nature.”507 The goal
of the camps was to help build camaraderie among young German men following the loss and
destruction of the World War I, in addition to facilitating integration into rural society.
6.1

Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy and Youth Work Camps
After teaching at Harvard from 1933 to 1935, Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy taught social

philosophy at Dartmouth College until 1957. Because James MacKaye, a philosophy professor at
Dartmouth, had died in 1934, it is quite possible that his death prompted Rosenstock-Huessy’s
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hire. Similar to Rosenstock-Huessy’s post-World War I proposal in Germany, social and
economic issues regarding young men paralleled those in the United States at the start of World
War II. In 1934, Rosenstock-Huessy explained that unlike the German work camps of 1912, the
American work camps were a result of the Great Depression and provided a means for economic
relief of unemployed youth. Economic status did not play a part in who enrolled in the German
campus. Often times, however, the upper class youth took great pride in participating in the
camps. This difference, Rosenstock-Huessy argued, made the German work camps closer to
what William James argued for in “Moral Equivalent of War.” The “army enlisted against
nature” in the German camps provided mandatory short-term work service that would not only
benefit the communities with labor but also give enrollees military values, such as discipline and
hard work. According to Rosenstock-Huessy, administrations designed these camps, or
“industrial armies,” to wage war “against the miseries of society, against the opposition of
classes, against all evils of the division of labor.”508 This idea was very similar to James
MacKaye’s philosophy of happiness toward which a nation must. Additionally, the camps
intended to provide individuals with a “balanced” life that included physical, spiritual, and
intellectual demands, a goal toward which Benton MacKaye had always worked.509
Following World War I, the new German government began to utilize the camps to
address unemployment as well as shift the educational focus away from collaborative learning.
The camps became even more “militarized,” moving away from the “conquest of the natural
environment.” Rosenstock-Huessy noted, “under these circumstances the whole moral and
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intellectual tone of the movement has inevitably been lowered and cheapened. Still, though their
spirit has sadly changed, the camps in Germany have managed to escape the greater temptation
to become an annex to the cheap labor market.”510 These chilling words about the camp would
later become part of the Nazi training sites for World War II and the Holocaust. While the camps
in Germany were once something that individuals respected and took part in, Rosenstock-Huessy
noted that in the United States, work camps were something individuals avoided because of their
association with the uneducated and lower class. Rosenstock-Huessy argued that this reputation
could change and that a moral equivalent to war could be found in American society.
Discussion soon ensued among Rosenstock-Huessy, Davidson, and Greene regarding the
efforts of the CCC, and many faults were quickly recognized. Rosenstock-Huessy was highly
critical of the CCC’s attempts to segregate the underprivileged from the college educated young
men and argued this economic divide was the most costly to the CCC’s operation.511 The three
men discussed how to understand the hierarchy of the CCC as well as how to design a more
effective way to run successful longer-term youth work camps. Their objective was to implement
this system throughout the country, which would also offer James’s idea of providing long-term
work service to young men. More importantly, the program should not discriminate or segregate
young men, but allow all economic classes and ethnicities to work side by side epitomizing
James’s call to unify a nation. If planned properly, this camp could solidify a generation rather
than separate one due to differences.
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Another student, Arnold Childs, soon entered the discussion and argued that the CCC
lacked the goals of a true youth work movement in many ways. Childs noted that “It is
undemocratically restricted in practice to the bottom economic levels of our young people; many
CCC enrollees have their origins in the slums. There is either little or antagonistic relationship
between the CCC and the communities in which it works. And frequently the projects on which
the CCC spends its energies are relatively unessential.”512 Another fault that Davidson and
Rosenstock-Huessy found with the CCC was that the individual camps composed of men from
higher economic statuses had great difficulty interacting with the men in lower economic classes,
which often resulted in great hostilities between the two groups. James had argued that all
individuals, regardless of whether they were born into the working class or into wealth, should
work under the same conditions for a designated number of years. Rosenstock-Huessy also had
long argued that the “working camp was not invented as a medium for the charitable relief of the
economically unemployed; it was the means by which every man could be given the opportunity
for service that meant not civility but spiritual fulfillment and release.”513 To understand the
situation better, Davidson, with the guidance of Rosenstock-Huessy, enrolled in the CCC with
the intent to help create a better framework within the already existing system rather than starting
an entirely new project.
Frank Davidson was not open with the administrators regarding his intention and desire
to fix the problems within the CCC, but he was open with them about being a Harvard graduate.
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Echoing William James, Davidson sent a letter to then CCC Assistant Director James McEntee,
stating that “Military service in time of war should have its civilian counterpart in time of
peace.”514 A short time later, McEntee approved Davidson’s request, and on October 12, 1939,
Davidson entered the CCC, making him the first college graduate ever to do so.515 From a camp
in Maryland, Davidson corresponded with Rosenstock-Huessy regarding his experiences.
Rosenstock-Huessy began to spread the word to those outside the CCC of Davidson’s goals, and
the CCC administration quickly became aware of Davidson’s intent. Instead of removing
Davidson from the camp, the administration decided to hire him as a “special investigator to
‘improve camp practices.’”516 He would hold this position for six months until his resignation in
August 1940.517 As fellow camp member Enno Hobbing reported, Davidson felt that young men
were “isolated from the main stream of American life,” and they “had no opportunity to develop
themselves or to serve their country in any lasting way.” This problem ultimately led to “the lack
of brotherhood among men.”518
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According to a report of the Committee on Civilian Conservation Corps Personnel, there
were three recommendations regarding the CCC project. As Gower notes, “One was to eliminate
the War Department from the administration of the camps. A second was to designate a number
of camps as staff training centers, and a third was to establish the Sharon experimental camp and
others similar to it to train a new leadership for the Corps.”519 On December 31, 1939, CCC
Director Robert Fechner died, and McEntee succeeded him as director. McEntee was never able
to gain the same amount of control and leadership as Fechner. This leadership void later caused
much animosity between the CCC and those who would become involved in the future
experimental Sharon camp.520 Additionally, with the start of the World War II, many young men
were able to either enlist in the military or find other employment, and the quality and number of
CCC recruits dropped.521 This shift separated the lower, uneducated class of young men rather
than uniting the nation. The benefit, however, was based on the elements found in William
James’s “Moral Equivalent of War;” the young men in the CCC still gained the same military
values while providing service to the community. Moreover, as MacKaye argued, the camp also
worked to protect the environment rather than create a war against it. By implementing planned
work rather than haphazardly developing the land, MacKaye hoped to sustain the natural value
of the land.
During the early months of 1940, Rosenstock-Huessy organized trips for his Dartmouth
students to visit the CCC camp at Downer State Forest in Sharon, Vermont. He considered this
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trip to be an opportunity for the young college men to work together with the CCC enrollees and
remove the class, religious, and educational barriers they otherwise would have encountered
outside of the camp. The experiment was productive for both groups, but especially for the
Dartmouth students who now had a firsthand awareness of the difficulty in leadership within the
CCC By summer, however, the Sharon camp officially closed, and by early September,
Davidson resigned from his position with the CCC Davidson began working closely with
Rosenstock-Huessy regarding other plans for the newly abandoned Sharon camp. RosenstockHuessy took this opportunity to propose that the Sharon camp serve as a “testing ground” for
these new ideas.522
In a series of unpublished lectures given at the Annual CCC Conference in 1940,
Rosenstock-Huessy discussed creating “township colleges” where students would spend time
doing actual “work service in the rural or industrial community.”523 For Rosenstock-Huessy, this
experience would provide college students with an invaluable educational experience while
providing communities with much-needed labor. Rosenstock-Huessy maintained this philosophy
through his discussions with others who were critical of the CCC Rosenstock-Huessy also
addressed many of the underlying issues of the CCC as well as how an experimental camp could
help correct these issues. In his first lecture, “What They Should Make Us Think,” RosenstockHuessy argued that actions coming first and thought and justification second, hurt not only the
CCC, but also more importantly, America as a nation. This idea was what wasted much of the
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CCC’s efforts. By reversing this trend, as proposed with an experimental camp, productivity and
justification would come first with much less time and money wasted correcting thoughtless
problems. MacKaye had experience with this goal because he faced the same problem over his
many years at the Regional Planning Association of America and Forest Service. For example,
the increase in rail and automobile traffic wasted resources transporting goods at a lower cost.
The resources used to create much of the rails and highways for commerce were unnecessary.
This problem was not much different from the problems that faced the CCC. The camps also
provided a practical place for these young students to use their knowledge to solve problems in
real-life situations outside of the standard classroom and college campus. Similar to MacKaye’s
idea that industrialism was detrimental to the thought of individuals, the sense that mundane
work activities would remove critical thinking from the lives of individuals was also imperative.
By integrating educated members with those who did not receive a standard or higher education,
the two groups would learn from each other by mixing everyday knowledge with more
specialized knowledge taught in the university. Integration of various educational backgrounds
would be extremely beneficial to community members and camp members. As a result, they
would receive a well-rounded understanding of life that would be difficult to find anywhere
else.524 This idea was essential for a war substitute because, according to James, integrating
various educational and economic backgrounds to create the same outcome for the community
was important. By doing this, individuals would gain a wider appreciation for their fellow
workers and concern for the quality and productivity of their labor.
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In his second lecture, “What We Should Make Them Do,” Rosenstock-Huessy argued
that the camp ultimately created the most meaningful real-life experience possible by
incorporating “labor, thought, and play,” the three main elements in creating James’s war
substitute as well as MacKaye’s three energies found in nature. This valuable experience was
part of an education learned only by incorporating real-life scenarios, not from something taught
from books or in a classroom.525 This mirrors MacKaye’s argument that a balanced life included
these same elements especially play, but more specifically, folk-play, found in the indigenous
culture. In addition to the lectures, Rosenstock-Huessy began corresponding with William
James’s sons about the camp. He discussed with them how it supported their father’s philosophy
for a moral equivalent to war. In a letter dated April 15, 1940, James’s son, Henry, responded to
Rosenstock-Huessy, “I don’t have to tell you that I have an inherited sympathy with your ideas
about the possibilities of the CCC camps. The difficulty is to make more of them without getting
them into the politics. But if you and others keep on preaching the understanding of their greater
possibilities will gradually be created and then good will surely come of it.”526 Similar to
MacKaye’s experiences with the T.V.A., the politics that Henry James spoke of would become
the focal point of the mission of Rosenstock-Huessy’s war substitute. Rosenstock-Huessy would
also soon learn firsthand the difficulties implementing ideas into plans run by the Federal
Government. The CCC, caught in the normal politics of Washington, proved difficult for both
Rosenstock-Huessy and the camp members to deal with.
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6.2

The Coordination and Cooperation of an Experimental Camp
Long-time camp supporter and reporter Dorothy Thompson argued that the CCC met the

needs of civic service but lacked any clear overall direction. Thompson presented a highly
critical analysis of the socio-economic separation that the CCC caused by recruiting the
unemployed. By maintaining these work camps, the nation would begin to depend on the
organization as a resource. Thompson noted that the overall goal of the Harvard and Dartmouth
students was to make the CCC concept an enduring part of the nation’s society rather than
simply an economic relief program. Thompson was supportive of the camps and their mission to
James’s moral equivalent to war. She worked to bridge the gap between the economic and
educational stereotypes of the CCC making them more inclusive. More importantly, she worked
to structure an organization that promoted the values of individuals and their labor toward the
community. The experimental camp was open to all young men, and eventually women, from all
economic and educational backgrounds. Many years later, Thompson reflected on the project,
arguing that “universal military service has… a moral foundation, in that it assumes that equal
rights entail equal responsibility for service and sacrifice,” but she also questioned the motive of
these actions.527 Peacetime efforts wasted the service of soldiers because they were solely
preparing for a war rather than using their work for civic service. Like James, Thompson
suggested redirecting these efforts to the benefit of the community during peacetime. A
peacetime army not only benefited the community and nation but also served as a peaceful
disincentive to other countries in the face of potential war because the army would still be
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prepared to fight if necessary. She also noted that the army needed fewer soldiers due to the
technological advances in military fighting. In return, the remaining soldiers could continue their
training within the community by rotating positions with the combat-trained soldiers.
Even before the start of World War I, many understood the changing dynamics of war.
William James understood in 1906 that modern war was more expensive, and Henry Seidel
Canby even argued that soldiers thought through tanks because they controlled the machinery. 528
As MacKaye argued, the increase of industrialism lowered production time for goods and
ultimately should allow for more leisure time for workers. Thompson argued that industrialism in
the military required less labor, meaning fewer service members. To ensure that the army
recruited knowledgeable and educated soldiers, they would be required to complete two years of
service following their education. This requirement included people from all socio-economic and
educational backgrounds and thus created an army that represented the demographics of the
nation.529
In 1940, in order to learn more about the needs of the community, groups of students
from both Harvard and Dartmouth began working with the locals in Tunbridge, Vermont, located
about an hour north of the Dartmouth Campus in Hanover, New Hampshire. Arnold Childs, an
original camp member, connected Rosenstock-Huessy’s idea to the main message in William
James’s “Moral Equivalent of War.” Childs stated that the “heart of the idea is that every ablebodied young man should give some small part of his life to the service of his country, working
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with other young men of different backgrounds on projects of value to the nation, the region, and
the local community.”530 Jack Preiss, also an original camp member, described his early
experience, explaining how “Groups of young men from all walks of life, all creeds and colors,
all sections of the country, would be working on common projects, learning to get along with and
understand the problems of one another.” This experience would allow members to “gain
appreciation of his own dignity as he saw it reflected in his fellows, and life would have new
meaning for him, whatever he chose to do in the world.”531 Furthermore, Preiss explained,
“History repeatedly shows us that the highest productive efforts of nations, the greatest sacrifices
by citizens, the finest courage exhibited by individuals, occur during wartime.” The challenge for
the camp members was to recreate the war situation in which individuals were productive
without recreating the “chaos and destruction” of war.532 Although the goals of the experimental
CCC camp seemed to epitomize the elements of James’s essay, Preiss noted that the essay was
not the initial argument for such an experiment. As the goals of the camp became clearer,
James’s ideas were intentionally used.533
The original members of the Tunbridge camp included Harvard and Dartmouth students
Al Eiseman, Bob O’Brien, Jack Preiss, Art Root, Bud Schlivek, and Bill Uptegrove, who were
soon joined within six months by Arnold Childs, Enno Hobbing, Phil Bagby, and Roy
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Chamberlin, Jr., who had all spent time within the CCC before joining the Tunbridge camp. 534
The members were an invaluable addition to the Tunbridge community. Soon after, RosenstockHuessy quickly began working with resident and farmer Nathan Dodge on a long-term plan to
keep the students there. The project united rural and urban politics in an unlikely yet highly
cooperative project. As Arnold Childs noted, one of the original camp members described his
experience by noting that the camaraderie and experience from working directly with the local
residents was an invaluable education. Through their work and discussions with those in the
community, the members understood the importance of the experience was their future.535 At
times, however, there was still skepticism in the community regarding the true motives of those
running the camp. Additionally, Preiss explained, “Here was a rarity on the American scene – a
group of intelligent young men, bound together on a purely voluntary basis with no visible ties,
and yet impervious to the appeal of personal profit on any grounds whatsoever.”536 The personal
profit was not monetary but rather psychological, social, and educational; the same elements in
William James’s and Benton MacKaye’s arguments. This experience would prove priceless for
the camp members. The original tasks of the members included farming in the rural Vermont
communities, but more importantly according to Childs, discerning how to utilize the land for
projects. In essence, these goals were the same as MacKaye’s, specifically the permanent hiking
communities that his 1921 Appalachian Trail proposal outlined. The projects not only were
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important to the psychological and emotional growth of young men but also provided the
community with necessary projects for growth and production.
Nathan Dodge helped organize and lead the initial camp projects that included vacant
farmland reconstruction, road and building repair, fertilization, and erosion control. His guidance
and expertise was invaluable to otherwise inexperienced workers. The partnership among
students and community residents proved important for both parties. The collaborative working
environment was a novel idea for the Tunbridge community. Many of the residents were highly
skeptical of the boys’ work, not understanding why they would work without financial incentive.
According to camp member Enno Hobbing, some residents even claimed the boys were working
for Hitler to help destroy bridges and send information on the land so the residents could not
fight back if the war travelled to Vermont.537 Dodge worked hard to convince the residents that
their intentions were indeed good. He supported the projects by stating that “By this project, we
would be doing something for America and for universal peace.”538 Jack Preiss also noted that
with long-term goals in mind, the local community began to back the students’ work and collect
donated farmland and coordinate potential immigrants to inhabit the rebuilt farms.
Initially, individuals were unable to conduct these projects on private property because
they were under the approved structure of the CCC, which caused a major issue. Project
members Jack Preiss, Alfred Eiseman, and Louise Schlivek joined the Vermont CCC to help
recruit enrollees for the Sharon camp. In addition to the CCC recruits, they also sought enrollees
from the National Youth Administration (NYA). The NYA was another one of Roosevelt’s New
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Deal programs that offered employment and education to young men and women. Now with the
backing of the local community, Rosenstock-Huessy trusted that he had the ability to get the
Sharon CCC camp reopened. He sent Davidson and James Lanigan to meet with Eleanor
Roosevelt and ask to have the experimental Sharon camp operate under the direction of the
Department of Agriculture rather than the War Department for many reasons. The first was to
“attract other young men of high caliber” and those who “would be an initial step toward an
adequate personnel training program.” The program “would be a staff training center, providing
equal advancement for all enrollees exhibiting technical ability and qualities of leadership.”
Finally, the camp would form an “advisory committee. . . to study the personnel problems of the
CCC and to work out some solutions.”539 Eleanor Roosevelt overwhelmingly supported the
project and stated that the “boys functioned just as well with the Democrats on the national level
as they did with the Republicans on the state and local level.”540 They held a rally at Tunbridge
on September 25, 1940, to organize sponsorship from local banks and businesses to help support
the projects in eight surrounding communities, including Chelsea, Hartford, Norwich, Randolph,
Sharon, Royalton, Strafford, and Tunbridge.541 Following the opening address from Dorothy
Thompson, the five hundred attendees were presented with a petition to the president of the
United States to call attention to the need of this new service plan, and they collected 321
signatures in support of the project.542 Thompson presented President Roosevelt the petition, and
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soon after, Rosenstock-Huessy wrote a letter to the Chairman of the National Defense
Commission in Washington explaining why the camp should be under the control of the
Department of Agriculture rather than the CCC. He stated that the “American youth is
educationally overfed, and vocationally undernourished. The United States must allow youth an
active, autonomous, and spontaneous experience of citizenship. Such an initiation into society is
especially needed by the college youth.”543 The president granted permission to reopen the
Sharon camp under the Department of Agriculture rather than the CCC, and the members of the
Tunbridge camp could begin the Sharon project.
Although there was some apprehension among camp organizers about having
Rosenstock-Huessy’s name on the letter due to his ties to Germany, President Roosevelt wanted
the Tunbridge project to continue, along with the reopening of the experimental Sharon camp.
President Roosevelt also asked Rosenstock-Huessy to have some type of supervisory role.544
Roosevelt adopted the camp as his chosen instrument for transforming the CCC from a makeshift
relief agency to what he hoped would become a permanent and positive feature of the
educational and environmental landscape. With growing tension between the two groups,
Roosevelt approved the proposition on November 14, 1940, and the experimental Sharon camp
was now under the direction of the Department of Agriculture. This change ultimately gave the
members of the camp more freedom with the types of projects conducted while still operating
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under government control and with government funding. The tension and stress among the
government organizations was exactly the work environment that MacKaye had avoided, and, as
we will see, perhaps prevented him from taking a more direct role in camp development and later
operation. Soon, Rosenstock-Huessy also would understand these problems.
6.3

Camp William James
While the early goals and direction of the camp were very open-ended, the underlying

planning process included the “discovery that must be made is that we are a common people, that
each of us is organically bound to the other, and that this can be felt and understood only through
work and service and community life. In this way alone can we remould America into a more
sincere unity.” 545 James argued for the creation of a hospitable globe that ensured an
environment that teaches military qualities while also creating a collective community.
Additionally, this same ecological whole appeared in MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail project,
which allowed for physical labor that created shelters for visitors as well as fulfilled the farming
needs of the local community. Initially, some of the CCC projects that wasted both time and
supplies of the area for unnecessary projects had angered the Tunbridge community. They were
reluctant when Rosenstock-Huessy opened the experimental camp for fear that more time and
resources would be wasted. When the Sharon camp reopened, however, the goals of the camp
shifted from government projects to projects needed by the community.546 By this time, the camp
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members were a welcomed part of the Tunbridge community, and the community gave little
resistance to the Sharon project once they learned of Rosenstock-Huessy’s intent.
MacKaye remained well known throughout New England during his life. In addition to
his continuous publications, the Appalachian Trail project, and regional planning, MacKaye had
connections to both Dartmouth and Harvard throughout his working years. As well as teaching at
Harvard periodically, MacKaye’s brother, James, taught at Dartmouth from 1932-1934. There is
no certainty as to when and how often individuals contacted MacKaye regarding the
experimental Sharon camp, but he had a list of many of the original camp members with their
addresses, including Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy.547 Due to its experimental nature, organization
and control of the new Sharon camp was not without struggle for direction. Rosenstock-Huessy
knew the importance of organizing a hierarchy within the camp as well as maintaining continued
support from those outside the camp, including the community and the administration of both
Harvard and Dartmouth Colleges. The recruits began arriving at the Sharon camp on December
2, 1940, and during a dedication ceremony held on December 14, the organizers officially named
it “Camp William James” in honor of James’s moral equivalent to war. Preiss recalled of James:
His greatest love was for people, and he thrived on his contacts with human beings. He
also loved the outdoors, and was overjoyed when he could leave his city home for a trip
in the woods and mountains. His restless and eager spirit, coupled with an incisive mind,
could not help but live on through his friends and co-workers. Here was a man who was
able to make traditionally “dry” philosophical subjects sound and read like an adventure
novel.548
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This goal ultimately was the essence of Camp William James: to create a place for young men to
not only bond with each other and the land, but to contribute to the community. This work would
benefit their own health and welfare, all while learning dedication and hard work. James’s sons,
William Jr. and Alexander, were there to accept the dedication in their late father’s honor.
Immediately following the dedication of the camp, Rosenstock-Huessy sent Frank
Davidson, Phil Bagby, and Bob O’Brien to Washington to recruit Benton MacKaye as their
camp leader.549 As biographer Larry Anderson notes, MacKaye took part in a Dartmouth
program called “Local Problems and Institution” in which he encountered many students and
professors. Anderson also notes that many of these students travelled with MacKaye throughout
New England during his seminars on watershed democracy.550 When individuals of the camp
approached MacKaye to be the leader of Camp William James, he was encouraged by long-time
friend and camp supporter Bernard Frank. Frank urged MacKaye, stating that, “you have a habit
of striking sparks in young people.”551 In the meantime, group members began assigning
MacKaye supervisory roles, assuming that he would accept the position.552 On December 18,
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1940, Roy Hendrickson, Director of Personnel at the Sharon camp, sent a letter to RosenstockHuessy. In the letter, Hendrickson addressed MacKaye under “Selection of Superintendent” by
stating that “It will be satisfactory if McKaye [sic] becomes superintendent, provided he is
supported in the direct line of unified command by someone who can take over substantial
responsibilities in connection with the routines and many of the operating problems incident to
the Camp…The earlier the decision can be made on this matter, the better.”553 Davidson began
designing a project in Chelsea, Vermont, called the “Brocklebank sheep-raising and resettlement
project.” He had MacKaye in mind to help with the planning based on his knowledge of the area.
With an opening date of January 1, 1941, finding a superintendent for the camp became
imperative. In addition to MacKaye, another name that came to the forefront was Tunbridge
farmer Laurence Bowen. Bowen had been the initial farmer that Bob O’Brien had sought
employment from before the work in Sharon began. Both Davidson and MacKaye wrote
Rosenstock-Huessy in separate letters on December 27, 1940. Davidson’s letter read, in part: “I
told Hendrickson that we hoped to persuade McKaye [sic] to take the job during the first days of
January. Hendrickson would prefer to defer the appointment of Lawrence Bowen (as foreman)
until such time as we have our superintendent.”554 Preiss argued, “these exchanges of letters
convinced Davidson that Hendrickson and Rosenstock-Huessy did not fully appreciate each
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other’s point of view.” 555 While this may indeed be accurate, Preiss seemed unaware that
Rosenstock-Huessy also had contacted MacKaye. In an unpublished letter, MacKaye wrote to
Rosenstock-Huessy:
That was a joyous and inspiring twenty four hours with you and your promising
young crew. “Camp William James” appears about to be well launched. To have a part in
this, however humble, is an honor and opportunity of major magnitude; and to you and
your boys go deep appreciation for your confidence in my own possible contribution to
the enterprise.
Since leaving you a suggestion comes to me as to a Camp leader, in case
Lawrence Bowen is not available. How about the boys who form the “Tunbridge group”
soliciting one of their own member? To start with anyhow? Only in case, I repeat, that the
Bowen plan is not possible at this time.556
Unfortunately, the response that Rosenstock-Huessy wrote MacKaye has not been located,
although four days later, MacKaye responded that he would be unable to visit the camp due to a
scheduling conflict and added, “I am indeed very sorry for this, though I cannot feel that my
present knowledge of the Camp’s situation could add substantially to your own or the boys’
more intimate understanding. I shall make a point to drop in on you again at my earliest
opportunity.”557 The only connection to this letter remains in another unpublished note from “Al,
Jack, and Bud,” presumably written to either Rosenstock-Huessy or another leader at the camp.
The letter noted that MacKaye was with Paul Douglas in Montpelier and simply addressed
information regarding electricity to a farm, recruiting, and personal transfers with no other detail.
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No additional information, or even a date, exists.558 When Davidson wrote Rosenstock-Huessy
on December 27, he was unaware that MacKaye had declined the invitation to work at the camp,
“presumably because of his age.”559 MacKaye, however, would not officially retire until 1945,
although he continued to write and work until late in life. The offer remained open to MacKaye
that he may assist the camp in any way he saw fit. There is no known evidence that he ever
returned to either camp. Long-time friend and neighbor of MacKaye Harley Holden noted that he
probably did not accept the role because he never wanted a position of leadership again,
supporting the theory that he avoided political situations following the death of his wife.560
Without a superintendent, speculation on the direction of the camp was growing. Preiss
noted that the Department of Agriculture made Forestry Service member Glen Wolfe the
temporary director of the camp.561 Shortly after, on January 13, they appointed Glen Amos as
superintendent, but he proved to be in need of much direction himself. Often the camp members
felt that they had to “carry Amos along.”562 As Preiss also noted, the inability to find a strong
camp leader had hurt the morale of the camp.563 In addition to the lack of strong leadership at the
camp, President Roosevelt began the Lend-Lease program on March 11, 1941, to aid the allied
nations during the war. This program caused much of the direction from the leaders in
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Washington to concentrate on foreign affairs. With tensions rising regarding the United States’
involvement in the war as well as increased pressure within the Sharon and Tunbridge
communities to produce any concrete projects, the camp enrollees were starting to feel the strain.
Albert J. Engel, Republican Representative from Michigan, addressed the U.S. House of
Representatives on January 23, 1941, stating that Camp William James was for over-privileged
boys, while the CCC remained for the under-privileged. In addition, Engel drew attention to
Rosenstock-Huessy’s lack of United States citizenship as well as his ties to Nazi Germany. As a
result, the appropriations committee began an investigation of Camp William James. Even
though the investigation resulted in no hard evidence against Rosenstock-Huessy and the backers
of camp and the community remained supportive, the camp ultimately closed. As historian
Calvin Gower notes, “whether or not McEntee and his associates gave encouragement to Engel
in his attack on the Sharon experiment is not evident from the documents available. But Engel’s
attack, combined with McEntee’s swift moves against the venture, easily disposed of the
experimental camp.”564 With tensions already increasing, on January 30, 1941, Jay C. Hayden of
the Boston Globe accused Rosenstock-Huessy and Dorothy Thompson of being supporters of
Adolf Hitler. Hayden equated Camp William James to Nazi youth camps. Although there was no
evidence to support this claim, Representative Albert Engle “suggested that the Sharon Camp
was the first part of a plan to institute Nazi-type work camps in this country, and that the
presence of ‘over-privileged’ youth in the Camp was to train them to be Hitlerite leaders.”565
Thankfully for Rosenstock-Huessy, Meyer Berger, a New York Times reporter, spent almost two
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days at the camp researching its foundations and operations. On February 2, Berger published an
article in the New York Times stating that Rosenstock-Huessy “never had any connection with
the Nazis, and that he had actually been forced to flee from them to escape persecution.” The
German camps “had been democratic in theory and operation” but “had been perverted by
Hitler’s youth movement, which Rosenstock-Huessy had opposed.”566 Berger’s report and
Engle’s accusation were enough to unify the camp members behind Rosenstock-Huessy.
James McEntee, the second director of the CCC, was adamantly against Camp William
James because he believed it would change the overall structure of the CCC As Gower argues,
those who supported Camp William James wanted to remove the army from the overall
administration of the CCC While Gower notes that both groups supported the idea of the CCC,
the backers of Camp William James wanted to integrate camp members with community
members. While this was true of the Camp William James supporters, Gower lacks any true
evidence that they wanted to remove the ideals of the army from the camp. In fact, Eugen
Rosenstock-Huessy supported the ideas that William James stressed that a camp should include
the values contained within military training.567 Gower does not note this documentation and
argues that the background of the camp members, both economic and social, played a crucial
role in the ultimate closing of Camp William James.568 While it may be true that the supporters
of Camp William James did not want the army to run the camp, the ideals of the American
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military were still evident in the members’ daily routines. Gower does note, however, that
“McEntee and other high CCC officials usually referred to the camp as the Sharon Camp and
refused to agree with the notion that the camp followed William James’s suggestions any more
than the CCC movement as a whole did.”569 While this may be true in part, the underlying
philosophy of Camp William James was fighting for the needs of the community, which the
CCC completely neglected.
6.4

The War against Camp William James
In the meantime, James McEntee, who supported Engle’s claims, cut off government ties

with the Sharon Camp. He gave the members two choices: to try to continue the project through
private funds, or to give in entirely to McEntee’s claims and accept defeat and move on. The
recruits, who transferred from the CCC, encountered the most troubling future because they
faced a dishonorable discharge from their government position if they failed to follow McEntee’s
orders. The Dartmouth and Harvard students had an easier decision because their primary goal
still was to complete their education, with camp work as just a part of it. Rosenstock-Huessy
called for a meeting with the Council for the Nine Towns, leaders from each of the towns
associated with the Sharon Camp experiment. The members of the council reported to
Rosenstock-Huessy that they would remove any support if the camp remained under the
direction of the CCC and the members did not fulfill their original goals. They also reported that
if the camp remained a CCC camp, then they would “support the boys in seeking an honorable
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discharge” from the CCC570 It was highly unfortunate to attribute the demise of Camp William
James solely to Rosenstock-Huessy in the sense that he was not the only coordinator of the
project. Many other people, including Davidson and Thompson and even MacKaye, played
important roles in the creation of the camp and ideas of the experiment, but they unfortunately
used Rosenstock-Huessy as a scapegoat. On March 6, 1941, word came to camp that any CCC
enrollees who wanted an honorable discharge must do so immediately. Twenty-four members
decided to take this opportunity. “The reason they gave? ‘To help establish ‘Camp William
James.’”571
Now with all ties to Washington cut, members defied the odds and began creating a new
“voluntary work service movement,” which became even closer to William James’s goal.572
With the new task of finding private financial resources, the members of the camp were no
longer government workers but equal citizens looking for employment within the communities.
The members had agreed to put any funds earned from individual employment into the camp’s
account for operating expenses. With the Sharon site completely shut down, the members moved
to the Rivers Farm in Tunbridge. The Goodwill Fund granted Camp William James three
thousand dollars to begin their new project.573 Also during this time, Nancy Blaine and
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Katherine Taylor, both of New York, had visited Camp William James with friends, and they
immediately began working on a female equivalent to the camp that would open later that year.
Near the same time, camp members Arthur Root and Waldo Frank began working on a similar
camp in Mexico at the same time that Mexico faced a devastating series of earthquakes. The
camp’s main agenda was to help rebuild the affected areas. Young men in Mexico who had been
working with Root and Frank wanted to spend time at the Vermont camp, but with growing
tensions prior to World War II, getting permission from the State Department proved difficult,
and they were unable to enter the United States. In the meantime, Russell Greenlaw, Charles
Davidson, and George Phillips left Tunbridge to start a camp in Alaska and help with the
construction of the new military bases near Anchorage. By late 1941, the philosophy of Camp
William James quickly began to spread across North America.
Despite the rapid growth and expansion of the camp to various parts of the United States
and Mexico, the Tunbridge camp lacked the same direction and discipline as it did while under
the CCC and the Department of Agriculture. Camp members began to carry out their own
personal agendas as well as failed to fulfill their terms of commitment. By the end of that
summer in 1941, only a handful of members remained. With the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
on December 7, 1941, camp leaders knew there would be no coming back as the country now
had full efforts in the war. The idea of closing the camp was difficult for many of those involved
to accept. Dorothy Thompson, for example, created a “land army” that would replace workers
who had entered the draft during the busy summer months in New England. The “Volunteer
Land Corps,” as it would later be called, consisted of college and high school boys. Vermont’s
Senator George Aiken, who had long supported Camp William James, financially supplemented
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the Volunteer Land Corps. Many individuals made efforts in attempt to revitalize the original
Camp William James over the following year, but the pressure of the war on the financial and
labor the demands of the camp proved too much. On July 5, 1942, a final meeting took place
with Rosenstock-Huessy and others involved in the permanent closing of the camp. With much
reluctance, Camp William James had closed for good in all capacities. Ironically, World War II
ultimately ended its moral equivalent.
Following the end of the war, Rosenstock-Huessy received a letter from Dan Goldsmith,
a former camp member who was wounded in battle and recovering in a hospital. Goldsmith
reflected on the value and worth of the camp as a war substitute. He also expressed his hope to
Rosenstock-Huessy that the camp would once again open, “What we experienced cannot be
denied – or should not be…Now that there are larger numbers of veterans returning home, I
hopefully look forward to hearing some good rehabilitation plans.”574Rosenstock-Huessy
responded that “Admittedly, ‘Camp William James’ came too late – thirty years too late – to
prevent the war. It was an attempt in the last minute. And it was crushed by this fact. The war
unmade it.” Even though there was political turmoil among the CCC and the leaders of Camp
William James, Rosenstock-Huessy made it clear that the war was too costly for the camp. He
responded to Goldberg, “President still approved of us. The Department of Agriculture still
approved of us. But the war made itself felt. And thus ended the official support of ‘Camp
William James.’”575 Former camp members thought fondly and at times critically of the Camp
William James experiment. Jack Preiss made it clear that the camp had a “universal message”
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that was able to “bridge the gap of communication between one generation and another.”576
Preiss described the camp as “animate in the true sense of the word. As with many creative
works, large and small, it was hardly separable from the identities of those who authored it.”577
Arnold Childs argued “a soldier prepares for war. His training is merely a make-believe of a
future possible war situation. Work is real. It is due here and now. Work camps do not prepare;
work camps perform.”578 Regardless, the experience for all camp members left a lasting
impression and provided an experience that was unique and beneficial to how they viewed
community involvement and the war. The towns of Sharon and Tunbridge especially appreciated
the additional labor to help with their needs, even for a short time. Ultimately, the camps
provided a moral equivalent to war. Whether it was the result of the nation’s involvement in
World War II or the war of politics within the CCC, Camp William James ceased when the
nation needed it the most. They gave young men and women a chance to grow in ways that they
could never learn in a university classroom. The communities were able to benefit from muchneeded labor while learning to trust that the true desires of these young people were altruistic and
not a part of some underlying Nazi ideals.
Stuart Chase, long-time friend and colleague of Benton MacKaye, described William
James’s moral equivalent of war as creating a “land army” in which young men and women
could help farmers with much-needed labor while also maintaining the benefits of working off
the land. Similar to Dorothy Thompson’s response, Chase argued that many of the young men in
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the CCC became embarrassed because the organization quickly became synonymous with
poverty and being uneducated. Frank Davidson enlisted in the CCC to help remove the socioeconomic stigma and barriers that the CCC ultimately created.579 Chase noted that another major
difference between the CCC and Camp William James was that the CCC administration never
consulted with the local communities about their needs, resulting in wasted time and money on
unnecessary projects that the CCC mandated. The leaders within Camp William James, on the
other hand, consulted directly with the farmers and other community members first to see where
their efforts would be most helpful. Chase stated that Camp William James ultimately closed
because “there was an uproar in Congress over ‘public money being squandered on rich college
boys.’”580 Again, as MacKaye already knew firsthand, Washington politics interfered with the
implementation of some of the most practical plans.
One may never know exactly why MacKaye chose not to take the superintendent
position. Many speculated on his decision not to lead the camp. Preiss noted that it was due to his
age. Long-time friend and neighbor Harley Holden said it could have been because MacKaye did
not want to be in a position of leadership. Based on the rocky relationship between the
Department of Agriculture and those involved with Camp William James, it could have been
because MacKaye was avoiding any confrontation with his employer and his acquaintances at
Camp William James. MacKaye tended to avoid all political environments and activism
following the death of his wife in 1921. Even though MacKaye did not take the superintendent
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position, his role in planning and incorporating a moral equivalent of war remains extremely
important.
Nearly seventy-five years after the camp closed, many of the original Sharon CCC
buildings in Downer State Forest still stand. Camp Downer, a non-profit summer camp for boys
and girls aged 8-16, currently uses the property. Directed by Harold Mitchell, Camp Downer
offers weeklong camps for young adults that include various activities, such as swimming,
hiking, crafts, and shooting sports, among other outdoor and indoor camp activities. Although
the camp leaders no longer use the land for the intended CCC or Camp William James purposes,
a stone plaque still stands at the entrance to the property dedicated to William James. It reads:
This is the site of Camp William James
The first camp approved by President Franklin D. Roosevelt to broaden eligibility
to the Civilian Conservation Corps to all young American Men in 1940. FDR admired
philosopher William James’ idea of an army devoted to works of peace utilizing the
positive aspects of military experience. Dartmouth University professor Eugen
Rosenstock-Huessy and the Camp’s forester helped college graduates join the corps and
work here under General Manager C. Page Smith.
FDR founded the CCC by executive order. Congress, with bipartisan support,
enacted legislation to administer it. Nearly three million young men served in its ranks
carrying out projects to conserve soil and water, clear and protect forests, and create
roads and parks.
The Camp’s funding ended with the approach of World War II. The generosity of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Copley Greene enabled the camp to become a non-profit venture at
the Rivers Farm in Tunbridge where young women were welcomed to the ranks. Backers
such as Benton MacKaye, founder of the Appalachian Trail, and Vermont authors
Dorothy Canfield Fisher and Dorothy Thompson visited. Now 4H campers carry forward
the legacy of William James.
The plaque serves as a reminder to those who enter the property of the individuals who dedicated
their efforts to fighting to find a moral equivalent to war.
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Benton MacKaye’s Years in Retirement
Benton MacKaye would not publically write about war until 1941, long after he
completed work on many of his public projects. “War and Wilderness” (1941) addressed many
Americans’ reasons for being willing to fight in war. Many were motivated to fight a war to
protect “freedom and justice.” MacKaye noted, however, that without its “mountains, its rivers,
its plains, its soil, its resources, and its technological equipment,” the country would not be worth
fighting for. It was this “wilderness” that provided sustainability for the country’s inhabitants.581
According to MacKaye, American had three types of thoughts toward the wilderness. The first
was sentiment, the feelings of a person who loved the wilderness but “won’t fight for it.” The
second was technology, which came from those who believed that wilderness was “the only
thing American worth fighting for.” Finally, there were the naturalists or scientists who “seek
through the hints and leads of nature’s panorama the secrets of the universe.” MacKaye called
these “Earthians,” which he defined as “terrestrial” because “they know that the wilderness is
the source of all true knowledge.”582 War, on the other hand, consisted of two forms of growth.
The first, as MacKaye noted, was referred to as “imperialism” from the opposing side and
“manifest destiny” by the friendly side. According to MacKaye, this expansion “must be
contained within the limits of the known physical world.” On the other hand, “War
expansion…even when hundred per-cent successful, must be contained within the limits of the
known physical world…Its society would be regimented within known and rigid bounds. . . Such
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is the peace envisioned by war as the reward of hundred per cent expansion.”583 The second
brand of expansion was not one hundred per cent and the social and physical limits remained
unknown. This brand of expansion “halts not with the known but strives ever for the unknown.”
MacKaye defined this as the “downright physical field of this exploration lies in the face of
primal nature,--the nature ‘inhabited only by the wild beasts,’- -in short, the wilderness.”584 He
concluded that the first brand of expansion only moves people to a reoccurring position in life
where everyone worked toward “sameness” while the other brand executed “differentness” and
thus was not repetitive.585 The natural environment and its resources were what unified both
brands of expansion. The “freedom to explore them as a wilderness, through the myriad lanes of
science, art, culture, makes the stuff that renders life worth living.”586 As World War II was
beginning to unfold, MacKaye argued that the “fight today, in 1941, is a fight for the right to
explore. To explore and grow in the realm of understanding as a way of life all its own. So in our
zeal for the means of fighting let us not forget the ends; in our zest to mobilize the wilderness
body let us not forget the wilderness mind—and the manner of life which it begets.”587 It was
during this time, however, that being able to practice democracy, to educate, to explore, and to
learn about the land, more specifically, the wilderness, was the essence of the freedom of this
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country.588 These were the rights, according to MacKaye, that were worth fighting for in order to
protect the land.
After his employment with the TVA and work with Camp William James, Benton
MacKaye spent the next ten years until his retirement working various jobs, including another
five years with the Forest Service and more than two years with the Rural Electrification
Administration (1942-1945). The Rural Electrification Administration (REA) was responsible
for providing electric power to the rural areas in the Appalachian Mountain region. During this
time, MacKaye focused primarily on watershed democracy, a form of planning that, as Anderson
explains, “attempted to reconcile the centralized powers of Federal authority with the grassroots
aspirations of citizens and local communities.”589 MacKaye also consulted with individuals
working on various projects, including the Bay Circuit Trail (1928-1938)590 and the Alaska
Highway (1942).591 MacKaye officially retired from the REA in 1945, but he remained active as
the president of the Wilderness Society until 1950. Throughout the remaining years of his life,
MacKaye would work on the Geotechnics of North America, a text that Anderson describes as
part “autobiography, historical narrative, legal treatise, textbook, even allegorical parable.”592
Throughout this work, MacKaye would consider the earth as a habitable globe, or a human
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ecology where there was a balance between elements found in nature (material, energy, and
psychological) with human existence.593
After MacKaye’s retirement from the REA in 1945 at the age of sixty-six, he moved into
his boyhood home in Shirley Center, Massachusetts. He spent the majority of his time on his
autobiographical manuscript and other writing projects until his death in 1975. After spending
nearly fifty years working, MacKaye developed a clearer understanding of his ideas. During his
years in retirement, MacKaye focused on geotechnics and geocentricism, or how individuals
created a habitable environment, and he clearly placed himself within the scope of these ideas.
Looking back on his career his writings, MacKaye represented geocentricism more than the
wilderness conservation or preservation movements of his time. With a strong body and mind
but deteriorating eyesight, MacKaye’s geocentric ideas became even clearer in his later writing.
From 1950 to 1952, MacKaye published seven essays in The Survey that explained his
understanding of geotechnics. He began the essays with a short history of what went into making
the United States more habitable following the settlement of European immigration. He
continued to explain how he became involved with his own career in geotechnics. Furthermore,
the essays formulated the larger framework of the history and time-period. MacKaye had learned
from his Harvard geography professor William Morris Davis in 1898 that the heart of geography
was adapting the earth to make it a “habitable globe.” Additionally, Sir Patrick Geddes explained
the term “geotechnics” to MacKaye in 1923. MacKaye eagerly wanted to use geotechnics
throughout his early career but explained that the term was not yet widely accepted. In 1940,
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while perusing the Webster’s International Dictionary, MacKaye found geotechnics defined as
“the applied science of making the earth more habitable.”594 Because of its entry in the dictionary
and its assumed acceptance, MacKaye began using the term “geotechnics” more often to
describe his work.
MacKaye began his series of essays with a very brief history of the changes in forestry
and the regional planning movement during his fifty years of work. MacKaye paid particular
attention to the fact that the early settlement of the nation occurred with little regard to
conservation for future generations. He explained that the early settlers did not understand
ecology or the “how to” of habitability.595 MacKaye differentiated the two by explaining that
ecology is nature’s ability to make the land habitable, while geotechnics is the human ability to
make the land habitable.596 MacKaye also explained the development of public land through the
work of Thomas Jefferson while George Washington worked to connect the eastern coastal lands
to the Mississippi River through a series of canals called the Ohio-Potomac project. Because
Jefferson aimed to preserve and utilize public lands while also understanding the importance of
folkland, MacKaye credited him as a true geotechnic.597 While the early leaders worked to
spread resources and develop cities and towns, MacKaye remained highly critical of the crooked
boundaries of many states, especially in the Midwest. He understood that these boundaries were
merely a result of the founders being uneducated concerning the wilderness and natural
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resources. MacKaye knew the borders occurred based on the natural boundaries created by lakes,
streams, tree lines, and mountain ranges that were easier for the local government to track. He
argued, however, that a state boundary should not occur along those natural borders but along the
ridgelines on the mountain ranges because they marked the water basins. These borders would
provide efficiency by controlling commerce, population, and resource flows. By creating
mountaintop boundaries, every state would be in a valley, and like Tennessee, each valley would
have its own “valley authority.”598 MacKaye criticized the initial land grants of the late 1700s
because the statehood allowed individuals to “own” the earth with little to no regulation and
therefore do what they pleased. This early behavior often destroyed the land by overgrazing,
fires, and erosion.599 During MacKaye’s time, the United States Forest Service and other
government organizations created measures to protect the land.
MacKaye described the history of geotechnics in the United States in two chapters. The
first was the boundaries and separation of the land, while the second consisted of the use of water
and development around the natural watersheds.600 The chapters illustrate navigation and
transportation patterns throughout the nation. MacKaye argued that much of the nation’s waste
was a result of the federal control of commerce. Because commerce linked politics and the
environment and met the needs of the people of the nation rather than the state, resources were
wasted. Similar to his argument in The New Exploration, MacKaye continued to explain that in
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order to make the nation habitable, it was important to control the commercial flow at the state
level. For example, conserving the water flow to preserve it both as a means of growth as well as
energy was essential in conservation, thus meeting the demands of the nation rather than the
individual states that often wasted these resources.601 MacKaye concluded his essays by detailing
what he argued were the three kinds of habitability. Physical habitability included land where the
resources have gone untouched. MacKaye again stressed “ecological balance” in order to
preserve these areas for future use. The second kind of habitability, economic, consisted of land
that provided the resources necessary for individuals to sustain healthy lives. Similar to physical
habitability, economic habitability required “balance between surpluses and deficiencies.”
Finally, social habitability included the psychological balance that the folkland provides. This
was a result of balance between the urban, rural, and primeval environments – precisely what
MacKaye argued for at the beginning of his career.602 As MacKaye explained in the previous
essay, “Cities may come and cities may go but such a wilderness goes on forever. Its ecological
civilization, its balanced vegetable and animal economy, maintain areas in perpetual
habitability.”603 The challenge for the geotechnist was to follow the natural order of the earth in
order make it habitable for human life and utilize only necessary resources. One could argue that
geotechnics was the war to make the land a more hospitable globe, while geotechnists were the
army.
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The seven essays that appeared in The Survey serve as a prelude to MacKaye’s
unpublished autobiography, The Geotechnics of North America. More than eight hundred pages
of hand-written text sit unpublished in the Dartmouth College archives. Lewis Mumford
encouraged him to continue writing during retirement, and MacKaye spent many years revising
and editing the text.604 MacKaye’s understanding of ecological balance and geotechnics began at
an early age while living in rural Massachusetts. He would spend much time exploring the area
surrounding his home, often drawing maps and writing detailed descriptions of what he saw.
MacKaye began his expeditions in 1893 at the age of fourteen. MacKaye recalled in the 1969
publication Expedition Nine that after spending time at the Smithsonian hearing of others’
expeditions around the world, that he too could explore the region he knew best – the area
around his home in Shirley Center. MacKaye was only fourteen years old when he stepped foot
into the primeval wilderness surrounding Shirley Center. He noted that it was his “first stunt in
geotechnics” because “in general, he would “scan the region’s habitability.”605 Written in 1969 at
the age of ninety, MacKaye’s Expedition Nine recounted and summarized his eight expeditions
around Shirley Center nearly seventy years earlier. Through his examination of the primeval,
rural, and urban components, MacKaye explained that town planning dated back to the
seventeenth century in Germany. The population center of a region, such as Shirley Center,
became the regional hub and contained five “senses:” the schoolhouse, homestead, town hall,
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meetinghouse, and country store.606 MacKaye also argued that the three “elements of a region –
communal, cosmopolitan, and primeval, are marked by a steeple, column of smoke, and a
mountain range.”607 In the wilderness, “plants, animals, soil, and water” keep balance until
humans begin to utilize resources without planning.608 There also must be balance between the
city, country, and wilderness, or between the communal, cosmopolitan, and primeval. The river,
for example, provided four lives: living being, sculptor, provider of plant life, and provider of
animal life. If humans were not mindful of usage and did not plan to conserve, then the river
would lose two of its lives: provider of plant and animal lives.609 Expedition Nine remains a final
tribute to MacKaye, as it would be his last official publication. The text brings his life full circle,
from a young boy exploring the wilderness to a grown man who spent his life fighting to explain
the importance of ecological balance. MacKaye passed away peacefully in Shirley Center on
December 20, 1975, at the age of ninety-six.
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CHAPTER 7
EPILOGUE
Unlike the depth of William James’s influence on philosophical and psychological
thought, Benton MacKaye’s legacy is rather limited to the Appalachian Trail. MacKaye’s work,
however, proved much more substantial than the 2,200 mile hiking trail. Artur Glikson, one of
the first regional planners in Israel, often cited MacKaye, the biological thought of Patrick
Geddes, and the land ethic of Aldo Leopold. In addition to citing Lewis Mumford, Glikson also
befriend him.610 In creating the National Plan of Israel (1951), Glikson utilized MacKaye’s idea
of “sustainable habitability,” or balance, and argued that the “striving for habitability necessitates
a sort of ‘arrangement’ between two sets of factors: the natural and the human… Habitability is a
state of balanced relationship which has to be achieved by man by careful selection, adaptation,
planning and action.”611 In 1965, with the redevelopment of the island of Crete, Greece, Glikson
proposed to make a trail connecting the whole island by a footpath, very similar to the
philosophy for MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail project.612 The Appalachian Trail remains
MacKaye’s most popular project, inspiring individuals and organizations to create many more
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long-distance hiking trails throughout both America and internationally. In 1928, MacKaye met
with the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) to discuss the importance of a continuous hiking
trail around the city of Boston. Over the next ten years, MacKaye would help lay the groundwork
and plans for the trail, although he never saw it completed. In 1990, the first part of the 200-mile
trail was officially dedicated, and in 2012, the AMC and the Bay Circuit Alliance collaborated
for long-term protection of the trail.
The 1921 Appalachian Trail project was the essence of MacKaye’s philosophy, and
perhaps it will always be his most notable work. Benton MacKaye’s legacy began with his
childhood journals and carried through to the people he worked with and projects he later
designed. His goal was to find balance among the resources found in the natural environment
while giving purpose to the work that humans do to conserve the environment. While this
dissertation has hopefully created a better understanding of the depth of MacKaye’s thought and
work, there is no dishonor in naming the Appalachian Trail project the most notable
development of his legacy.
Though much of the Appalachian Trail has been redirected over the years, 99 percent of
the trail is publically owned and protected. Benton MacKaye’s unique contribution of providing
recreation while preserving the natural environment connects the human need for psychological
balance with the conservation of the wilderness. MacKaye was not a religious man, yet he
understood the importance of living harmoniously with nature. As Paul Sutter notes, MacKaye is
difficult to categorize “because his commitment to wilderness grew amid an intellectual
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polyculture of forestry, labor activism, democratic socialism, and regional planning.”613 While it
may seem surprising or even counterintuitive, MacKaye also embraced technology so long as it
did not encroach on the wilderness areas. He was both a conservationist in that he fought to
keep natural resources in their region, and a preservationist in that he protected the wilderness
from urban expansion. Astoundingly, he had realistic views of both conservation and
preservation. Unfortunately, and perhaps to his fault, MacKaye lacked the voice to encourage
others to implement his ideas. This silence surely limited the scope of his lasting impression on
the environmental movement, but it did not limit the utility of his plans or thought.
MacKaye argued that natural resources should remain in the region in which they were
harvested. His Tennessee Valley Authority proposals and writings on the Niagara River both
encapsulate the importance of the use of hydroelectric power. Solar and wind energy would no
doubt have intrigue MacKaye. Like farming trees, these renewable energy sources are the
essence of what MacKaye desired for communities. For those regions that could not support
wind or solar energy, natural resources would remain in use. Aesthetically, MacKaye may have
recoiled at the sight of wind turbines polluting the beauty of the natural environment, but like his
plans for the motor slums of the townless highways, he would have planned for them to be out of
sight as much as possible. The political environment behind capitalistic endeavors of
nonrenewable energy would be the type of situation MacKaye would have avoided, thus perhaps
his plans would remain in the pile of his other uncompleted work projects. MacKaye would be
displeased at the outcome of highway planning. His townless highway proposal was the
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precursor to the Interstate Highway system. The automobile, for MacKaye, was a means to get
out of the city and into the smaller communities. This was the heart of his highway proposal.
Additionally, the Appalachian Trail has many spur trails connecting the main trail to larger cities.
With the spur trails, the Appalachian Trail is accessible from many major cities by just a short
drive. With individuals spending an increasing amount of time in automobiles commuting, many
people do not utilize the highways to get out to nature. MacKaye also would be dissatisfied at the
amount of service stops along the Interstates. His plans would have brought traffic into the towns
to help improve local businesses.
Finding balance with time in nature and time at work was imparative for MacKaye. The
wilderness not only provided individuals with energy and natural resources, it offered individuals
the physiological and psychological benefits not found in the city. Though many of MacKaye’s
plans remain unfinished, time spent in the wilderness found along the Appalachian Trail
continues to provide everything MacKaye intended. As MacKaye argued nearly fifteen years
after his Appalachian Trail proposal,
One function of true wilderness is to provide a refuge from the crassitudes of civilization
– whether visible, tangible, audible – whether of billboard, of pavement, of auto-horn.
Wilderness in this sense is the absence of all three. Just so of the wilderness footpath; it is
unadorned; it is foot-made; it is noise-proof. Such are its qualities in essence… No true
Appalachian Trail can follow within the influences of any of these invasions, for the
Appalachian Trail is a wilderness trail or it is nothing. Such is the original, and never
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abandoned, conception of the thing which the Appalachian Trail Conference was founded
to preserve.614
With increasing awareness of the Appalachian Trail through movies and autobiographies, more
individuals are attempting to complete the trail in its entirety. Although MacKaye never intended
for individuals to hike the trail in one continuous attempt, in 1948, World War II veteran Earl
Schaffer became the first individual to do so. Shaffer, perhaps suffering from what is now known
as post-traumatic stress disorder, decided to “walk the army out of [his] system, both mentally
and physically.”615 Schaffer successfully hiked the more than 2,000 mile trail in just 99 days, and
he would later go on to hike the trail in its entirety two more times. Although Shaffer sought the
trail for psychological healing, he inspired thousands of other hikers over the years to attempt the
trail for many other reasons.
Following three combat tours in Iraq and Afghanistan, Sean Gobin decided to hike the
entire Appalachian Trail in 2012 to help deal with the difficulty he was facing with posttraumatic stress disorder and transitioning into civilian life. Citing Shaffer, Gobin realized
firsthand the therapeutic benefits of being in nature and started a non-profit organization called
Warrior Hike. Warrior Hike began by supporting thirteen veterans while they hiked the
Appalachian Trail. In 2016, the organization will support approximately twenty-five veterans
while giving them the option of hiking one of seven different long-distance trails in the United
States. Sponsors and volunteers assist veterans with supplies and support while hiking the trails
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as they “walk off the war.” Lewis Mumford concluded his introduction of the 1962 edition of
The New Exploration by explaining MacKaye’s regional planning philosophy was still as
relevant in the 1960s as it was in the 1920s. One can argue that it is even more relevant today.
Individuals are completing many of MacKaye’s unfinished projects and those who work on his
biography should do the same.
Though MacKaye retired in 1945, he continued to work and correspond with those he
had known, and the trail was just one project among many that he would later design to include
the human relationship with the larger habitable globe. Minor references to some of these
projects, such as Camp William James and the Tennessee Valley Authority, remain buried in
public dedications and scholarly texts. This current project only touches on one new idea
connecting MacKaye’s work to that of William James. Though James’s legacy includes the
diversity of his work, traditionally, MacKaye’s has not. The MacKaye Family Papers at
Dartmouth College contain hundreds of folders of untouched work including a full-length
autobiography. They await a diligent scholar who can unearth just a little more of MacKaye’s
thoughts and work. Therefore, the “moral equivalent of war” for MacKaye was fighting the
careless human behavior towards the environment as well as the technological sprawl from the
larger cities.

APPENDIX A
BENTON MACKAYE’S TRANSCRIPT FROM HARVARD ’00
Freshman Year, 1896-97
- English A (C)
- English 28.hp (C)
- French 2.c (D)
- Spanish 1 (E)
- Government 1.1 (D+)
- Geology 4.np (B)
- Geology 5.2 (C)
Sophomore Year, 1897-98
- English 8.1 (C)
- English 22 (C)
- History 13 (B)
- Philosophy 1.a (C)
- Fine Arts 3 (C)
- Physics B.h3p (C)
- Geology A.1 (B)
- Geology B.2 (B)
Junior Year, 1898-99
- English C.hf (B+)
- English 2 (D-)
- English 7.2 (C)
- English 10.hp (C-)
- Economics 1 (C)
- Philosophy 1.b (C-)
- Astronomy 1.1 (C)
Senior Year, 1899-00
- History 12 (C+)
- Government 4 (C+)
- Economics 6 (B)
- Geology 7.2 (B+)
- Geology 11.2 (B)
- Geology 16.1 (A)
Freshman Year, 1896-97
- English A (C) – Rhetoric and English Composition – A.S. Hill Principles of Rhetoric –
Lectures, recitations, written exercises, and conferences. Professors A.S. Hill and Briggs,
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and Messrs. Hurlbut, Copeland, F.N. Robinson, Cobb, Duffield, J.G. Hart, Noyes, La
Rose, and Cotton
- English 28.hp (C) – English Lit – History and Development of English Lit in outline.
Professors AS. Hill, Briggs and Kittredge, Asst. Prof Wendell, and Messrs. J.G. Hart and
Cotton. This course is for freshman and first-year Special Students only – It is open to
those only who have passed the admission examination in English.
- French 2.c (D) – French Prose and Poetry – Corneille – Racine – Moliere –
Bessmarchais – Alfred de Musset – Balzac – Composition. Dr. Marcou and Mr. Ford.
This course is conducted in English
- Spanish 1 (E) – Grammar, reading, and composition – Modern novels and plays. Mr.
Erhardt.
- Government 1.1 (D+) Constitutional Gov’t. (elementary course). Professor Macvane.
Course 1 is recommended for students who expect to take History 11, 12, or 13. It is not
open to students who have taken any one of those courses, nor will it be counted towards
the degree of A. B. for Seniors, or towards Final Honors or Honorable Mention.
- Geology 4.hf (B) – Elementary Geology – Lectures with collateral reading. Professor
Shaler and Messrs. J.B.Woodworth and Woodman. Voluntary field excursions are
offered in connection with this course in the autumn and spring.
- Geology 5.2 (C) – Elementary Field and Laboratory Geology. Lab work with occasional
lectures. Field work and lab work. Messrs J.B. Woodworth and Woodman
Sophomore Year, 1897-98
- English 8.1 (C) – English Lit – From the publication of the Lyrical Ballads to the Death
of Scott (178901832). Asst Prof Wendell and Mr. Hapgood
- English 22 (C) – English Comp. Asst Prof Gates and Messrs Abbott, J. Alden, and H.H.
Chamberlin. Course 22 is similar to Course 31 except that it is open to those only who
have attained Grade C in Course A. It is counted as the equivalent of Course B and a
half-course of elective study.
- History 13 (B) – Constitutional and Political History of the US (1783-1865). Professor
Hart, assisted by Messrs ? and ?
- Philosophy 1.a (C) – General introduction to Philosophy Logic Professor Palmer.
Psychology Professor Munsterberg. Jevons, Lessons in Logic; James, Psychology.
Professors Palmer and Munsterberg, assisted by Dr. Rand.
- Fine Arts 3 (C) – Ancient Art. Prof Norton.
- Physics B.h3p (C) – Experimental Physics. Lectures and Lab work. Prof E.H. Hall and
Mr. ? The lab exercises of Course B will be given in the morning hours, the usual time
being from 9 to 11 or from 11 to 1. Course B is substantially equivalent to the second
alternative in the Elementary Physical Science of the requirements for admission. It is
open to students who have not passed in this alternative or taken in College any course in
Experimental Physics. It may be taken with Chemistry I, although in the same
examination group.
- Geology A.1 (B) – Elementary Physiography – Lectures, written exercises, lab and field
work. A lab conference of one hour, and additional lab hours. Prof Davis. Course A is
required for admission to Courses 2, 6 7, and 20. Course A is recommended to students
expecting to take Course 8 and the more advanced courses in Geology.
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Geology B.2 (B) – Meteorology (elementary course). Lectures written exercises,
observations, and lab work. A lab conference of one hour and additional lab hours. Mr.
Ward. Course B is required for admission to Courses 1, 19, 21, and 25
Junior Year, 1898-99
- English C.hf (B+) – Forensics – A brief based on a masterpiece of argumentative
composition. Three forensics, preceded by briefs. Lectures, class-work, and
conferences. Asst. Prof Baker, and Messrs. T Hall, Prescott, and Huntington.
- English 2 (D-) – Shakespeare (six plays) Professor Kittredge. Course 2 may be taken in
two successive years.
- English 7.2 (C) – English Lit – from the Death of Swift to the publication of the lyrical
ballads. Mr. Copeland and an assistant.
- English 10.hf (C-) – Elocution. Mr. Hayes. Course 10 is open to those only who are
approved by the instruction as having already attained some proficiency in Elocution.
- Economics 1 (C) – Outlines of Economics. Prof Taussig, Asst. Prof E. Cummings, Dr. J.
Cummings, Dr. Aldrich, Mr. Warren, and ?
- Philosophy 1.b (C-) – Outlines of the History of Philosophy, and Intro to the Study of the
Problems of Philosophical Theory. The History of Ancient Philosophy, Asst. Prof
Santayana. The History of Modern Philosophy, Prof Royce. Lectures on the Relations of
the Philosophical Sciences, introduced into the work of each half-year. Weber, History
of European Philosophy. Asst. Prof Santayana and prof Royce, assisted by Dr. Rand.
- Astronomy 1.1 (C) – Descriptive Astronomy. Dr. Willson and Mr. Reed.
Senior Year, 1899-00
- History 12 (C+) – European History since the middle of the Eighteenth Century.
Professor Macvane assisted by Mr. Warren. Open to those only who have taken either
Gov’t 1 or History 9 or 11.
- Government 4 (C+) – Elements of International Law. Professor Strobel, assisted by Mr.
Bigelow. Students intending to take this course are advised to take history 12 and 13 by
way of preparation for it.
- Economics 6 (B) – The Economic History of the United States. Dr. Callender
- Geology 7.2 (B+) – Physiography of Europe – Lectures, library work and reports. Prof
Davis.
- Geology 11.2 (B) – Oceanography. The geology and physiography of the ocean and
ocean-basins. Lectures, library work, and reports. Dr. Daly. Course 11 is open to those
only who have passed in Course 4 and 5 or their equivalents. Courses A and 8 and
Zoology are also recommended.
- Geology 16.1 (A) – Glacial Geology – Lectures, conferences, and field work. Mr. J.B.
Woodworth. Course 16 is open to those only who have taken Courses 4 and 5 or their
equivalents. Courses A, B, 8, and 6 are also recommended. Students taking this course
must keep one half-day in each week of the autumn free for field work.
-
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The Scouting for a New War
(Introduction)
Niagara, as Nature mechanized (“Nature dressed up in modern clothes”)
The Industrial revolution – the first half of the war of Man vs. Nature
The wilderness of Nature (untouched)
The wilderness of civilization (Nature mechanized)
The second half of the war – to subdue Nature mechanized
to unfold the wilderness of industrialism
The new exploration – the preparation for the “second half”
The motive power
War as integrator and as disintegrator
War as disintegrator (Mars), the enemy of mankind
The strategy of a war against Mars – to wage a war
against industrialism (Nature mechanized)
The two children of industrialism
Mars – the disintegrating side of war
Toil – the disintegrating side of labor
The problem of dramatizing war – to raise a vision
The dramatization of military war –
a “manifest destiny” and a menace thereto
The dramatization of war on industrialism
The manifest destiny of the human race
The menace of industrialism thereto
The dramatization of the preparation
The mechanics
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An integrated industrial service
The industrial system compared to a river system –
Its source, its mouth, its flow
Giant Power – an illustration of a complete industrial system
Efficient generation – the problem of conserving the sources of life
Efficient utilization – the problem of the efficient “mouth” of industry – the
community and environment for ultimate human living
Efficient transmission – the problem of industrial “flow” from source to mouth (of
energy and of staples)
Giant Power – ally or enemy (in the war against Nature mechanized)
– the key to a regional industrial framework
– the key to America’s resettlement
The lines of a new frontier
The mountain crest
The river valley
A potential civilization via the new frontier
A campaign
To mobilize a scouting crew
To include amateur and technician
A growth and not a creation
To promote world patriotism vs. Mars patriotism
The best in each nation’s tradition
The best in America’s tradition
To make a training ground on the new frontier
A line of camps on the mountain crests
An All-American community
The Appalachian Ridgeway – the original American hinterland
The first line of outposts – the Appalachian Trail
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THE NEW EXPLORATION
The Scouting for a New War
“The army enlisted against Nature.” –William James.
“The machine is nature dressed up in modern clothes.” –Joseph K. Hart
Here are two big ideas: the first is voiced by Williams [sic] James in his classic essay on
The Moral Equivalent of War; the second is voiced by Joseph K. Hart in a recent essay on Power
and Culture.617 These two ideas, put together, picture a possible future which we in our
perplexing times can ill afford to overlook. They suggest a new approach to our world problems.
What do these men mean by “Nature” and by “Nature dressed up in modern clothes”? Let us
seek an answer in Niagara Falls.
Niagara is an example of Nature – of her substance and her energy. Mankind has long
been fighting Niagara (and the rest of Nature). Mankind thinks that he has at last subdued her.
He has got her harnessed: he can if he wishes take every drop of Niagara and divert it where he
will. To this extent he can control Niagara. It has taken him many centuries to obtain this control.
It has been a long fight – this dull, monotonous war of Man vs. Niagara. Man did not make much
headway in this war until comparatively recent times. Then he achieved what is known as the
“industrial revolution”. This brought the turbine, the electric current, and the transmission wire.
Through [sic] these man [sic] can divert Niagara out of her own chosen channel and spread her
in pieces for hundreds of miles around. Man has turned Niagara into a huge machine for
distributing light and heat and mechanical power.
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This machine is the modern Niagara. The old Niagara consisted of the channel (along by
Goat Island and The Gorge) through which her energies flowed. The modern Niagara consists of
the machine (the system of turbines, generators, transmission lines, and mechanical appliances)
through which her energies now flow. This machine is Niagara “dressed up in modern clothes”:
it is Nature dressed up in modern clothes.
This “dressing up” of Nature was the triumph of the industrial revolution. “It was a
glorious victory!” Man finally curbed the old mare and got her harnessed. Now she will do his
bidding – now she will service him. Will she?
The end is not yet. The first half of this big game is over, but the “second half” is yet to
come. What are the chances? How does the score stand now? Is Man thus far, in truth, the
victor? Is he sure even of the first half? Niagara (or Nature), as Man has got her harnessed, can
do Man’s work in half the time that he can – yes, probably in quarter time, perhaps in less. Yet
Man works nearly or quite as long today as he did before the revolution – before his “victory”. It
would be a long story to prove, but the chances seem to be that if, through the mists and fogs of
figures and facts, we could accurately see the scoreboard of the great game and fight of Man vs.
Nature, it would read “Man 50, Nature 50”.
The war between Man and Nature is only half over. The first industrial revolution may be
substantially completed, but the next is not yet on. The first revolution dealt with Nature
“undressed”. Indeed this revolution itself consisted in dressing her. The next revolution must
deal with Nature “dressed up”, with Nature harnessed, with “Nature the Machine”, with Nature
mechanized. The contending forces of this coming revolution will consists of the reasoned
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attempt by Man to make the Machine a servant and of the unreasoned attempt by Nature to make
the Machine a master.
Again, what are the chances?
Let us look more closely at the first half of the struggle between Man and Nature. Let us
start back of the industrial revolution, back in the days of the renaissance and the “great
awakening”, in the days of the world’s great navigators and explorers, in the good old romantic
times of Columbus, Drake, and Vasco da Gama.
These explorers (the heroes of the old exploration) were the first scouts in the war of Man
vs. unharnessed Nature (after that war became world wide). They were the geographic, the
regional, the “outdoor” pioneers in this great struggle. They were the finders of the Niagaras.
And as these men – the Columbuses and the Drakes – were the “outdoor” pioneers, so the Watts
and the Stephensons were the “indoor” pioneers – the first harnessers of the Niagaras. Between
these two the wilderness of untouched Nature was unfolded and subdued.
And in place of this wilderness of Nature untouched Man placed, in time, “Nature the
Machine”. But he placed it aimlessly. He had no plan. The various parts and strands of the
Machine were placed without regard to other parts and strands. The Machine became a network,
but without design. It became an entanglement. Its various strands, crisscrossed and duplicated,
rubbed on one another. The Machine devolved enormous friction, thus using up its power. It
became in time itself a “wilderness”. So Man vanquished one enemy and created another. He
subdued the wilderness of Nature untouched and replaced it by the wilderness of Nature
mechanized –the wilderness of civilization.
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Right here, then, we can see the fight which will constitute the next industrial revolution
(the second half of the war of Man vs. Nature). This will be the fight to subdue the wilderness of
civilization. Just as the first fight was to subdue the wilderness of untouched Nature. For unless
Man can unsnarl the tangle of industrialism (of Nature the Machine) he will be strangled by it.
Unless he can master this thing he has created the thing itself will master him. “If the machine
shall reduce us to subjection”, writes Mr. Hart, “Mother Earth (Nature) will have her revenge”.
(Is the growl of the World War perhaps a warning?)
So much, in brief, for the next industrial revolution – the attempted subjection and
unsnarling of the industrial tangle. The new exploration is a scouting for this revolution: it has
the same relation to the war against Nature mechanized as the old exploration (of the
Columbuses and the Drakes) had to the war against Nature untouched. It is the geographic, the
regional, the “outdoor” phase of the unraveling of the industrial wilderness: it is the first rough
charting of this wilderness. As the old exploration got started before the old industrial revolution
(the war against Nature untouched) so the new exploration will get started before the new
industrial revolution (the war against Nature mechanized). The new exploration is the
preparation for this war.
The Motive Power
The new exploration is a matter both of mechanics and of psychology. We shall postpone
the mechanics and start with the psychology – we shall put the soul before the body. What must
we have as the soul, the motive power, for the new exploration – for the preparation for the great
future fight against mechanized Nature?
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We shall need the most impelling human force there is. Here is where the psychology
comes in. And here is where that great psychologist William James comes in. we have already
quoted the gist of his idea regarding the terrible problem that mankind is up against in dealing
with Nature the Machine. “The army enlisted against Nature.” But to get the particular point
which concerns us here we must change the emphasis: the army enlisted against Nature”.
For unless we raise an army in our fight, and unless we wage, not merely a fight but a
war against this thing, we are very likely to suffer that “subjection” to which Mr. Hart refers.
“What an extraordinary thought,” you say, “to wish on us a war when all lessons of the
time point to war as the particular means whereby this mechanized Nature threatens us with
ruin!” Hold – you speak too loosely: it is not “war” which threatens us but only one side of war;
the other side is our main hope. This is the point brought out by James in his “Moral Equivalent
of War”.
When we think of war we think instinctively of the killing side. So terrible is this aspect
of war that we have come to think of it as an essential aspect. But if we really stop to think we
see it is a mere detail (all-be-it a hellish one). The essence of war is to beat and not to kill. If the
enemy would kindly stand aside we would gladly refrain from killing him. For after all we are no
longer cannibles [sic]: we do not eat our enemy even when we get the chance.
The essence of war seems to be a collective overcoming – a getting together to beat
somebody or something. And today it is “something” more than “somebody”. It may be
kaiserism; it may be slavery. “If ever I get a chance to hit that thing”, said Lincoln, “I’ll hit it
hard”. And he lived to hit that thing hard enough to knock it out. War is a getting together to hit
something hard.
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What “thing” today is it that we should like to hit hard? Suppose we put this up to a
referendum of the people of the world. Yes, they would undoubtedly say ‘war”. But they would
not mean it. What they would mean is the part of war above mentioned – the killing part. They
would approve of the other part. Indeed they seem to be for the other (the integration) as much as
they are against the other (the disintegration).
It is, then, the disintegration of war which is the real enemy: not dying but killing, not
fighting but maiming, not suffering but butchering, not risking but deceiving, not sacrificing but
exploiting, not loving (our own) but hating (our neighbor’s own). We are willing to die, to fight,
to suffer, to risk, to sacrifice, and above all to love; we are unwilling to kill, to maim, to butcher,
to deceive, to exploit, to hate. Let us segregate the disintegrating part of war; let us give it a
separate name; let us call it “Mars”.
How can we hit that thing Mars – and “hit it hard”?
Can we physically destroy it? The World War was an alleged attempt. Can we get Mars
to destroy Mars? Suppose we attempted one last war of disintegration in the hope of destroying
this monster once for all. We might succeed. But if we caused sufficient disintegration to destroy
Mars we would likely destroy [sic] the world along with it. No, a frontal attack will not do. No
form of “attack” will do. Attack is the essence of Mars’ being. The situation demands a different
type of strategy – it demands a “masterly retreat” – some way of eluding the monster, separating
it from sustenance and leaving it to die.
There is a school of thinkers that proposes such a strategy. They say that if everyone
everywhere would just go about their business and pay no attention whatever to this Mars that
there would be no armies through which the monster could go on functioning and it would die
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for want of exercise. This seems to be a correct statement – if everyone everywhere would only
do it. The trouble seems to be that somebody somewhere is likely sometime to stir up the demon,
that more and more people would become involved, and Mars would reign once more.
There is another school, which proposes a modification of this strategy. They have a plan
for inducing people to leave Mars alone. Their plan is to start another war – a war which will
require us to die and fight and suffer and risk and sacrifice and love, but not to kill nor maim nor
butcher nor deceive nor exploit nor hate: a war, in short, which preserves the integrating
processes of military war but eliminates the disintegrating ones. They claim that such a war is
now going on, the world over, and has been going on for centuries. They claim that the only
reason why we do not see this war (which has been going on under our noses) is that it has not
been visualized for us – that it has not been dramatized. They claim that it has all the latent
elements of dramatization possessed by military war. They claim, in the words of their leader,
William James, that “it is but a question of time, of skillful propagandism, and of opinionmaking men seized historic opportunities”.
James, in his own historic and opinion-making essay on “The Moral Equivalent of War”,
proposed in effect that the way to cope with Mars is to utilize the ancient method of back-firing
of starting a back fire which will use up in advance a part of the stuff which the main fire
depends on for existence. Now Mars depends for existence on such stuff as the willingness to die
and fight and suffer and risk and sacrifice and love. So James proposes to start a war (or rather to
develop and dramatize the war already on) so as to capture these virtues before Mars can capture
them. The war which he proposes to dramatize is the one which we have been talking about. He
refers to it as the war against “Nature”.
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Let us right here define another term. We adopted the name Mars as the effigy of the
bestial, disintegrating part of war; let us adopt the name Toil as the effigy of the bestial,
disintegrating part of labor.
Mars and Toil are the intangible but powerful children of Nature the Machine; they are
the beasts in the jungle of industrialism. They are as secure within this jungle as within a “barbed
wire entanglement”. What except a world wide tangle could cause so mysterious a phenomenon
as the World War? How many people really wanted that War? Not even those horned toads the
international bankers truly wished it. And certainly the folks did not. And yet it came.
Here we have perhaps the two bed-rock enemies od [sic] mankind – Mars and Toil. To
cope with each requires a different strategy. Mars as we have seen we must elude. But Toil we
can attack – and frontally. And a diversion to this attack of primal human forces would tend to
reduce our other enemy. Mars would tend to be forsaken and thereby left to die. The game, then,
is to forget Mars and attack Toil.
To forget Mars we must forget “Peace”. “’Peace’”, says James, “in military mouths today
is a synonym for ‘war expected’. The word has become a pure provocative, and no government
wishing peace sincerely would allow it ever to be printed in a newspaper. Every up-to-date
dictionary should say that ‘peace’ and ‘war’ mean the same thing, now in posse, now in actu”.
To attack Toil we must attack Nature – Nature mechanized. We should deliberately and
systematically and scientifically prepare for war. It will be, as we have seen, an industrial war.
What is the technique of starting an industrial war? Well, what is the technique of starting a
military war? Do we start by “raising a regiment”? No, we cannot raise a regiment until we raise
a vision.
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Mars functions through a prophet in human flesh – a king he may be or a Napoleon, but
whatever else he must first of all be dramatist. This prophet (this dramatists) raises us on high
and paints for us a picture. It is the picture of a goal and a menace.
The goal he paints for us is something which he calls our “manifest destiny”. He takes us,
as it were, up in an aeroplane. He shows us our country – her mountain crests – her cliff-bound
coasts, her city skylines; he shows them at dawn, at sunset, and under the midnight moon. He
shows us a man and a woman – a Hercules and a Venus; he shows us a little child: these are
ourselves, the inheritors of our fair land. He points to other fair lands – beyond the seas, and
pictures for us their crude inhabitants – inferior folk they are not horned exactly but with skulls
distorted. He paints our opportunity (nay our “duty”) of spreading through these fair lands the
seed of our Hercules and Venus. This, he says, is our “manifest destiny”. He points to the planet
which Wordsworth must have seen – “fair as a star when only one is shining in the sky”, and
calls it the light ordained by God to guide us on our path.
But across this path there lies a shadow – the shadow of a demon, a menace not only to
our destiny but to our very existence. This menace is the ambition of the distorted folk who now
inhabit the lands of our horizon. Their “ambition” and our “duty” must come to an impasse. The
name for their ambition (and our menace) is imperialism. The time has come to prepare for war
against it.
Such, in substance, seems to be the sincere vision of the militarist. Perhaps it is “correct”
– perhaps it tallies with the workings of that thing which we call God. But other folks are entitled
to their visions. If some of us smell the need of a war to attain another goal and to subdue
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another menace it is for us to vision it. We too must have our dramatist to take the folks on high.
What manner of picture might he paint for them?
What is our goal, our “manifest destiny”, this time? What to us seems right, “as God has
given us to see the right?” We shall have to be tentatively dogmatic. First of all “our” manifest
destiny is that of all the world – of the whole, not a part of the human race. Our manifest destiny
is life and not existence merely; it is liberty or else it is death but never mere existence; it is the
pursuit of happiness and not the pursuit of “things”. Our manifest destiny is to graduate from
brutalization and attain virility – both as workers and as fighters. Our manifest destiny is to
crystallize and develop from the fair lands and human impulses of God’s creation the full
promise of a latent beautiful world.
But across the way to such a promise stands the thing which Man thus far has made of
God’s creation, the man-made, half made thing to which we have referred as Nature mechanized,
the iron wilderness of civilization – industrialism. Here lies the source of every land’s
“ambition”, the spring of every “imperialism”. Here is the threat indeed: to make of life a fodder
for machines, of liberty a frozen image, of happiness a spelling in a story. The fomenter of
brutalization, the corrupter of virility; the devastator alike of fair lands and human impulse; the
menace to our freedom both promise and achieved.
Such is our cause – to subside industrialism, but can we draw a picture of the fight? No,
not yet. We have not sufficient background in this age to wholly visualize the war manoevres
[sic]. But we can perhaps visualize the preparation: we can visualize the scouting and the
exploration needed. To do this, however, we must know more about it – we must understand the
mechanics of the new exploration.
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The war itself against industrialism is perhaps a long way off. And as with all wars we
cannot possibly foresee its vicissitudes – especially when conceived upon new lines. Let us not
fool ourselves that it will be an easy war, or a make-believe. For industrialism, and Toil and
Mars, have their allies in society – and allies deeply entrenched. And something real will be let
loose as soon as they believe their lives (or livelihoods) to be in danger. “The war against war”,
says James, in opening his essay, “is going to be no holiday excursion or camping party”.
It seems to be too early yet in social evolution to dramatize the battles of this war. We
can think of them, and reason of them, but cannot truly picture them. But perhaps we can take a
step in that direction. Perhaps after we know more of its mechanics we can dramatize the
scouting for this war. Perhaps we can suggest a line of campaign. Or perhaps we can do no such
thing. Nature, as Mr. Hart has pointed out, may yet have “her revenge”. But if we can succeed in
dramatizing even a portion of this great coming contest we will have a “fighting chance”. For the
motive power is at hand. It awaits only to be focused. Deep in every human lies at least one grain
of youth, the thing which ever burning, ever seeks to flame; the thing on which the militarist
depends; that primal human force which, like the river’s flow, ever seeks its outlet, which holds
ready every son and daughter to express themselves in deeds – to fight or suffer or die to achieve
a greater world when once together they can vision it.
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